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An Introductionc.

The study of weathel% is a very complicated subject. VariaWes of temperature,
pressure, humidity, wind, and clouds all have an effect on atmospheric condi-
tions on the earth. Complicated and sometimes hard-to-measure factors such
as upper air movetyent, variations in solar radiation, and changes due to the
seasons contribute to the problem. An attempt to expound on all of these, and
othets, would result in a Very lengthy text. Instead, this short introduction will
focus on those. things4 not found in the student text or teacher fmnotations,
that are judged to be pertinent to the unit

From the rime that man first became interested in the weather, his basic
response was observation. Long before the use of instruments for measuring
weather factors, eyes were turned skyward at the clouds, and thc wind was
tested with pieces of straw. And the observations became the foundation for
a sort of "ifthen" weather forecasting. "If." said the ancient sailing captain
"the sky has mackerel scales and mares' tails, then I am going to have to lower
my sails." In more modern terminology, he was saying that the appearance
of cirrocumulus and cirrus Clouds foretold the coming of a storm. "If," said
the ancient farmer, "the breezes are .backing, then dry hay we'll be lacking."
Somehow, he knew that a backing wind (one that changes from north to west
to south to mit, or counterclockwise) presaged the approach of bad weather
(a low-pressure area), and he had better get the hay in.

By the 17th century, instruments had been developed and began to be used
'for systematic weather observations. It Was realized that scientific observation
had to precede scientific prediction. It is interesting to note that in 1649 two
cities in France and one in Sweden werc simultaneously recording the weather.
Without modern, high-speed cominunication, however, much of the value was
lost. But the sciej1ce of meteofolcg was Orn,.and has been growing cvcr since.
Incidentally, u tnterrupted obser ations have been diade in New Haven,
Connecticutis Ce 1779. Student observation's in this unit, thoUgh limited, play
an eqnally important role in the development of a model, and in the attempt
to make weather forecasts.

'I ..

HEAT SUPPLIER IN THE. SKY

The basic energy for weather processes is furnished by the sun. Of course, only
a fraction of the sun's output of energy (about one two-billionth) relishes the
vidnity of the earth. This radiation is largely divided between ultraviolet (10%),
visible $5%), and lifrared (45%) wav.elengths.
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the edge of the atmosphere. the solar beam carries about 2 ealo-
ries/c n2/nmeof radiatjon. .1 his radiation is called the solar constant. This is
equiv lent to about one halt million horsepower per square mile. Because of
the earth's curvature, this beam is spread Over a greater surface area at high
latitudes than in the equatorial regions. (From this fact alone, we would expect
the polar regions to he colder than the tropics.)

The solar beam is partially depleted as it passes through the atmosphere.
At high altitudes, ozone gas forms and becomes concentrated enough to absOrb
the lethal ultraviolet wavelengths. The solar beam is also substantially reduced
by reflection from the upper surfaces of cloud lavas and by scattering off thc
various gas molecules and contaminants. Some energy is absorbed by cloud
layers and air molecules. Of the total energy arriving at the outer edge of thc
atmosphere, only 28% arrives at the ground on an overcast day,.

The particular type oldoud determines the amount of reflection. For exam-
ple, altostratus clouds reflect three quarters of the beam back to space. The
density of the air and the thickness of the cloud layer also determine thc amount
of absorption.

Once the energy reaches the earth's surface, it is either absorbed or reflected.
This is highly dependent on the kind of surface material it strikes. In the Arctic,
the glancing radiation is largely reflected from the snow; in the tropics, the
equatorial forests absorb the vertical rays.

In addition to receiving radiation,j1wearth is also a radiating body. Actually,
the earth radiates energy 24 hours a day, while it receives energy, on the
average, for only half the day. Thus, in areas that absorb high amounts of
radiation, the incoming energy exceeds the outgoing energy, while in polar
regions terrestrial radiationtkfar exceeds solar radiation.

THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

With the tremendous differential in energy received, absorbed, and reflected
by various areas of the earth's surface, it would seem that some locations would
get unbearably hot while others would be unbelievably cold. Yet there are no
spots on the earth where man cannot exist with proper protection. Howis this
heat energy distributed?

Radiant energy can travel from the source to the receiver without a medium
of transmission. Some of thc energy received by the earth is indeed retrans-
mitted by-this method. But the large surplus of heat received in the tropics
travels.to other regions by the other two methods of heat transferconducgon
and convection.

Heated surfaces of the earth heat the surrounding air, by conduction. This
only affects the air in contact with the surface. This air becomes less dense
than the surrounding air and is buoyed upward. Heated air, rising above the
tropics, flows north and south:toward the Poles: Cooler air flows into the tropics
to take its place. -A huge circulatory system of heat transfer is set up as the

T 4 heated air cools, sinks back to the surface, and flows back toward the equator.

4
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Because of the earth's rotation, the actual circumstance is not as simple as
the pritualy circulation described above. Instead, part of the all' flowiiig Pole-
ward at high altitude cools and falls at about 30" latitude. Due to CoriolisfOrce,
air in motion in the.Northerp Hemisphere is deflected to the right of its
direction of motion. The part of the air tklat continues northward at the surface
from 30° becomes the prevailing westerlies that -affect the North American
continent so greatly. The part that flows back to the equator becomes the trade
winds of the subtropics. At the same time, polar air flowing southward at the
surface becomes the Polar easterlies.

A major significhnee of this circulatory, heat distribution system is that large
masses of air leave the subtropics and the subpolar regions and meet to form
fronts_ These frontal systems, in general, ante from west to east across the
United States because of prevailing air-movement. A large amount of the total
weather pattern that we experience is dependent vn these air masses and fronts.

OUTSIDE READINGS
..1 ..

Much of the detail of meteorology is included in simplified form in the student
materials and in the teacher notes. Notably absent is any material on hurricanes
and tornadoes, nature's most. violent storms_ Similarly, upper air measurement,
so important in modern weather studies, has been omitted as being beyond
t realm of this unit.

.
There are many fine books available that could be used by the teacher for

reference or to obtain further background information. Some might be made
available for better students who want to delve further into the subject. A short
list follows: I ' \

Battan, Louis J. The Nature of Violent Storms. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday and Co., Anchor Books, 1961.

Blair, Tbomas A., and Robert J. Fite. Weather Elements, 5th ed. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, Inc.; 1965.

*çantzlaar, George L. Your Guide to the Weather, New York: Barnes and
Noble, Inc., 1964.

Day, John A. The Science of Weather. Readillig, Mass., Addison-Wesley Pub-
* .fishing Co., 1966.

*Holmes, David The Story of ,Weather. New York: Pyramid Publications,
Inc., 1963.

*Landsberg, Helmut E. Weather and Health. Garden City, New York: Doublg-
-day and Co., Anchor Books, 1969.

*Lehr, P. E., R. W. Burnett, and H. S. Zim. Weather..New York: Golden Press,
1965.

*Spar, Jerome. Earth, Sea, and Air. Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley, 1962.
Thompson, Philip D., and Robert O'Brien. Weather (Life Science Library). New

York: Time Inc., 1965.

The books marked with an asterisk (*) are available in,paperback editions.
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AN OVEFOIEIN

The purposi of e Unit 15 to develop a simple model tor weather. In doing
so, attention is focused on the agents that cause ,air tO rise front one level to
apother.

air is made visible by using a smoke box. and variations in temperature arc
Chapter 1 examines thermal convectton as the first agent The behavior.of

provided with hot and cold water. The concept oldifferential heating of surfaces
by-radiant energy is develop.ed. and the connection made between this differ-
ential heating and thebehavior of the air. i

Students are introduced to systematic visual and instrumental weather
observations in Chapter. 2. A weather watch that is to continue for four weeks

. is started. Excursions are provided to help with some of the observations and

records. ,,
..

The oestion of what happens to the properties of mass, pressure, and
temperature of air as it rises is posed next. The particle model of matter is\
used to explain air-pressure.and -to _predict theinterrelationship of temperature
and pressure in a closed system. Measurement of atmospheric pressure is
accomplished . with a student-constructed barometer calibrated against an ' ---.

. aneroid barotheter. .
.. ...iMoisture content of th air is studied in Chapter 4. Measurement of this

property of air is made n t if dew point and relative htimidity. The
necessity of condensation nuclei to 'clouds to form is'established.

Cloud 4brmatiOn is examined, tising the two variables .of temperature and'
,

pressure: The particle model is used to explain why warm air rises, why pressure

on it ;decreases, and therefore why clouds form over particular areas. The
concept of wind as a reSult of rising air is developed..

In Chapter 6, the deficiencies of the heated:air model are noted,. and the

. . model is expanded to include lines of temperature difference,.conVergence, and

" the effects of mountainS as cloud-forming agents. A system of notation on
weather maps is studied, and the technique of drawing igobars practiced. Some -,

wroperties of low-pressure areas are examined.
_ f The final chapter identifies lines of temperature differences as fronts and,

by using sequential weather maps, shows that these fronts and the associated
low-pressure areas move generally from west to east across the country. With
this idea in mind, Wild using the developed model, methods of predicting the
upward motion of air and the resulting weather conditions are studied. The
use of the daily observations of the weather elements to provide clues -fop,
approaching weather is summarized.-

G ERAL INFORMATION

Each chapter of the ,Teacher's Edition contains an equipment list for that
chapter. The same is/true for each excursion. Also included on the first page

T 6 of thc chapter is a statement of chapter emphasis and a listing of major points.
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The answers to certain key questions are given in the body of the chapter
In addition, the last papc of each chapter alerts you to preparations necessary

C for the following chapter.
Among the materials listed will he some items that must be supplied locally.

You will need plastic tape, matches. scissors, and baby-food jars (both large
and small) in a number of the chapters and excursions. In addition, you will
need large cardboard boxes. ice cubes, thumbtacks. sand, crushed charcoal.
and wire coat hangers in Chapter I crushed ice and ice cubes in Chaptei 4:
black paper in Chapter 5: large plastic dry-cleaning bags in Excursion I-1:
a 21 cm x 21 cm piece of glass. black paper, ruler or meterstick, timer, tine,
point marking pen. and a drawing compass in Excursion 5-2: a Nail. comb,
and tape or clay for Excursion 7- 1 : and daily weather maps for Excursion 7-3.
It would also be wise to have an adequate supply of paper towels tOr activities

using water or icc cubes.

4

r

GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 1

Get your cardboard boxes, plastic tape. matches, scissors, and a good supply
of baby-tbod jars, along with the materials supplied in the equipment kit, ready
for the opeming activity. You will also need ice cubes and some means of
keeping them, and a method of supplying hot water.

For the remainder of the chapter, you will need thumbtacks, about 100 ml
each of clean sand' and crushed charcoal per student-team, and a supply of
wife coat hangers. Now would be a good time to start saving the daily weather

maps from the n%wspaper so that yOu have a good sequence for Chapter 7,

4
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Foreword

A experiences between the ages of I I and 16 probably shape his
ultimate view.of science and of the natural world. During these ye rs
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Sin -e
concepts are at the heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first gain the ability `to study science in a really organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number of commendable efforis to improve the
situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link irk
science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized ,high school science courses. This volume
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

At the outset the organizers of the ISCS. Project decided that it
would ..be shortsighted and kinwise to -try to till the gap in middle
schookcience education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to Challenge some of the most firmly establisheraincepts
about how td teach and just what science material can and should be
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, -teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the.chance to lest, these assumptions in actual. classrooms
with real children. As cOnfliCts have arisen, our policy has been to rely-
MOM upon what we-saw happening in the schools than upon what
authorities said could or wciuld happen-. It is largely becauseof this
policy that the I.SCS materials represent a..substantial departtire from
the norm.

The primary difference between the.iliKS program and more con-
ventional approaches is the fact that it alloivs each student to travel
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.at his own pace, and it permits the scow: and sequence of instruction '
to vary withhis.interests, abilities, and background. Thc ISCS writers
have systematically,sried to give the student more of a role in deciding
what he should study next and how soon he should, study it. When the -

inattrials are used as intcn cted, the 1SCS teacher serves more a
"task easer" than a "task m stcr." It is his job to help the student

?m,

answer the questions that arix from his own study rather than to try
to anticiate and 'package whaVtlic student upeds to know. .

There is nothing radically new in the ls--C approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the
need to personalize education. 1SCS has tried to do something more..
than pay lip service to this goal. ISC,' Major cootribution has been to
design a 'system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in.,
decd give maximum attention to each. student's Orogress.

.

Ile development of the ISCS material has Ileen a group effort flom
the outset. It began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might iv done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative* .

plan for li set of instructional materials by a, small group(of FlOrida;
StateUniversity faculty members. Small-scale writing ses.iions con--,
ducted on the Floricia State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted;in-:,
pilqt curriculum materials that were tested in selected FIctrida schools :
durinit the 1965-66 schopt year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported.by funds generouslty\provided by The Florida State UMversity.

In lu e ofi96V,financial 'Support was provided by the United States
Office o td*ation, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eral addit esk grants in supplkt of the ISCS effort.

The fir dr4ft of these materials was produced in 1968, during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all over the
United States. The original materials have been revised.three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have been involved in.their field testing:

We sincerely hope that the Aeachers and students who will use this
material will find that the greot amount of time, n\ofiey, and effort
that has gone into its developm4nt has been worthwhile.,

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors
February 1972
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Notes to the Student

p.
a.

The word science means,a lot of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
but none are complete. Satence is many things and is hard to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help'you understand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead .of
describing them with words., The book describes a series of things for
you to do and think about. We hope that what'you do will help you
learn a good deal about natpre and that you will get a feel for how
scientists tackle problems.

ilow is this book different froin other textbooks?
P

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make. any
sense out of it,"you must work with objects'ind substances. You should
do the things described, think about them, alid then answer any ques-
tions asked. ge sure you answer each question as you come to it.

The guestions in the book are very important. They are asked for
three reasons:

1. To help you to thtk through what you see and do.
2. To let you kpow wIretheror not you und9rstand what you've done.
3. To giye you a record of:what you have done so that you can

use it for review.

How wiii your.class be organized?

Your science clog will probably be quite different rrom your other
classes. This book will let you start work with less help than usual
from your teacher. You should begin each day's work where you left
off* the day before. Any equipment and supplies needed will be wait-

win , ing for you.
.,
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Y r teacher will not read to you or tell you the things that you are
to,léani. Instead, he will help you and your classmates Individually.

ry to work ahead on your own. If you have trouble, first try to
solve the problem for yourself. Don't ask your teacher for help, until
you really need it. Do not expect him to give you the answers to thc
quettions in the book. Your teacher will try to help you find where
and how you went wrong, but he will not do your work for you.

After few days, some of your classmates Will be ahead of you and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember, thottgh,, that there will be no prizes for finishing

'first. Work at whatever speed is b;st for you. But be sure you ufder-
stand what you have done before moving on. .

Excursions are mentioned at several places. These special activities
are found at the back of the book. You ntay stop and do any excursion
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
curkons will help you do lome of the activities in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may ask you to do an excursion..s.

What amp I expected to learn?

During the year, you will wad( very Much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot of worthwhile infOrmation. More important we
hopithat you will learh how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind that leckning how .to find answers to questions is
just,o, voluable as learning the answers themselves.

ktep the big picture in mind, too. Each chapter builds on ideas
already dealt with. These,.ideas add up to liome of the simple but
powerful- concepts that are so important in science. If you are given, a
Student Record Book, do all your writing in it. Do not write in this
book. UK your Record Book for making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
too.

From time to tiirie you may notice that your classmates have not
always given tte samd answers 'that you did. This is no cause for
worry. Thre are 'many righteanswers to some of the questions. loid
in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions. As a
inkter of fact, no one knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to yciu at first, but you will soon realize that there
is much that sCience does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of.dic things we don't know as welt as what is known. Good luck!
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 cardboard box, -30
Clear plastic Wrap
Plastic tape
2 piastic straws
1 -large air, Oston

Heavy cotton ftring, 12 cm long
, Matches

Scissors
cm x 30 .cm x 50 cm Baby-food Jar,

Ice cubes or Ice water
I lot water
I aiuminn pan
1 peiploard balance rod .

1 wIT* support
. ., 2 small paper bags

Air Has Its . 2 thumbtacks
1 alcohol burner

/5 Styrofoam cups
5 the'rmometers
1 150-watt lamp -and socketUps and Downs
Extension cord
100 ml clean sand
100 m1crushed charcoal
Coat hanger

CHAPTER tiMPHASIS

f lot or cold swim:es havo (iifferent effects on
leo air uvw ttmm. Various 51.1bStanfres
heated unequally by radiant enttr9y.

C-hapter 1
MAJOR POIN-rs

1..By watching trre, behatrior of smoke parti-
des as they pass over surlaces whose tem-
peratures are differenh you can Infer how the
invisible air is behaving, i.e.. that a) air moves
downward over colder surfaces, and.b) up-
ward over warmer surfaces.
.42. The idea of force developed in 1SCS,
Level. L is used to_explaia_the
ever areasof different temperatures.
3. The particle model .of matter is used to
explain why a votume of warm air has la

Excursion 1-1 is)leyed to this chapter.

ft s

How would you file to be-able to eXplain -the formation of
a giant thundercloud like the one shown on t6 facipg page?
-"A tough job," you say. Perhaps, but.not impossible. To do,
it, you'lleed-to find out a few things about air, water, he
arid the earth's surface. You'll need to know how these varia-
bles interact to produce changes in the earth's atMosphere.
These atmospheriii changes are what we-call "wcatlier.",; qf
course there is mo?e to weather 'than a- thundercloud. 119
ever, old cumulonimbus is an exciting fellow.

Your first, task is to find oin how warm and cold surfaces
-e* affect air. You will need to make an observation box if one

isn't already available. To do this, you'll need the following
materials:

cardboard box (about -30 am x 30 am x 50 cm)
. Clear plastic food wrap

Plastic tape .

.1.: I ,plastic straw.

,
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mass than an equal volume of 'cool air, Le.,
according to the particle model of matter, '-
particles of warm airere farther apart than the
particles in pad!
4. Cele air, bei g heavier than* warm air,
sinks. pushing th warmer air upward.
5. Laboratory obser.vatIonslead to the follow-.
ing conclusions:
A. The temperature of some substancesSsur-
faces) changgik 'more than that of oti)er s*:
stanCes wherlgthe same amoot of .cadiirit
energy strikes them. (Graphs can be used to .

show these differences ihiRtes of heating and °'
cooling.)
B. Air abeve a surface Is warmed or cooled

'by that surface.
C. Solar radiation causes differential heating
of different earth Surfaces, and thisln turn .
pauses differential heating of the air.over the
surface, causing up-and-down alr currents. .

Once- made. ;he observation boxes can be
used by other students. Note-that they will be
used again in Chapter. & . .

o

r
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You should supervise the construction ot the
boxos rather carefully, in light of the tact that
they will be used repeatedly here, and later in
the unit.

4.

4

Note the Inference here. In Level I ol ISCS,
students Identified the prestnce of something
(a force, for example) by the effect that it had
on something visible (the force-measurer
blade). Here they are going to identify Or
movement by th effeV It has on the smoke
particles.

2. ....CHAPTEB 1

"
,rt

4

ACTIVITY 1-1. Remove or4e side of the box; then cut a window

In two sides as shown. But leave about 3' of the top Intact.
Tape plastic food wrap over the windows so that they are
airtight. In ene end ot\the box, cut a small hole Just large

'enough to insert a plastic straw.

Do mait
cut out.

Tape

-Plastic -----
food
wrap

Remove side
of box.

Studying the behavior of air is a bit difficult because air
is a mixture of invisible gases. One way to study air is to.
add smoke particles to it. By watching what happens to the
smoke, you can decide what invisible.air is doing. The next

-activities will suggest a simpleway-to _Callcct .some smoke.
Xbu will need the fo,lloWing:

1 large air piston
1 plasticistraw

cottiml string, 12 Q1Ii tong
Matches.

12Z=Zt=c:::51

K---!r 4 cm

.Scissors
Baby-food jar.......

ot tap water

4 5 cm ---)1
er+-41

Piece ..
of straw.

-

ACTIVITY 1-2. Cut the straw into 4- to '-cm lengths. Cut the
string into lengths of about 4 cm. Double one of the piecs
of string twic9 or m4re until it will fit snugly in the end of
a piece of the plastic straw. Leave about -12 cm of the doubled

string sticking out of the straw. Repeat the procedure for the
other pieces.
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ACTIVITY 1-3. Slip a section of the prepared straw onto th;
air piston. Light the string, being carefel not to melt the straw.
Collect smoke in the cylinder by slowly drawing ot the
plunger. Remove the straw and lay It aside whie it woist burn
anything. You may need more smoke later.

.Noik you are ready to see how warm arild cold surfaces
..faffectlir. You will use your observation box and the smoke
you collected in Activity 1-3.

ACTIVITY 1-4. Place a pan of cold, water (ice water or even,
ice cubes if possible) inside the observation box. Be sure the

is. In place through _the end of the box. The end-ot-the
straw should not be over the pan of water.

Pan of
colt water

J. . ;

of st rakv

Alr
piston

If you Wish to keep the amount of smoke hi
filo room to a minimum, you may have sevpral
groups draw smoke from the §ameleource.

Keeping the water cold (or hot for the next
series of activities) can present a probliii. If
you have worked out an iCC-cube supi3ly (caf-
eteria, perhaps).. a Styrpfbam chest or. ice -
bucket.14ill be valuable toivikbeping the cubes.
(1 hot plate would bo -best tor-the tiot" water

.supply: an alcohol turner will work, but not
as well. It might be wise to give a fow words
ot caution about sloppiness, as well as' about
safety with the hot water and the heater.

ACTIVITY 1-5. Insert a smoke-filled air 'piston into the straw
of the observation box. Gently force smoke through the straw
into the box so that it moves very slowly over the cold water.
Observe what happens to the smoke.

1===F1al
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Careful Observation is necessary here and
with the hot water that follows. Students:tend
to rush through the activities without taking
time to see what really hafventi.

CHAPTER 1 3
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1-3 In earlier ISCS work, wforce was defined.
as something that causes a change in shape
or a change in motion of a body. It was easier
then to measure the change in shape: now a
change In motion is more apparent.

Figure 14

H Describe what happened to the smoke as it moved
into, the region above the cold surface.

Reinot Activities 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 using a pan of hot water.
But don't throw away the ice. Other students may need it.

01-2. Describe what happeded to the nioke as it moved
into the region above the warm surface.

If you studied Volume 1 or Volume 2 of the ISCS program,
you learned that. a change in motion of something occur-s
only if .a force is acting dpon it.

01-3. How do you knOw that some force acts on the smOke
as it moves into the region above the WArni or the cold
surface?

Figure 1-1 illustrates the smoke-filled air as it moves above
the surfaa. of _the cold and the hot water.
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Cold water

1-4 The arrows 'should be vertically up or
down, even though the smoke may not rise
o,r sink exactly vertically,

4 . 'CHAPTER 1

01-4. In Figure 1-1 of your Record Book, draw arrows
indicating-the- direction of the force kcting on each of the
smoke sticams:

The upward' motion of the smoke above the'warm surface
suggests -tha t. the air is rising.. This updraft pushes the. smoke
along with i

01-5. What does the smoke movement tell you abont the
.thotion of air.oyer a Cold surface?

. _9 :.,
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Thc vertical (up-and-drn) movement of air is vet v im-
portant in producing weather changes. But how can this
motion be explained? Putting an activity together with the
particle model ,from ISCS Volume 1 can help.

Get a partner and the following materials for this activity:

1 pegboard balance rod
I wire support for rod
2 small paper bags of equal size
2 thumbtacks of equal size
1 alcohol burner
Matches

. -
ACTIVITY 1-6. Set up the balance rod and wire support as

shown. Fasten the two-paper bags to the balance rod, using
the thumbtacks. Balance the rod by moving the sliding clip.
With the rod held stationary as shown, hold a lighted alcohol

.bur.ner about 15 dm below the open evd of the bag on .the
. right.

Cautio.n Be ci.trefirl not to let the hag cotch fire! keep. the
hurner under- die hag Jiff 30 seconds.

ACTIVITY Remove the burner, extinguish it, and gently
let-go et the 6ar. Observe the bag for several minutes.

t
Balance
rod

Bag '
Open
end

Al hol
rwr

.01,6. Describe your observations from Activity'r1-7.

01-7., According to your observations, which has the greater
mass, the bag of warm air or the bag of cool air?,_

:

;1/414,..01101 oft, ut,m1 lot th41 fir:.1 limo It

would probably be 0 good Opportunity to re-
emphasize lab sPtly. e:;nocially concerning
the dispensing of alcohol for tho burners.
Make it standard procedure never to fill any
burners while oil Jr lighted bur ners are on the ,
table If possible. 1111 them in a sepal ate room.
Wipe up any spills immediately Avoid lotting
fumes concentrate in the room. Don't walk
mound the room with a lighted burner. Don't
lot the flame continue whon the fuel is gone
Don't fill burners more than about half full.
Don't have too much wick exposed. Keep
capped when not in use:

After obServation, the students shOvuld use
carein removiog the bags from the balance
rod. There is-nOmiasor. why the same bags
cannot be used several times If they don't
catch pn tire.- Emphasize safety here again.
What Should be tite procedure if a bag does
catch on fire? Would it be wise to have a pail
'ibf-waterliandy for dunking it?

gliAPTER 1 5
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You may want to refer students to the Volurno
.1,particle rnode1 mentioned hero, if texts aro
available. It is discussed in,Chapter 21 of the
Level I text, and In Part B of Excursion 1-1
in tho Level 11 text.

:\;

4.

Figure 1-2

No Intensive worl has been done. In the pre-
ceding levels of k.SCS on Ouoyancy and dis-
placement But thqexplepation here, with the
ork analogy, shoUld Office.

Figure 1-3

The particle model for mAtter from Volume I of-- ISCS
suggested that heating a substance causes the particles.of the
substance to spread farther apart. Thus, the particles in warm
air- can be thought of as farther apart than the particles in
cool. air. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1-2.

Particles cl8so together

Cool air

Particles tarlapaq

.

Warm air

0.1-8. The bags s_hown i'n Figure 1-2 have the same volume.
Which has. mpore gas particles per volume?

It seems reasonable to- tliink.that the bag with the greater
number of air particles will have more mass and therefore
be heavier .than :the -bag with fewer particles. Because the.
bag of warm air is lighter than the bag of cool air, it is pushed
upward by the heavier, cooler air th.at surroupds it. it be-
haves.scimewhat like a cork.,that is held under the surface
of a liquid. Just as the heavier surromnding water pushes the
cork up when it is released, so also the surrounding heavier
air pushes the lighter, warM air up (Figure 1-3).

Cork herd .

under water

,v

Water-pushes
"cork up.

3
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Balloons of all sizes, sonic carrying an i mak and machines,
haveTheen propdled upward by the lift of hot gases. Man's
first flights into space were aboard such hot-air crafts. Per-
haps you'd like to try making your own balloon,. If so, get
d partner and get going on, Excursion 1,1. .

Thc fact that warm air rises and cOol air descends will
prove to be very important in helping you explain weather
conditions.

But hoyja the aiLsooled, or warincd?._IfLit a_mw./A_PL.
sunlight, or the lack of it? Does the earth's surface have
anything to do with this cooling and warming?

Get a couple of Tartners to help you find the answers to
these questions.- Your tcam_wilLuce4_the. following
ment:

5 Styrofoam cups
5 thermometers
Scissors
1 fjoodlamp (or 150-watt bulb).
Water at room temperature
Dry Sand
Finely cruffied dry charcoal

ACTIVITY 1-8. Carefully cut the tops off the five cups about
3 cm from the bottom. Save both tops and bottoms of the
cups.

Topsji tf5'Ire 9 Th
Bottoms

ACTIVITY 1-9. Fill one cup with water at room temperature,
one with dry sand, one with wet sand, one with dry crushed

414 charcoal, and one with wet crushed charcoal. Arrange the
cups In a arcle. Dry sand

.

\Nater

Wet charcoal

Wet sand

Dry charcoal

xcurnion I I should bo tun, but it (ioes re-
quire some supervision. R alsu requires that
a large plastic dry-cleaning bag be brought
In from home

;J;:.)kI)

'6+

Clean alr derives very littlo, if any, of its heat
directly.frorn. the.suh. In other words, in the

tho radiant energy
passes through the atmosphere to heat sur-
faces that absorb the -rays. These surfaces
then pass the heat to the surrounding air by
conductim, and this heat is carried aloft by
convection. The-solar radiation -and-the-air-do---
not constitute a subsystem, because they are
not directly related.

Charcoal briquets will work fine when
crushed. This can be a Messy operation, and
it was suggested that you might want to d&-
It ahead of time in your preparations for the
chapter. Sand and Crpshed charcoal can be
kept on the supply table in jars, and students
can return the materials to the respective jars ,
upon completing the actMties. Be sure to
have separate jars for wet and dry sand, and
wet and dry charcoal.

OHAPTEft 1. 7
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If the thermometer bu
deeply, it will require too I ig
to penetrate by concluctIon.

Covered too
a time IQ( heat

ACTIVITY 1-10. Place a therinometer in each container:Each
thermometer bulb should be covered by no more than ; cm of
material.

Thermometers

---Wet
charcoal

ry san

Wet
sand

ertiavo

Dry-----
charcoal

You will probably want to rig up some manner
of supporting the lamp 30 cm above the con-
tamers Three metorsticks could bo used as
a tripod, two pegboards on end with a meter-
stick between them will work; books can be
stacked for the same purpose. Two setups
shoed suffice for thoWhole leal4ing the
-ap..ratus in place.

CHAPTER .1 -

ACTIVITY 1-11. Hang a 150-watt bulb about 30 cm above the
center of the cli.cle of containers. Don't iiirn ihe light on until
you have recorded the initial temperature for each container.
Record your readings in Table 1-1 of ypur Record Book.,

a

FlPodlamp or
1-watt bulb

,

Temperatures Should be taken 1, 3, and. 5 Minutes after
the light is turned on..Then again 5.1ninutes 'after the light
Sis.turned off.

9
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Table 1-1

- THERMOMETER READING (CC)

.

.. :.-.

Material

. .

.

Light Off at ..:
beginning of .

Experiment

.

i, . , Light Turned On .
.

Light Off
After 5 Minutes

Cooling
^After

I Minute,.
After
M.mutes

After
5 Minutes

,

_ ..._.___. ____

.
.

1

Dry sand
._. _.,

..
. .

.

.Wet-sand.
,

.

,

,
.

Dry charcoal
.;,.

.,,..
.

.

Wet charcoal
. .

.

Graph the data frgin Table 1-1 on Figure 1-4 of your
Record Book: On -the graph, -each of the five sets of data
should be represented by a .dilferent line (see key). Number
the temperature lines at left so that the be nning tempera-
tures.are near the bottom line and the hig est temperature
reached in any material is near the top: Remember that the
temperature divisions on the lines must represent equal
degree ihtervals.

Some students may.still need help in con:-
structIng or Interpreting grephs.

t,

.44
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Figure 1-4

Key.
. .

,
Water

Dry.sand

Wet sand

bry'chamoal

Wet charcoal

1.
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1-9 through 1-13. The dry solids heated more
rapidly (and cooled more rapidly) than the wet
ones. The sigwest to heat was water. The
probable ordeT. from greatest temperature
change to le % would be

Ippt,
rytlarcoal, dry

sand, a _wet_sat .Mitlf,..ic?!..0.9th
the heating arid the cooling, f better students
pic why this is-so. you can explain that it Is
dire to a combination of factors: (a) how much
radiant.enargy is absorbed and now much Is

eflected .(darkpubstances_are better absorb-
ers titan light; water Is a better reihiOtiii):-(6)-
what, the specific heat of the substance is
(how much heat it Wear raise the tempera-
ture of a unit mass of a substance ono degree;
water has the highest specific heat); TO) what
the mass of the substance Is; and (d) even the
waveleneth of the radiant energy (some
wavelengths are absorbed better than others

by' certain substances). .

10 CliAPTUt 1--

irr

1

The same light shone equally oil all thc matcriak for the

.samc period of time. Yet the temperature of some materials

increased more than the temperature of others.

01-9. Of the dry materials, which showed the greater teM-

perature change, the dark (charcoal) or ..the light (sand)?

W high cooled fas r?

[].1.10. Of the wet solids, which showed the greater tfmper-

ature increase?

Cli-11. Did the dry solid show more temperature increase

than the same solid when wet?
---7

CT1-12. Did the temperature of the water increase as much

as, the temperature of the solids?

[11-13. When the light was -mined oft, which of the sub-

stinces cooled the. most in -5 minutes?

This last investigation you,did should have made a couple

.of things rather obvious:,

1. When light reaches a surface, the temperature -of that

stAce will increase.
2.1 Different kindgiof surfaces show'different rates Of heat-

ing and cooling.

It is reasonable to expect that the air above the earth'.s

surface will be warmed or cooled kky that surface..
A

Warm alr

4,.

Cooler air

1-*
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From time to time in this_ unit, you will bc asked to do
what are called Problem Breaks. These are problems for you
to solve, without much help from your hook or from your
teacher. The problems will usually help you undarstand what
you are studying in the chapter. But that's not their major
purpose. They are'designed to.give ymi practice in problem
solving and in-setting up your own expOrnents. You should
try every problem breakeven the tough ones. And in most
cases you should have your teacher approve y nw plan before
trying it, The.tirst problem break in this un t is coming up
next.

This is the tirst problen break in the unit
More than the normal i riount help and
direction is given. with t s m d You still

. . _may-Want tO bliiia.iattier y to see that
students are following through on their exper-
imenting, and not just cgpying from one an-PROBLEM BREAK 1-1 .other. And they might be urged to go a little

It has been suggested that the air at different points on
the earth receives different amounts of heat from the. earth.
The amount of heat depends on the kind of material that
is beneath the air. .But is this a reasonable idea? You .can
find out 'with a few measurement,s in the area around your
school. Design your own plan for collecting data. A sugges-
tion for preparing your thermometer for outdoor use follows.

ACTIVITY 1-12. Bend .a coat hanger as shown. This can be
used as a thermometer support.

. . .

t

Coat
hangar

beyond the stated problem. For instance. 4re
there more than 4 different kinds of surfaces?

tempaLature. Meta _close--to the wound
what about tho variation at. say, 1 meter
atove the ground? 2 meters?

*CHARTER 1 11
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ti
Note the constraint to get your permission to

go outside. Au might want to-spend a little
class time dis assing the kesponsibilities that
accompany the privilege) Then too, you
should investigate the administrative appro-
vals that are necessary beforehand. There will
be several placos-3n the unit that will call for
outdoor activities. sometimes quite frequently..
Chapter 2 and Subsequent chapters tor the
weather observations. Excursion 1-1 with the
hot air balloon, and Excursion 5-2 in workin
-with a nephoseope are examples.

Did students remember to control the radiant
energy variableroWings -in sunlight or in
shadow?

1-15. The explanation given Should be in
terms Of up-and-down motion of ihci air, and
not relative to the pilot's maneuvering of the

trek,

r,
N.11.1 \

12 CHAPTER 1 . mb,

,
11;nit,

r
,

ACTIVITY 1-13. To Insulate the thermometer from winds out-

doors, use the bottom of a Styrofoam cup. (You cAn use one

of the cups from Activity 1-9.) Then suspend the thermometer

from the coat hanger as shown.

Get permission from your teacher to go outside _to locate

at least four different kinds of surface as close .together as

possible. Be sure to get your, temperature measarements in

the %Me way at each *place.

In the space provided in your Record. Book, record your

plan, the data you collect, and your conclusions.

LI 1-14. Did the temperature of the outsideair vary, depending

upon the surface under it?

The temperature of the earth's "Surfack. can be expected

to have quite an effect on the up-and-down motion of the

air above it. This air movement has a great effect on weather.

It is the first step in building the thundercloud mentioned

earlier..
You might find it interesting to know that up-and-down

air has some real effects on aircraft.

01-15. Explain the motion of the glider shown in Figure

1-5.

44.
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Before going on,.do Self-Evaluation 1 In your Record Book.

GET IT READY NOW kOR CHAPTER 2

You are faced, with the problem (I1 you have
not already solved it) of locating.the .weather
Instrument furnished in the kit. Note that two
are furnished, with the Idea that ikone could
be placed outdoors the other co6id remain
In the classrócim for instructional and refer-
*nos purposesi There are at least 3 possible
solutions for the weather watch: (1) If security
*III permit, motint the instrument in a perma-
nimt position sci that it gets Ihe.unobstruCted
wind from all diOctions. The location must be
accessible to the atudents for reading, and
relatively safe til avoid. &image. Screws fur-
nished 'with the. instrument may be used to
faSten It to an dpright support. It should be
*oriented with "V pointing true north.
(2) If dartger froM vandalism is too great and

.

you cannot leaVe the instrument outside, you
will have -to devise a method for making it

. .

\:.

portable. This might be done by mounting It
on a 2 x 4 support or other upright about
2 meters long. You wHI n4ed a permanent,
base support set up outside ao that when the
instrument icarried from the builVg and
erected. it is alwaya oriented in the proper
direction. The location should still be one that
has no obstructions tor the flow ot wind. Note .

that in this case the rain gauge will be in-
operative.because the inatrUment will not be
in a potitIon to catch the rainfall at all times.
Perhaps you can supply the data on daily
precipitation from newsPaper, radio,. or TV
weather reoorts..(3)., Your school may have
a permanently mounted, remote-reading
weather station; data could be collectticl from
.this every-day.
The studentweather watch i* to continua for
4 weaks, so an adequate and reliable solution
to the problem is of utmost importance.

a

35
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EQUIPMENT LIS1

Per class

2 weather instrumento
k

Weather Watcfr

-

Excursions 2-1; 2-2. and 2-3 are keyed, to this
chapter.

I

.

,

Everyone is interested in the weather, and almost everyone
tries to predict .,what it will be. Some folks spend all their
time studying weather pauerns. These people are called me-
teorologists. They want to be able to explain weather

- changes, and they try to Make accurate forecasts.
As you continue your.study of this- unit, you will do a bit

of your own weather forecasting. What you have learned
about air will help. But yoh will also need to collect data

.Son daily weather conditions. To do this, you need to esta6lish
a."weather watch,".:

You willneed a recOrd of the daily weather in your *city
or town during a period of about four weeks. To get this
inforMation, you'll need to keep a weather watchrepeated

,..e.beeks of weather instruments. During your weather watch,
you 'will measure certain weather, vriables every day, in-
eluding weekends. As .far Its- possible, measurements should
be. made ,W the spme time each day. Most of the 'measure:-
ments will be made using an instrument like the one shown
in :rigure,.24. Or, if your school has one, data can be col-
lected froin a.'weather station. that has -severa. different in"-
strtiments.:.

tf

f'"

`4!.1%

;:i

CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Regular. systematic observations of 8 differ-,
ant factors are begun for a 4-week period.

aer,

Chapter 2
MAJOR POINIS

1. An important procedure in making reliable
observations to control variables, such as
time of day.
2, .Each separate weather measurement Is a
variable that cannot be controlled.

431;

2

3. Temperature reSdIngs on dhe scale can be
converted to another scale. ,
4. Wind direction is recorded as the direction
from which the wind blows.

.
5. Symbols can be used to-designate some
weather observations:
6. In rough figures, 10 inches (25 cM) -of
snowfall equals 1 inch of .rainfall,

If you solved the problem of students making
their own weather observations, the entire
unit will _moan more to them. Behaviorally, it
will Increase their awareness of %%ether con-
ditioniLand of .the. Interrelationship of the
weather variables.. Moreover, it wIll_give them
a feeling for systematic scientific observalion
and.Glata. recording over a long period.of time..

15
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Figure 2-1 Rain gauge

indicates
wind direction

Thermometer

IndicatoS total rainfall

"C

Total rainfall

Indicates
wind speed

Wind speed

Students will need some encouragement (and '
prodding in some cases) to be systematic arid In your Record Book, you will find a weather-watch chart
regular in weather observing. This will be similar to the one shown in Table 2-1. Keep your four-week
especially true as they get into the latter part
of the 4-week period. Depending on how you weather-watch data in this chart.
solved the weather observation problem, you
may want to have teams take daily observe-
tions, with a different team doing it each day.
The data then could be made available to the
.entire class for the Individual charts. But It
would be better if each student could make
individual observations.

The "Conversion Excursion," 2-3, is keyed in
the note on page IR. It is usable at this point
tor converting Fahrenheit to Celsius.

Point 4 may require reinforcing.
"

16 : CHAPTER 2 .
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Here are some suggestions on how to make and record
your observations.

1. Date: Record the date you take your reading.
2. Time: Record the time you take your reaaing:..
3. Read the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit to the

nearest' degree on the weather-statiun, thermometer.:,
Convert to degrees Celsius.

4. Wind direction: Use the wind direction on the weather
station. Remember! Record the directionfrom which the

. ..wind 'blows.

-..=z ; `A -:=--`,.-Vnt",,,A= at, .= ,c:, ".; ;,` ,
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.5. Wind 'speed: Use the wind speed iliclicator on the
weather statiOn. ReCord the high and low wind speeds.
observed over a one-minute period. .For ,example:
"From S to 8 miles pp-. hour.n. ..

. Excursion. 2-1, "Blowin' in the Wind," will help you use
the wind speed and wind .direction indicators. on the
weather-station instrument Correctly..

, .6. Cloud type: The photographs in Figure 2-2 show. the
three major types of clouds .(cirrus, stratus, cumulus).

?, (Excursion 2-2, "Billboards of the Sky," will help you:
identify additional cloud types.)1Use these various plc-

. tureikto identify clouds as you k4ep your weather watch.
Write dawn only the for the name of the clond

Table These symbols ure giyen under each pic-
.

3"

...lure in Figure 2-2. .
,

. 11.
Op 4 al

:- . tA. '

;:

.

4
v3-- -;A::=,! -

It might be wise to check Table 2ki in the
Record Book early In the 4-week period so
that students will be aware &that they- must
record observations daily.

Note that the lat three rows (pressure, rela-
tive humidity. and dew point) will not be filled
in at the beginning. Presiure will be added in
Chapter 3,, relative humidity and dew boint in .

Chapter 4.

s 4'

With the instructions to the students to make
observatiOns on thiLweekends, it will b'e help-
ful for them to do Excursion 2-1. The excur-
sion contains the visual clues to the Beaufort
scale of Wind speeds.'TheY might copy tho
table to take home with them tor weekend
use.

*.:(011.11 ;41 Of

4*:(401;ivi;col
Excursion 2-2 is an interesting bictorial expo-
sition of common cloud.types that should be
helpful,.

'dI-IAPTER 2 17
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Figura 2-2a Cirrus clouds (('I)

Figure 2.2b Cumulus clduds (Cu)



, GET IT READY NOW FOR CHAPTER 3

You will raged large and 'small baby-food jars,
plastic tape 'and scissors or knife supplied
locally. You coUld also use more Ice for Prob-
lem 13realt3-2. The anerOld barometer should
be mounted permanently In the room, and
should not- be moved to student desks or
carried around the room. It can be adjusted
to atmospheric pressure corrected to sea
level by calling the nearest Weather Bureau
Station, or by comparison with an already

--Corrected b-ardrntiter.

7.. Cloud cover: Estimate how much of the sky is covered
by clouds. Use the following symbols to record your
data: Q forcl9ar sky;.0, for 25% (i) of the sky covered
by clouds; Irfor 50% (i) of the sky, covered by clouds;

for 75% (i) cloud cover; for complete overcast.
8. Precipitation: The rain gauge on the weather station

will keep track of rainfall for you.. Rainfall for a given.
day is the amount of, new water in the cup since the
day' before. Snow is also precipitation. Measure the
-depth- of snow ai some point where it has not drifted.
To determine the rainfall equivalent of snow, diviae the
number of centimeters of snowfall by 25. (Or, if you
measured depth in inches, divide your measurement by
10.)

9. In rows 9, 10, and 11 ofthe chgrt, you will add several
more items to your data table ai you study tile remain-
ing chapters.

Note 'The- weather=station instritment is calihrated in the
..y. English system -Therefore, you, must make ii.equent conoer-

..Sions (changes), to the Metric . system. Excursion 2-3, "The
onvet'stoti.:4Curston,'.' Will'help you with these changes.

-,

Remember your weather 'watch is

The rain gauge on the Inatrument can prove
to be a problem. Not only must,the instru
be in placeall the time to catch the ; put
the gauge.Should be emptied each day.at the.

.samo time. That means that studentslakirtg .

readings after that timerwill need to get the
daily rainfall from those who emptied the ;
glass. Each time the glass is emptied, the
slider on the top, can be moved the appro-
priate amount to record the total rainfall for
a particular period. Note also that the 1040-1
ratio for.snow to rain Is only a generality. Wet,
heavy snow may have a ratio,as low as 6-to-1.

,.while In dry,. fluffy, new-fallen ,snOW the isatid,
may be as high as 303-to-i.

Excursion 2-3, keyed here, Will be useful
IhtQughout the unit.

CHAPTgR 2. 19
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 balance rod, with clips
1 balance rod support
2 balloons ,

large baby-toad jar
ubber bands

1 plastic straw
1 tongue depressor
1 small baby-food jar
Plastic tape

Scissors or knits
Aluminum pah
Ice

CHAPTER t;MPHASIS

Air has properties of .mass. pressure. temper-
ature. and number Of particles in a given vol-
ume that vary on the earth's Surface and as
the air rises.

4,
MAJOR POINTS

1. The systems approach can be used in
!

....... OIlPhaing_the _behavior -of -air:
2. Air has mass and exerts a downWard force
.called weight.
.3. The particle model of matter can be used
to explain air pressure.
4. A barometer' dar1/4..be constructed, call-
bfated. and used to incke measurements of
air pressure, thus atmospheric pressure can
be operationally defined.
5. The particle model predicts that the home-
made barometer will respond to temperature
changes as well as pressure changes.
6. Air pressu is a variablP, both at the sur-lace of e arth and at different heightsth
above the su face.
7. Air gets cooler "as it rises.

You've- learnecr that different surfaces absorb . different
amounts of heat from sunlight. All you. need -.do to prove

. "this is to walk around outdoors in the sumniertime in your
bare feet. You'll quickly find that warm and cool spots. canexist near eaCh other..
:The temperature of the air above the earth's surface is

affected by the heat absorbed' by the surface.. /Or above .hot spot is warmed. Air above a cool spot is coolcd.
.

03-1. What happens4o -the motion of air as it passes over
ahot spot on the earth?

.
.

03-2. What happens to the motion of air ai it moves over
cool spot on the earth?,

Excursions, 3-1 and 3-2 are keyed to' this
.chapter.

.

, of the earth's surface is a good start in explaihing weather
. changes. However, ycki need to find out more about how .

the air is affected by these ups and downs. This is a compli-
, \---,.-nated thing to do. To make. your:task simpleri concentrate---i:'-onlyQp,,the ups for now. ..'"
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The systems approach is partidularly aprobbS
here, but actually the 'entire unit might be
considered In the light of systems. For in-
stance, there are cloud systems, pressure

- systems (highs and lows), and frontal systems
(cold, warm..occluded) that will be studied In
later chapters. And of course there aro sys-
tems of air masses that interact with each
other.to form 1he frontal systems.

mellitsgs

-A - _

.

Agure 3-1

Warm spot

6

I.

4

"

When studying complicated sitnationsscientists concen-
trate on only a pat( of the total situation. This is called using
a "systems approach" in investigations.

If you us.ed the ISCS Volume I oi Volume 2, you've used
the systems approach many times before. In uOng the sys-
tems approach, you concentrate only on that part of a com-
plicated situation:in which you are interested. That part of
the situation is called the system. The rest of the situation
.can be ignored, except when you want to pay attention to
the input to or output from the system. If you wish to exam-
ine Arne ever smaller part of the system, you refer to it as
a subsystem\

Figurel-1 will help you take a systems approach in seeing
how -akr-is--affected.by-altitude--(height-above-the-earth's .sur-:-

face). The total atmosphere can be thought of as the situa-
-: -tion. The vertical column shown represents a column of air

extending Up from the earth's surface. This Column will be
the system you will study. Two cubes have been drawn within
the column..They represent chbes of air. -You can think of

. them as subsystems of the column of air. -Air from outside.
the column (the system) can flow into the cubes (the sub-
-systems). And air from inside the cubes can flow out of the
column..

cite

CHAPTER 3
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Assume that the 'column of air shown in Figure 3-fl is

standing over a warm spot on the earth's surface.

03-3.. Which cube of air would be warmer?

.0374. As air "cube A rises, what do you predict will happen-
to its temperature?

;
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Air is, warmed by being near a warm surface. The
closest to the surface is warmed the most. Generally, then,the farther the air is from the earth's surface, the cooler itwill be.' Thus, cube A in Figure 3-1 should
temperature than cube B.

have

-4/f/111.
4.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

a higher

Figure 3-2

DeSign and conduct an investigation of how air tempera-ture varies with. altitude. Record your plan, the data youcollect, aid the conclusions you reach in your Record Book.

03-5. According to Figwe 3-1, which cube of air has moreair above it, A or B?

03-6. Vhich cube of air would have more weight on it fromabove?

You may be a bit concerned about question 3-6. In fact
you may wonder why such a question was asked. Is it reason-able to think .of air as having weight? Try the next activity-and find out for yourself.

You will.need the following materials:
I balance rod, with 3 balancing clips
1 balance. rod wire support
2 balloons .of equal size

, s

'..
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If students accept tile concept that the tarthei
air is frtm the earth's surface, the cooler it
will he. on the basis of these statements antias a result of their investigations in Problem
Break 3-1, flne. The implication here is that
the decrease in temperature is due to sopara
lion from the source ot hoot (tho warm spot)
only. Without going Into rather complicated-
subject matter, this is about as tar as tho
reasoring can go. But for your information,
and not for the students, the cooling cart be
explained a little more. When air rises, it is
subjected to less and less Pressure. It ex-
pands in response to this decreasing pressure
according to Boyle's Law, p x v k, which

.states that pressure and volume are inversely
proportional.As_ one_goes clown_the.....other

Fopansion agalhst pressure consti-
tutes work, and uses energy. The energy ex-
pended in this process is heat energy, and the
effect is to cool the air. Meteorologically this
Is called the adiabatic process, and it occurs
tor the same reason that a tiro pump gets hotwhen you pump up a tire, or air 'feels cool
when you let it out ot the valve, releasing the
pressure and letting it expand.

Problem Break 3-1 is not easy to do. You may
have to give some hints to get students *,

-started. Using the protected thermometer as
they did in Activity 1-13, they Can measure the ,
temperature at ground level, 1 meter and
2 meters, but beyond this might prove difficult.

. Possibly temperatures taken out ot upstairs
windows, or out of windows in 'multi-story
buildings might give some data. For your In-
formation, the decrease in temperature with

altitude, due to all faCtors and not just expan-
.Slon' of air, is called the lapse rate. The aver-
age lapse rate (if ,there ie such a thing) Is
about 3.2°0 per 1,000 feet or 0.6°C per 100m.
But be careful. On a clear, calm night, the air.
close to the ground (10 to2lIft)-aan be colderthan the air higher up.

CHAPTER 3 23



You nrobably 'realize some of the shuri-
cornings of this experiment Thn
loon even filled with air ai rOOm
has more buoyancy (it ..,clisolace:.
volume of room air) than the oetiai i c.). :

the balance is not exactly measuring the rnas:)
.of the air In the balloon But the slight lit.
.crease in pressure inside the balloon nue',
'Push the air particles closer together sc
balance should show a greater mass tor tt
inflated balloon Incidentally have nti.g.11.1nt:,
save the balloons. Both can be used
the knotted one can be used for the u0
coming activities on the construction or the
barometer.

t

ACTIVItY 3-1. Fasten the two balloons to the clips as shown.
Balance the rod by moving the third clip. (You may have to
move It across the wire support.)

ACTIVITY 3-2. Remove one of the balloons, blow it up, and
knot the neck. Place the balloon on the table for 5-10 min-
ute*. Then reattach It to the balance arm. Hold the arm level,
then gently release it, and observe what happens.

3-7. 'Student observations should reflect an
awareness of an increase in mass of the in-

: hated balloon. They would not be expected
to realize the implications of buoyancy men-
toned apov.e.

24 CHAPTER 3
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The breath you blew into the balloon is warmer than the
room air. That is whysyou were told to wait a few minutes)
'before comparing its Mass. This wait gave it time.to cool off
a bit.

03-7. Explain your observation from Activity 3-2.

NOw think again about the cokimn of air from Figure 3-1.
Every particle of ig exerts a ddWnward weight force. All
these forces together make .the total weight of the column
of air.

C"A 4'i
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03-8. Which cube of air (A or B) has more weight acting ot),
it from above, in Figure 3-1?

Your answer to question 3-8 should have been "cube A."
This is also the adswer to the earlier question 3-6.

The total. weight of a column of air on imaginary cube
A results in the air pressure on that cube.

03-9. How does the air pressure on cube B compare with
the air preSsUre on cube A7

Figure 3-3 suggests tiow particles in. a column of air might,
expected to look.

9

Earth's surface

.Floure 3-3

You may want to check your understanding of the term
pressure. If so, turn to Excurifion 3-1.

By.now you should expect that air pressure will decrease
as altitude increases. But.you may wonder if air pressure can
vary at the same altitude. For example, does atmospheric
pressure vary right at the earth's surface?

To answer this question, you need some way of measuring
atmospheric pressure. The next activities will show you how
to make such a device andhpw it works.

You need a partner and the following materials:

1 balloon
1 baby-food jar (must be.)arge size)
1 rubber band

: tdP'

.1. (VI .s me:isured in units such as pounds
or newtons Pressure units are pounds per
square inch. or newtons per square meter (or
other combinations of force per unit area)
The totageight of a column of air results in
the pressureon tht cube. hut the pressure
would have to be expressed on this weight on
a particular area

,Exours:on 3-1 will enable students to work
witrk.the idea of force per unit area meaning
pressure.

CHAPTER 3 25
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ACTIVITY 3-3. Cut the end off the balloon and stretch it,over
The seal so Important that yottknIght want the mouth of the Jar. Be sure the rubber balloon is stretched
to have -tudents use a second tightly taut. Then have your partner fasten it in place using the rub--Stretched i abbe, band around the jar

ber band. The band will have to be doubled once or more
to make a tight seal. This seal is very Important.

Dd you have a vacuum pump with bell jar
available? This relationship of inside-outsiJe
pressure can be vividly illustrated. A partially
inflated balloon inside the bell jar also makes
a good demonstration.

,

Baby-food jar:

What you have just made t the basic part of an atmos-
pheric pressure measurer. Before finishing it, however, let's
use the particle model, to explain how it should work.

Air is both inside and outside the jar. The, particle model
(discussed in ISCS Volume I) says that the air particles are
in inotion (Figure 3-4). They are bouncing against the inside
and-outside of the rubber cover.
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It the jar is tightly sealed, no more air particles can enter . Figure 3-5 .

or leave the jar. The top of the balloon is Hat (not bulging
in or out.) Therefore, the pressu're of the moving air particles
against the top of ate balloon is balanced by the pressure
of the moving air particles inside the jar. This is diagrammed
in Figure 3-5, with arrows representing forces. Force 1 is
equal to Force 2.

_ . . . .

lf the particles inside the jar exerted more pressure on the
rubber covering than the particles outside, the covering
would bulge upward (Figure 3-6). In that case, Force 2 would
be greater than Force 1.

, Figure 3-6

03-10. What would happen to the rubber covering if the
forces (pressure) outside were greater than the pressure in-
side? (Show your answer by completing the drawing in Fig-
ure 3-7 in .your Record Book.)

4 '--

Changes in atrnbspheric presSure ate rela-
tively small, so students should not expect
great changes in the shape of the rubber
membrane.

Figure 3-7 CHAPTER 3 27
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The flexible rubber covering allows the ,volume of the air
inside the jar to change. When the air pressure outside the
jikLiWeases, the rubber Nialloon bulges in. When the
pressure 'outside is lower than itis inside, the rubber bulge s
out.

You can add .some additional parts,to the jar that will
make it possible to measure very small changes in the move-:
meat of the rubber cover. To do so,you will need Ole follow-.
ing materials:

I \plastic straw 1 small babY-food jar
1 tongue depress& Plastic tape -\
4 rubber bands Scissors or knife

Various other materials may be used to fasten
the straw to the balloon membrane. Candle
wax, plastic cement, or rubber cement have
.been tried, -Whatever methOd is used, be sure
that students fasten only the tip of the straw
to the balloon, and right in the center.

. 428. CHAPTER 3.

ACTIVITY 34. Cut...one"'end of the straw-at \an 4:V1e-to-make
it pointed. . *ST .

)1
t

.

-ACTIVITY 3-5. Geptly place a one-inch ship of plastic tape
on the unct end of the Atrilw.as Shown..

- -

A . \
1-In tap\e

.;

. '
I

ACTIVITY 3-6. Tape the uncut end of the straw to the center
of the balloon as.shown. Run your finger. nail. along the tape
on each side of the straw sv that It Is held tightly to the
balloon, both in the center and at the edge of the jar.\

V

Tape

a.%
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ACTIVITY 3-7. Attach a pressor *to the second jar
as shown.

.
ACTIVITY 3-8. Place the two Jars side by iide on a level

: support (such as a lame book) so that the pointed straw is
in front of the tongue depressor. Mark a short line on the
depressor at the point of the straw and label It 0 to showt

1 .1 . the starting _position..., _. .. .

Tongue
depressor

With the tongue depressor's scale In19lace, your atmos-
. .ph ieric pressuv measurer is complete, Let's see how t works.

Figure 3-8 shallki help- you.see this.
. ...

When the air pressure is equal inside and outside the jar, .

the pointer remains at zero (Figure 343a). Wfitkthere is.an
--c..increase in air pressure outside the jar, the cOve'"Nis forced -.

down. This move's the pointer t (Figure 3-8b).

s, Mere air pdrticies,
\N. increased pressure

B '"'

RuObor
bands

If tho instrument needs to he moved very
much, a permanent base, such as a board or
heavy cardboard should be used, so that the
jar doesn't have to be-trandled.and the two

I jars remain oriented the same.

Figure 3-8

aing
Pointer

aikai moves/
%MO

%-0111

No..

.?9
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3-12. The stude'rit answer should tell how
atmospheric pressure is detected and meas-
ured. (Example: Observe the pointer on
atmospheric measurer device over^eriod of
time. Movement of the pointer shdws chang-
ing atmospheric pressure And the amount of
movement shows how much change.)

v.

113-11. How will the pointer move if the air Pressure outside
the tjar is less than that inside the jar?

03-12. Give an operational definition of atmospheric pres-.

sure.

If you understand bow your instrument works, you should
-expect the pointer to--move down from zero on the scale if
the air prosUre eereases. The pointer should move up from
zero if ti pressure. increases. -

The in asuring device you've made is called a barometer.
It can be uSed to measure atmospheric pressure (air pres-
surei) 'However, its use is ..omewhat limited.

ACTIVITY 3-9. Zero,the pointer. T hold your hands on the
sides of tha lariat several mlnut without moving it. Note
what happens to the ppinter's posit

,

Jr

3-15. A decrease In air pressure (The lo-
crasse in pressuiejnside th# Jar has the same
relative effect that a decreqe in outside air
pressure has.)

30 CHAPTER 3

0303. Did the poikter move? If so, in which direction?.

03-14. -Drd putting your hand.son the jar have the same
effect on the pointçr as a change in air pressure?

"03-151What kind of air pressure change would p4roduce the:"
same result as your hands did? (An increase, or a decrease,

pressure?)

vAis
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Piging your hands On the balloon jar didn't change the Figure 3-9

pressure of the atmosphere.. But it did change the.pressure
of the air inside the jar. How can this be? Wellyou knoW
that your hands are warm. If they warmed the jar, the air
inside would become warmer, too. Then, according to the
Volume 1 particle model,,-the'air particles would move faster.
This increased motion would cause the particles to hit the
cover and walls harder. The flexible rubber on top of the
jar would then bulge out a,nd the pointer would move down
(Figure 3-9).

Your barometer 'reacts to teilverature .chauges as
to -pressure changes. -

What effect dO you predict decreasing the teMpera-
ture inside tile- jar' would have on the mgvemimat of the
pointer from a zeroed position?

PROBLEM BREAK 3-2

Find ott:tt "him decreasing the temperature of the- air in the
ar affects the pointer position of the measurer. Activity 3-10
suggests one way to go about this.

ACTIVITY 3-10, Set the rubberovered jar In a pan of water
at room temperature. Use a thermometer to measure the tem-
perature of the water. Have the pointer adlusted so that it
Points to 0 on your scalq. By adding ice or cold water, you
can lower the temperature.

Note the suggestion tor lowering the temper-
ature with*ice. If this route is to be followed,
you will need a supply of ice cites- again.

Pan of water at
---"room temperature

t

ki4114ft"."11..)WP.
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For tho bettor student, you might want to pone
tim rather difficult question of how the In-
strument could be modified so that it would
not be temperature-dependent. Some rather
novel (and perhaps unworkable) solutions
could result,

Ely now the permanently mounted aneroid
barometer should have been corrected to sea
level pressure.

0

03-17. flow is the pointer position affected when the tem-
perature of thr jar's air is decreased?

The accuracy,of your atmospheric pressure measurer de-
pends on the temperature of its surroundings. This of course .
limits its usefldness. It cannot be used effectively to compare
air pressure at places where temperatures are difkrent.

However, it can be used to measure pressure changes if
positioned where the air temperature remains about the
same. Of course, the measurer must be zeroed while at that
location.

you can use your barometer to_ eopect_yeatker7watch_diAta...
However, it must first have a calibrated scale. This scale can
be made by using a standard barometer. There is one in your
classroom. It probably looks like the barometer shown' in
Figure 3-10.

28 31

/

. begt4.40-

Figure 3-10

. 32 CHAPTER 3

The scale on your TOCIIII barometer is probably marked
in units of lengthlike inches or millimeters (Figure 3-10).
Let Us. see why pressure is .measured in inches, or. perhaps
millimeters.

Scientists have compared 'air .pressure with the .pressure
exerted by liquids. They have found 'the following -rela-

.

tionship:

"Y.
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A column of air extending irom sea level out to the limit
of t4c earth's atmosphere has the -same .weight as (a) a 34-ft
column of water (with the sante diameter as the air columny
and as (b) a 29.9-inch column of the liquid mercury (also
with the same diameter).

Figure 3-11 illustrates this finding.
'

; .

, ...frit r-
.

'4,7!

Limit of the
armoaphere

Alr

34 feet

.About \
60 muss \

29.9 inches

/Mercury

Water

Figure 3-11

EARTH

This relationship means that air pressure can be compared
with the pressure exerted by ,a 'column of liquid welt as
mercury or water. Normal air pressure at sea levd is equal
to the pressure exerted by 29.9 inehes of mercury.

03-18. Use the room barometer to determine the air pres-
sure where you are.

03-19. WoOld you expect, the barometer reading on a
mountain top to be different fr9m that at sea level? Explain
your answer.

. A bit more information on liquid columns and air pressure
can be found in Excursion 3-2. Have-a look if you're inter-
ested. It.wilI help you understand how your classroom ba-
rometer _Works, t o.

(4
1

S..

,..ewTeretbeervt*.e.

!

It might he inleresting to note that tho pres-
sure exerted t5y a 34-foot column of water or
a 29 9-Inch column of mercury Is independent
of the diameter of the column, because pres-
sure is measured In force per unit area
Therefore, a 345foot column of water or a
29.9-inch coiumn of mercury exerts about
141 pounds per square Inch pressure, no
matter how large In diameter the column is

"V

.41

3-19.. Yes, there woeld be less air above the
mountain top, so there would be less force or
weight exerted by it.

Excursipri 3-2 begins with a historical treat-
ment of pressure rnoirserement and then
discussos the construction ot .an aneroid.
barometer.

4:(ti rh.] i
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From In.r, pcm1 barometric pren.iore can he
iicided to larm.. 2.1 in the Record Boot. ii<1

m ght want to provide !tome intttrur
correct way to get a reacann .

Should be tabbed veot lightly with tnk
1Ais frer's the Movement from friction CV

equal iMpOrtance. it shows which way the
pressure Is changing. which Is a factor of
more importance than the pressure itself

As you continue keeping your weather watch, use the room
barometer. To get pressure measures, also-do-Problem Break

3-3 to get a scale for your own jar barometer.
111

PROBLEM BREAK 3-3

Ask your teacher where you sliould set up your jar barom-

eter.

40 r
Then zero it in that location. Use the room barometer to

,

get the atmospheric pressurreM inches.

These points constitute a good checklist -for.
the unit material to this point. They can he-.
used for shiall-group discussion, Or for Items,

on test

34 -CHAPTER 3
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ACTIVITY 3-11. Alongside the zero mark, write the pressure

you got from the room barometer.

1114M1=1111=110111111
1

Each day, you can add new Marks and numbers to the
'scale; that is, if the atmospheric pressure really does change

in your room! YOu will have to meke provision for the stu-
dent barometers to be set up in aome perma-
nent position where they can be marked daily.

SUMMING .UP

This chapter has taken you beyond the facts that wanner
air rises:and cooler air falls. You have leyned the following:

1.. As air rises from the earth'ssurface, the air gets cooler.

2. Air has *eight and exerts pressure.
3. The number of air particles decreases with increasinglE1

altitude.
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4. As aiL riscs, die pressure on it from the air above (IF-
. creases.

5. Air pressure ,can and does vary on the earth's surface.

These farts will be very important to your further study
of air and weather.

Bet Ore going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 In your Rocord Book.
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GET IT READY -NOW FOR CHAPTER 4

You will continue to need large and small
baby-food jars. You will also need ice
(crushed and cubes), hot water, and inatches..
Before students start using the "sling psy-
chrometers, you may want to emphasize the
exertion.of.reasonable.cace 10.5w.inging them
tO avoid Injury and breakage. And tor working
with ice and water. studehts will need an ado-
quate suPply Of paper toweis2k.

(1,
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 small baby-food Jar
2 large baby-food Jars
1 thermometer
1 clear plastic cup
1 sling psychrometer.

1 plastic sandwich bag
Crushed ice
2 Ice cubes
Hot water
Matches
Paper towels

Making Visible
the Invisible

CI IAP1 I H EMPI !ASIS

Invisible water vapor in the air can be mad .visible by condensation, and the amount (water vapor in air can be measured in term:
of dew point and relative humidity.

Chapter 4
Excursion 4-1 is keyed to the chapter.

1 6

It's no secret to most people that clduds are made of water.We've all seen water falling .from the sky. And almost everytime this happens, there are clouds up there. Most folks alsoknow that the water in clouds evporated from the earth's
surface. SunliOt on lakes, ponds rive', and oceans changesliquid water to water vapor. Trees ancother plants releasesome of the moisture in their leaves to the air, too.

But what, most people don't khow is why the clouds form,and why they usually form so far aboye the earth's surface.Perhtps you know the answers, or think yoib o. Whetheryou do or not, you should test your ideas with ihc activitiesin this'chapter and the next. .

First, yott need to htvestigate the effect of temperature onthe amount of water vapor in air. You and a partner will'need the following equipment: . . r
I small babyifood jar of crushedice
I. large .haby-food jar half full of water at room tempera-ture
1 thermometer

Aluminum fan (or clear plastic cup)

5

MAJOR POINTS

1. Condensation of water vapor occurs when
air temperature is lowered to the dew point.
2. Clouds are composed of visible water
droplets.
3. If condensation of water vapor oc'curs
below freezing temperature, frost forms,
4. Relative humidity ls a cornparison in per-cent of the amount of water vapor' in the air
with the greatest amount that air at the partiC-
ular temperature could hold.
5. A sling psychrometer is a convenient in-
strument for obtaining wet- and dry-bulb tem-
perature readings.
6. Pre-computed charts can be used to con-:-

.vert wet- and dry-butb temperature readings
to relative humidity and dew point. .,7. Solid particles (dust, smoke, salt) provide
the surfaces needed tor water vapor to Con- .dense Into a cloud.

. .

Eithe a polished copper can..an al'upinum
.can, or a-smooth, clear plastic cup can be
used for dew-point determination.

6
37



In Activity 4-2. it is important that the outside
of the container be absolutely dry, and that
the water put into it be at room temperature.
On days when the humidity is high, even a
slight decrease in temperature wilt cause
condensation to form. Thus, if cooler water is
put Into the contalne], moisture may form on
the outside before a temperature reading can
Icie taken.

Water at room
temperature

38

ACTIVITY 4-1. Add Ice and water to the can until it is 23 full.

Observe what happens on the outside of the container.

Ica

ri.

V. VII ASI........4,01
- Baby,lood ._ ___._ _water

jar

04-1. What did you observe happening on the outside of.
the container after you added the ice and water?

04-2. Explain your observation in question 4-1.

04-3. llave you seen this sort of thing happen in other
situationg? If so, describe them.

You should have found -that a film of water formed on
the outside of the can.

E14-4. Where did the water droplets that formed on the
outside ot:. the container come aom?

The ice water lowered the temperature of the container.
This caused a tilM of water to form on its outside. But is
there a certain temperature at which the moisture. first :ap-

pears? Try to 'find out by using the equipment you already
have. Before you begin, empty the container: Dry.it, and
allow it to return to room temperature.

ACTIVITY 472. When the container has returned to room tem-

perature, fill it 23 full of water at room temperature,. Place the
thermometer In the water. Record the thermometer reading

In Table 4-1 in ypur Record Book. 41/4

4-5. Does moisture appelir on the outside .o.0 the container
when it is. at room teinperature?

V 4
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ACTIVITY 4-3. Add crushed ICe to the water In the can, a little
at a time. After each addition, stir the water with the thermom-
eter. At the moment the water film first appears on the con-
tainer, read the temperature.

Add crushed
Ice slowly.

Note: Do trot breathe on Ike can .rorr I.1I rirc

. thentrometer.

Keep adding small amounts of ice until the moisture forms.
Record that temperature in Table 4-1 for Trial 1.

Repeat the activity to get readings for a second and third
trial. Kecord the data. Be sure your water.is at room temper-
ature when you begin each trial. If you have ice left over,
return it to your teacher, or give it to other students who
need -it.

Table 4.71

.
,

Trial
Room Temp.

' '(°C)
Temperature.When Film
of MOisture Forms (°C)

.

.

.

.. .

2
.

.

.

..

. ,.

.

3
..

. . ,

.

.

Average
.

.

.

.

,

Urge sturomts to lower the temperature of the
water vary giadually. by adding small amounts
of ice. If it is done too rapidly, the temperature
MI pats through the dow point so fast that,
the thermometer reading will not be the true
dew point.

By now, students should re)lize why three
readings aro taken and averaged, put you
might have to point out that it is one rnethod
of handling experimental error. Once again,
they should be sure to dry.the cup and use
water at room temperatUre each time.
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Stucldhts who studied energy rolaaonships in
Level I of ISCS may appreciate that for con-
densation to occur, the water va6br particles
must give up some of their energy to the ice
water _This was predicted by the particle
model for matter.

4-7 Jt Wilt change to frost (solid-water pinti-
cles) on the contalner.'(You may have a re-
frigerator in the school in which this cpuld,sbe
tried Some students may ask, "Didn't tho
water vapqr Just condense and then freeze?"
Not so. Water has the ability to go directly
from gaseous state+) solid state or solid-state
to gaseous state by sublimation without for
ming a liquid in between.)

40 CHApTER 4
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[14-6. What was the average temperature at which the film

Nwater formed'?

By now perhaps you've figured oin thei.Nhe water .which
appeared on the can came .from the air 'in'ypur classroom.

'Water vapor is an invisible gas just hke the air. It became
surface of The coldvisible only when it coll.ected oi

container. This changing of the gaseous
is called condensation. Tilly water dro
air temperature is lowered to some very definite point (called
the,dew point). At that temperature, the air can no longer
hold all its moisture. The invisible water vapor from the air
then becomes visible as tiny droplets form. The droplets'
formed on the container. because it -Was -rnol.c4r -than.
its surroundings. The air near it was colder than the rest'of
the air in the room.

'ater to liquid water-
lets form when the

T14-7. Suppose the temperature of the container had been
below freezing. What would you expect to Lhappen to the
water in the gaseous form, warm air or cold'air?

You can check your answer to this Jast question by putting
a small dry can in the 'freezing compartment of your home

refrigerators

E14-8. According 40 your investigation, which will hold more
water in the gaseous form, warm air or cold air? .

Obviously, clouds aret-i invisible. You can.see them. This
means to make a cloud, you mu no. inake invisible water visible.
You ha-ve just seen one way to make the invisible visible-7
lower the temperature of the air. You saw water droplets lord
.ort the .coid surface of till clip.

41e,
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Before you investigate another way to make water vapor vis-
ible, you should learn a bit more about water vapor.

You have learned that there is a limit to the amount of
water vapor that air can hold. This limit depends upon the
temperature of the air. Warm air can hold more water vapor
than cold air ,can hold. You saw what happens when warm
moist air is cooled. At a certain temperature (the dew point),
the cooling air contains all the moisture it is able.to held
at that temperature. If it is cooled below the dew point, some
vapor must condeng: as water droplets..

Meteorologists (weather forecasters) measure the a mounrof Meteorologists measure the amount of water
water vapapresent in air. They call thisceasure the relalive vapor In alr in several lifferent ways, one of

which Is relative hurnfdTty.Thumidity. he.measure is actually a comparison. It compares
th,e amount of wator fapor in air at some temperature with

-the greatest--amountlhat- could be in -the -air at that-sai-
temperature.

Relative: humidity is defined by thi.,s formula:

Relative humidity

Amount of water vapor in air at certain temp.
Greatest amount of ,water vapor ikkk in air at that temp.

- X 100%
ON.

. suppose the relative humidity of air is- 75%. This means
tlwhe air contains 75% of the water vapor that it is-possible
tor if to contain at that temperature.

For example, suppose 1,000 milliliters of air at 20° C could
contain 20 milligrams of water vapor. The relative humidity
is 75% if the air qctually contains 75% of 20 milligrains (that
is, 15 milligiaips) of water in each 1,000 milliliters.

The figures lip" that example are given below to show how
the formu1a-1o, gtd: .

Relative humidity
.15 milligran

100% X 100% 75%20 milhgrams

04-9, What does it .mean to say -"the. relative humidity is

04-10. Suppose "1,000 M1 of air contains 10 mg. of water
vapor. At -this teMperature, the same- volume- of air could
.contain 50 mg of water. What is the relative humiditx Of-the

.

-

4\-
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SELECT THE
BEST PHRASE

BOY! THE HUMIDITY
MUST BE 99%

)(WOW./ THE
?HUMIDITY IS

° AT LEAST 10%

11)

Humidity

In view of the importance of the water vapor conten) of
the air (humidity), it would be well to include measurelients
of this quantity in your weather,watch Chart. To do this, you
must learn how to get the data you will ,need.

You will use a sling psychrometer. Activity 4-4 shows what
it is and tells you how it is used.

ACTIVITY 4-4. Wet the wick with room-temperature water.
Swing the psychrometer around for 15 seconds. B. careful
not to hit anything. Note the temperatures of the dry bulb
end the wet bulb. Whirl It for another 15 seconds. Note the
temperatures again. When the wet-bulb temperature reaches
its lowest value, record both the wet- and dry-bulb tempera-
tures.

Wet wick with water
% at room temperature.

42 CHAPTER 4

-Wet bulb

Dry bulb
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04-11. Record the- two temperatures. from Activity 4-4:
wet-bulb and dry-bulb.

04-12. What is the difference in degrees between thewet-bulb

and thy-bulb?

To determine the relative humidity, you will need to use
Table 4-2, First, find the dry-bulb temperature you Meas-
ured. (It is in the first column of the table.) That locates the

row where you will find the relative humidity.
Move your finger across to the right, until you come to

the column that has the value you found (difference between

wet- and dry-bulb temperatures). The figure in the box is
---------:-----thealoro-humidity (expressed in-percent):-(See figure-44

for a sample of this procedure.)

Figure 4-1

3

1

10

20

0

Wet bui# Dry bulb
28°C 32° C

Difference = 4° C

thl-
Bulb
Tan g)
re)

Difference between Wet- and Dry-Bulb Temp.
(°C)

1`.
1

1 2.
i-I 3

i

30 i 93 88 Ens 87 81 55 50
1

31

mi.
0)III 01

Elm
8.12 80 inn 56 51

P411"1".Plau".°."728.6410 Ilbeillaiiellife..
-;7--51

33 el 87 80 . 7468 63 57 52
1

,93 mem 69 el 58 .53

For your information the decrease in te-iner-
ature ot the wor ou.t.) S

_!() Zhe vot-bulb depression

It the au is completely saturated with water
vrtpor (has all the moisture it can hOlo at that
ftrnperrxttar4 then there will be nb eyaora-
-lien, and no decrease in the temperature of
tha wet bulb. The reiative hummelty is :nen

Inneriure. there is probably no time that
the raft:dive. hurredity d:_ops to (Po Even the

dr4st 'desert b Orsture in rt

Relative tumidity = 74%
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[]4-13. Write an operational definition of relative humidity:
(How do you detect'and measure it?)

04-14. What is today's relative humidity?

Back tosthe dew point

Dew point was defined earlier as the temperature at which
air could no longer hold its moisture. At that ,temperature,

'water vapor from the air collects on a surface as a liquid
___(dew) or.solid pros°. Reniembeil that warm air caii hold
more moisture than cold air can. Dew point can be deter-
mined from a chart similar to the one you used for relative
humidity (see Table 4-3).

Refer to the relative-humidity chart (Table 4-2) and the
4ew-point chart (Table 4-3) as you answer questions 4-15 and .

4-16.

n,4-15. What would the relative humidity be when the wet-
and dry-bulb temperatures are the same?

D4-16. .What would the dew-point temperature be when the
wet- and dry-bulb temperatures are the same?

04-17. Give an operational definition of dew point.

You may wonder why you have to swing the psychrometer
to measure humidity and dew point. lf so, you should turn
to Excursion 471, "The'Shivering Thermometer."

Up until now, you have not been able to fill in the dew.;
point or the relative-humidity. seadings- in your weather-
watch chart. From noW on, record daily:readings of the
relative hunnidity and the dew point.

You started this chapter trying to explain why clouds fbrm
as they do. You've learned that cooling air can cause the
Water vapor it contains to condense. However, you haven't
really seen any clouds form during your activities. The only
condensing you have seen has taken place on a solid surface

This suggeSts that .water vapor must have some kind o
.:Solid surface on Which to form liquid. droplets. How then
can-clouds form? :Arc there such surfaces high in *the .air?

,

63.

ve7.

4-15. 100%

4-16. The same temperature as that of the
wet- and dry-bulb thermometers. (A normat
occurrence when tili6 happens is conden-
sation. If It happens at the earth's 'surface,
dew or frost forms. If it happens In the atmos-
phere, a cloud forms. If the cloud forms close
to the earth, It Is callAd fog.)

4*.:0011.1;c11.11

Excursion 4-1 investigates cooling by evap-
oration and applies the particle model of
matter.

From this point on, the last two rows of Table
2:1 should be filled in daily in the Record
Book.

'CHAPTER 4 45
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Table 4-3

Drv-
Bulb/

Temp.
CO

Dcw-Pomt Tcmperaturc ("C)

Difference Between Wet- and Dry-Bulb Tcmp. (C)
.

I * 2' 3' --4:* "--- 6° r 8° 9" 100 11° 12" 13" 14' 1`," .16" 17° 18. I ' 20'

-20 -.23 -31
Al

-

A

.

- 15 - 18, -23'--31
....

.

-10 -12 -14 -17 -23 -

-9 -11 -13 -1-7,:-21
-8 -10 -12 -15 -19 -

-7 -9 -II -13 -17
-15-

-20
-20

..._

- 6 -8 -107-12
---5-- =6 =-- 7 -:--8- =:12 --=-15 --.19 L-24 -%26.

-4 -5 -7 -8 -11 -14 -17 722

-3 -4 76 -7 -9 '- 12-4- 15 -20 23

'--2 -3 -4 -6 -8 -II -13 -17 r-2I
.

-1 -2 -4 -5 .-7 -9 -12 -16 -18
0 -.- 1 .6-3 -4 -6 -7 -10 -.13 -17 -20 1

I I -1 --2 -4 -6 -8 -II -14 -19 -24 .
-

2 I -1 -2 -3 -5--" -9 -12 -16 -21
ir

3 2 A - 1 -2 . -4 - -7 -9 -13 r- 18 .

4 2 1 - I -3 -4 -6 -8 -II -14 -19 -126 .

5 4 3 1 0 -2 -1 -5 -7 -9 -12 -16 -26
%.

6 5 4 2 01 -1 72 -3 -6- -8 -9 -12 -16
-4

7 6 5 3 2' 1 -1 -.2 -4 -6 -8 -II. fa - 20 -26 .

8 N.. 7 6 4 3 2 1 -I -3 -5 -7 -9 -.II -16 -19
8 7 6 4 3 2 0 -2 -3 -5 -7 -9 -13 -16

10 9 8 7 6 4 3 `I 0 -2 -3
f

-6 -8 -11 -13 -19 -25
.

II -10 9. 8 g 3 2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -14 -19
12 12 II 10 9 7 6 4 3 2 1 -1 -3 -7 -10 -13 -19 -24

2 13 12,J 12 L, II 9 8 7 6 4 -.,3 2 0 -2 -3 -5 -7 -II -,- 16 -21
p, .13 13- 12 II 9 8 7 6 4 3 I -1 -2 -3 -6 -8 -13 -17
15 14 14 12 II 9 8 7 6 4 3 2 Q -2 -4 -6 -9 -12 -17 -22
16 15 14
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Almost all air contains some solid particles. Dust, salt
crystals, and smoke particles are commonly found in ah.
lhese solid particles pwvide the surfa.ces needed tor dropl-et
formation. Such particles are found at most altitudes, but
more of them are found near the earth's surface.
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'the term is not neco. iry tor students. het
the solid particles ye whech water will Con-
dense are-called hygroscopic particltas. Not
al solid particles act suitably in the forileation
of ater droplets. Condensation nuclei must
atts, t water. The Meportance of these nuclei
in Ihb ail is demonstrated by the fact that
heavy fogs occur wound industual installa-
tions, whereas fewer fogs form In rural areas
with air of equally high moistt3re content.

t. Figure 4-2
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4-18 Because the temperature, must be loty
enough for condensation to occur.

It is difficult to duplicate a genuine cloud in
____the_laboratory T_Of't science_ ot cloucl_physics

is one of the;.iest difficult areas of metoor--
oiogy Scientists have found it extremely hard
to observe what hsktes place in a cloud without
Interfering with n ural processes. .

t.

,[14-18. If more sohd particles arc found near the surface
01 the earth, why do most clouds form at highe:- altitudes?

You've seen that decreaing temperature can produce con-
*d ation of invisible water vapor.

,
04.19. Suppose the air, being cooled ako contained line

solid particles such as those in smoke. What do you predict
would happen?

Check your prediction by dOing the following e).peynnent.
You will need these materials:

2 large baby-food.jiirs (labeled "1" and "2")
.1 plastic saridwich bag
2 icc cubes
liot and cold water

,

ACTIVITY' 4-5. Put about 50 ml of cold water into Jar 1. Then

place a plastic bag containing *two ice cubes on top of the
jar. Observe for about one minute. (Hold the ends of the bag
with your hands.)'

Baby-food
jar

50 ml
cold water-

48 CHAPTER 4
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Plastic bag
with ice cubes

ACTIVITY 476. Repeat.ActMty 4-5, using hot water in 2.

6 8

a

50 m1
hot water

4
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S.

ACTIVITY 4-7. Remove the bag from Jar 2. Light a match. Let
It tnirn tor two or-three seconds. Drop the match into the jar.

Match

ft

%.%

ifki
plac4the bag of ice cubes on toirti the

jar 'again. Observe fOr qne mute.
tx, .

'..I.Sviniriarize'yourfesults in Table 4-4 in your Record Book.
Table 4-4 *..

. ..., 11;il N.
*..4.; "'I:: t; I, .., b

' IV
!.., .,..

k

i'P',4.'"'1..1..)ar 1, witli/,-;'
... .... -

"..
' T-- cold water- ,-;` A9,9i

w..1.--.,''. '
0'..... 2.. Jar 2,.\viih. ;i , ,A, ,.. . ..,..t1,,-:i-: .:7[

?..,..r.,. hot water '. ': -..i .'

b"..
i.(.4`4

.-.1

.

v: .

3. :Jar 2, with.hoi
water and stinokci*,

3/.,

Pt

04-20.. Did the presenee of smoke particks have an effect
on the amount of mist _that famed in tfiF jar?

The expetiment you did showed you one/way to form a
cipud. AllAou,haye to do is cool wet air that contains solid
'particles. You know that the atmosphere contains both.water
iiaptoi and solid.particles.

)04-21. What happens to the temperature of air as the air:.
.rises to higher, altitudes? '

4 .d.
. Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 4 In your RecorWook.t. . ...---

Table 4-4 should show an increasing -alfrount
of cloud formation in 1. 2, and 3. Y.,ou may
want to get some small-groupr''.discussion
going on why 1,biS is so. The p4rticle m el
predicts that more water particles will
coping from the hot water:because of their
more rapid moticin. This 'means that .the off
above,. the hot w`ater will contain more water
vapor. The addition of smokp furnishes morla
sohd particles-for thrl water to condense oh.
It is interesting te note that even without the
addition ot smoke, some cpndensation oC
curs. In this modern world:there are already.

'lots Orsolid pbrticles In ordinary air. That's
what air pollution is all abodt.

.

GET IT READY NOWVFOR CHAPTER 6

Yob might want to nave one pressure cham-
ber appftat asernbled as a guide. You will
need match cissorsbr sharp knife, some -.
black paper s construction caper:and

Ate onbservatior xes usell in Chapter 1.

CHAPTER 4 .49
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Per student-team

1 250-ml Erlenmeyer flaak
1 1-hole 16 rubber stopper
1 piece (5-6 cm) rigid plastic tube
1 pier o (3-4 cm) ubbor tubing
1 large air piston

4;

Matches
DIN:k paper
Observation box
1 short candle
fienvy string. 12-cm length
1 show
Sharp knife or scissors

More Reasons for Clouds

As warm air 'rises over a warm area, it gradually cools. If
this cooling effect continues, the 'temperature of the air will
reach the dew point. Water vapor can then condense to form
clouds if enough sohd particles are present.

TeMperature decrease with incre8ing altitude is charac-
teristic of air as it rises.

[]5-1. What other change o,ccurs in air as it rises?

CHAP1 LU L MPIIASIS

ethIct iii A (InCretri0 in au pro!:ine ti
condensation I. added to the effect of de-
r:re:v.0.i III temperature with altitude hi ftlf iiti

lho ni,)tion
Cause of horizontal motion, or wind.

Chapter 5-

Excursions 5-1 and 5-2 are keyed to this
chapter.

MAJOR POINTS

1. A decrease in pressure in a closed system
can cause condehsation.
2. The particle model for matter can be used

. to explain why warm air rises, why pressure
decreases with altitude, and therefore why
clouds form over particular areas
3. The upward motion of air causes other air
to move horizontally
4. Differential heating of the ea:th.s surface
can cause pat:erns of air movement at the
surface.

z\
What effects, if any, does the pressure have on cloud for--

illation? To tind out, you will need to construct your own
pressure chamber. You and a partner will need the following:

1 250-ml Erlenmeyer flask ,

I 1-hole #6 rubber .stopper
.1 short piece of rigid plastic tube .(5--6 cm)
1 short piece of rubber. tubing (3-4 cm)
1 large air:piston
Water
Matches

J

51
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ACTIVITY 5-1. Prepare the rubber stopper and air piston as
shown.

The suggeStion was made at the end of
Chapter 4 that you might assemble one "of
these "pressure chambers" as a pattern, and
to determine what minor adjustments need be
made for proper functioning. Incidentally. you
may find that a little petroleum jelly or silicone
spray lubricant will make the air pistons work
better, easier, and tor a longer time.

4th

dr'

-52 CHAPTER 5

37.

1111°111\/tubing
Rubber

Plastic
tubb

ACTIVITY 5-2. Complete the assembly as shown. The plastic
tube must fit snugly into the rubber tubing. If necessary, add

a few wraps of tape to increase the diameter of the plastic
tuber.

1

05-2. Does the air in the flask contain water vapor?

.

.
05-3.. What is topy's humidity?

Think of' your flask of air as the _rising cube discussed in
Chapter 3. As it ascends, the pressure on the air decreases.
To see what effect this has, you can use the air piston and
stopper.



.o

It

ACTIVITY 5-3:Push the plunger of the air piston all the way
In. Then insert the stopper tightly into the flask. Support the

flask so that it doesn't tip over. Noly 111.11 thr pltm9er 1:; ptr.htti all the way
111 boloru thu tii0iftlf 13 ettwtled et the Mask.

z-

i

,

.

;4'.r*:
!'

h':'

lb reduce the pressure within the flask, you need only to
remove some of the air. You can do this by pulling out the
alr piston plunger.

ACTIVITY 5-4. Place the flask on a dark background such as
a sheet of black construction paper. While your partner holds
the flask securely on the table, quickly lift the plunger to reduce
the pressure. Try not to pull it all the way out of the cylinder.
Observe the flask carefully as you decrease the pressure.

11

.

E15-4. Describe any changes you observed within the flask
as the pressure .was reduced.

You may want to repeat Activity 5-4a few times to cheek
your observations. .

CHAPTER 5 53



Figure 5-1

ACTIVITY 5-5. Add a very small amount of smoke to the air
In the flask. You can do this by just blowing some of the
smoke into the flask. The smoke should not be visible in the
flask.

4- 4

- 1
,*

S.:CS

Repeat Activity 5-4 with the contaminated air.

E15-5. Describe any changes within, the flask as the pressure
is reduced.

05-6. What happens when you increase the pressure again
. by pushing the plunger back in?

115-7. What effect would decreasing air pressure be likely
to have on cloud formation above the.earth7s.surface?

:.
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4

The clouds you observed in the baby-food jars and in the
flask probably were very faint. They mays have looked only-
like a mist or fog. But then that is exactly what a cloud is.

If you've ever been in one, you know it to be a misty experi- .

ence.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

You've seen faint mists form both when temperature is

changed and when pressure is changed. How would cloud
--;-----formation- be- a-Ifecud if both. these .factors were changed

4
together? Would the cloud mist be thicker? Join forces with
another team and design a plan to answer these questions.
Then get your teacher's approval. There is a space for your
work in your Record Book.

.'e

Let's pause for a moment and review what you have been
doing in this unit up to this point. You have been putting
together many observations of how air behaves.

So far you've learned these things:

1. The atmosphere ik heated differently deptiding on the
. nature of the sbrface of the earth.-Generally, dry land-

masses produce more hcating-of the air than do 'surface
waterS (Figure,:5-2).

Warmer air

I.

Note that teacher approval is called for In the
Problem Break. Students may need to be re-
minded that they are working with three vari-
ables' temperature. pressure, and conden-
sation nuclei .(smo:ce particles). They may
consider the activities that they performed
previously (effect of lowering the temperature,
effect of decreasing the pressure, effect of
adding smoke particles) as part of the ekperi-
ment, and go on from there.

Figure 5-2..

.-

!"t:;'1'
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As explained in the teacher notes In Chapter
3, decrease in pressure has an effect on tem-
perature because work Is done in expanding

the air against the decreasing pressure. How-
ever, from tho student's viewpoint In con-

; .sidering the system, the factors of tempera-

ture and pressure can be considered
separately.

Excursion 5-1 is a practical exercise In deter-
mining cumuloforni cloud heights, using tern-
perature Find dew point.

The entire unit id aimed at dovelopMg a model
for weather. The'work to this point has shown
one reason for air rising, and the things that
happen to it when it does rise. From this point,
the model will be expanded to show other
things that happen when 'air rises,7and other
factors that make it rise.

56 CHAPTER' 5

ot,

2. War in air riscs, or to say it another way, cold air settles

toward the earth's surface.
3. As air rises from the earth's surface, the 'air's empera-

lure decreases and so. does the pressure on it.

As air rises ...

temperature decreases pressure decreases

figure 5-3

. 4. Decreasing either pressure or temperature, or both,

causes invisible water vapor to condense into liquid

droplets around tiiiy solid particles of dust. smoke, and

salt. These water droplets accumulate and become visi-

ble as mists and clouds.

How high in the atmosphere does all this happen? If you

'lire interested in finding out, see Excursion 5-1, "How High

Are the Clouds?"
,As you knowAcientists aren't satisfied with observations

alone. They want to explain their observation4,and how they

relate to each other. Thus, they invent ideas to account for

What they s. These invented ideas are called mental mot7els.

Yo-u haveb-cen using a common mental model to explain

some of your obseivations of the behavior of air. The model

you've used is the 'particle model for matter.
The particle moael assumes that air and water and all

mailer are composed of tiny invisible particles. This model

can be used to explain why warm air rises. And it can explain

why air pressure decreases with increasing altitude. But can

you use what you know to explain ,one day's weather in
Florida? See if you can.

Examine carefully the cloud patterns in each of the satel-4

hte photographs of the mate of Florida (Figures 5-4 and 5-5).

Compare the cloud patterns you see with the map of Honda

that is provided with each figure.

7

1
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r15-8. Would you have predicted that most of the clouds
-shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5 would be over the land instead
of the water? Why?

Question 5-8 isn't easy. But perhaps you are closer to a
reasonable answer than you think. Try the next two ques,

_

tions.

[15-9. Where would you expect air to be warmer in >the
daytime,-over land or over water? (Flint: Recall your iniesti-
gation in Chapter 1, beginning with Activity 1-8.)

05-10. Where would_ you expect .the greater uplift oljlir to._....
occur in the daytime, over land or over water?

For clouds to form, air coptaining water vapo'r must be
uplifted. It is reasonable to assume that the air over water .

contains more water vapor than the air over dry land con-
tains (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6

"..

5 8 At this point. .111;,weis could be wthin
or No. If students realizeo that during the
daytime air over land heats more rapidly than
air over water, and tissumod that the heated
air that rose had sufficient moisture and con-
densation nuclei in it, they would answer in
the affirmative. t3ut it they didn't make that
assumption:they could answin the other way.

EvapOrativel

But .the air over dry land is 'being waimed faster and
therefOre rises. Actording td what you have learned about
air, you should expect cloukis to form over land if the land
air contains enough water vapor. And according to Figures
5-4 and 5-5, it does contain enough water vapor. Almost all

.- the clouds are over land. Another investigation may help you
explain how the laud air gets some of its moisture. CHAPTER 5 59

*
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You will need the following:

obsei yawn box (from (hapiei 1)
1 short Candle (4-5 cm)
Heavy cotton string, 12-cm length

-1 plastic straw
Sharp knife or scissors

ACTIVITY 5-6. Cut a small holejabout 4 cm in diameter) in
the top of the observation box as shown.

The candles furniqhed in the kit may have to ACTIVITY 5-7. Light the candle ap0 place it directly under
be cut ott in order to be short enough. - the hole In the box. The tip of the flame should be at least

I ' A

60: CHAPTER 5

10 cm below the hole.
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ACTIVITY 5-8. Double the string and Wsert it In the plastic
straw as shqwn. Light the string. It stRuld glow but not be
flaming. Insert the straw into the box. Observe the behavior
of the smoke in the box.

05-11. Describe what happens to the smoke from the string
as the hot air above the candle rises.

Think of the candle as representing the hot land in the
daytime. The land (candle) is heating the air above it. Let
the smoke from the string represent the invisible rnoistair
over a cooler area narby. (This might be a. body of wait
such as a large lake or-an ocean.),

05-12. Describe how you think cool moist air will behave
as it comes in contact with an area .where warm air is rising.

Up until 'this last activity, you have concentrated only on
air moving up and down. In this activity, you saw that hori-
zontal (sideways) movement also occurs. This horizontal
movement is called wind. It is a very important feature in
all weather.

.The particle model for matter can be used to explain the
sideways movement of air that you observed. Recall two
things this model says:

1. When air is heated, its particleis Spread out.
2. A volume of warm air has less mass than the same

volume of cool air,

These two ideas explain why the air moved as it did in
the observation box. As the temperature of the air above the
candle increased, its particics spread out. Thus, it became
lighter, so.to speak, than the coql air in the box. The cbol
air, now the heavier air, pushed the lighter air...up and took
its place.

05-13. What would happen to the cool air after it replaced
the warm air?

Figure 5-7 illustrates the air-flow patterns you should ex-
pect when warm .and _tool areas-are side by side.

, .

1

-5-3-1 Students should observe the horizontal
motion ot the smoke before it ascends verti-
cally through the hole.

The horizontal motion of air as wind should
not be new to the students. They have been
measuring wind direction and wind speed
since Chapter ?. They should even be able to
operationally define wind as'the movement of
air that causes the weather instrument to in-
dicate which way the wind is coming from and
how fast it iS traveling. The concept that is
new is what causes air to move as 'wind.

a
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Problem. Break 5-2 focuses on land-sea
breezes. Assuming that the ground is not cov-

ered by snow or ice, wind shoulo be in-

coming, toward land, during tho day and out-
goings toward water, at night. 'This behavior
has been utilized by sailing fleets, which left
the coast for the fishing grounds in tho eve-

ning and returned to land the next morning.

Suppose the cool area is adding moisture to the air, as

in Figure 5-7. If so, tlib moisture will be lifted as the air

moves over the land.

05-14. -Will the increased moisture content improve chalices

for cloud-formation?

PROBLEM BREAK 5-2

If you live near the ocean or a very large lake, you may *

have noticed some peculiar things about mind. Wins] diree-,

tion often 'seems to be related to the time of day. During

warm, daylight hours, the wind blows from one direction.

Then, during cool, night hours, it blows from_ the opposite

direction.
In Figure 5-8 of your Record Book, indicate the wind

direction you predict for the two times of day shown.

Figure 5-8
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5- Use what y u know about airto explain your deci-
sion about wind d ection.

' The fact that air moves horizontally is no surprise to you.
You feel that molion frequeptly. You aiso see it in the motion
Of other objects. Even thoSe.things you've been trying to

. Account forthe cloudsAre afftieted by wind. Moving air
..carriq them across the sk..y. -

..

If you .are interested in how fast clouds move, see Excur-. . slon 5-2, "Building a Nephoscope." -
.

dr ,, ifght and heat are. tle., energyrs9urces for-all. weather )syn

.__,,........thc_eartht..._You've. seen, how they . drife :air .up, down, and
..., akwayS. you .laiai tha4 without h at 'little water vapor

INuld bead ailed td air, nd'without m .iture.ther'e would be
t

no cloa s4- ''' : ,
.; , 1. . ..1- ,.. A

. In th.nem,.ch.:apers'you will invAiate otfier effects of
air u:tenOmet4e...ktfci, --as. a result, yoti'll learn more :about.. .,. -
predictIn,g,..arif laining weathor Langes. Yo may even
find.an. dxp 4_, dor. rain.
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Excursion 5:2 is an extension excursion for
better students. It requires some equipment
that is not furnished, some careful con-
struction, rather difficult measurements, 4,nd
a little math.

No equipment need be prepared for Chapter
6. he only article neected is a straightedge,
whi could be .a ruler, meterstick, or Oven
the edge of a tablet or book. ..
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EQUIPMENT LIST

1 straightedge

Other Cloud Nirmers
- No excur,sions are keyed to this chapter.

CHAPTER.- EMPHASIS

Other factors besides convection cause up-
ward motion of air and cloud formation.

t

An unmanned weathd satellite orbiting far above the e' arth
took the photograph sbown in Figure 6-1. The picturc.shOws
the pattern of clouds over about half the earth's surface, it
was taken on May 8, 1967.

fte'r ^).A-41.;

:it ,Jf

/17 '""4. . ,

4:1Z

MAJOR POINTS

1. The simple heated-air model cannot ex-
plain all cloud formation.
2. In areas whore cold air comes in contact
with warmer au, clouds may form.

Chapter 6
3. Clouds tend to form over areas of low bar-
ometric pressure.
4. When moist air is pushed up the side of
a mountain, clouds may form,
5 A system of Symbols and numbers can be
used to indicate weather conditions on a map.
6. Linos connecting points of equal baro-
metric pressure are called isobars.
7. The pattern of wind direction is counter-
clockwise in a low-pressure area.
8. A scientific model can be modified or ex-
panded to.. explain additional observations.

Figure 6-1
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Students are being called upon to expand
their model of cloud formation. Some may
need seassurance that this is a common .and
accepted practice with scientific models. ft is
Interesting to note that the heated-air model
took 5 chapters to develop; now, it is being .

Figuic 0-2 will help
Figure 6-1 are located.
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, expanded 4-fold 'in this one chapter. Of
course, all the material in the. 5 chapters was
not just aimed at developing the one point of

: the model. The concepts of humidity, ores-
sure, wind, and all the other tactors of

weather will still have a direct application to . ,

the new parts of the model. For instance, in
order tor clouds to fop for any reason, there T'

rnut be moisture iri the air. .

;.11,; s.'

As you looked at Figures 6-1 and 6-2, you may have re-:

alized that,explaining such a widespread cloud cover is very

.complicated. Several features (like the cloud spiral over the

Tnorthern pacific Ocean) can't be explained with the simple

heated-air model you've been thinking about. Obviously,

clouds don't just form over land areas either. You can see

that much of the Pacific Ocean is shown covered by clouds.-

:,
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Factors other than air-temperature di trcrclicc :I hovedifferent earth surfaces must be involved in forming clouds.Something else must be pushing the air upward at thoseplaces- where heavy clouds are forming over water. What isthi< force?
Take a closer look at the spiral area of cloud formationin the upper left-hand part of Figure 6-1. Figure 6-3 showsan enlarged drawing of this feature. Examine the generalshape of the cloud pattern. Notice particularly the two "legs"that project from the central core of the pattern.
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In Figure 6-4; symbols and numbers: havAeen added tothe diagram of the cloud spiral. Each symbcil cluster.contaiffsvalues for temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed, and,wind direction: .
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, -Flgure,6-3,,,,
As used fiet4orologists, Ihe clusters ',ofsynibtirseabd numbers shown in Figure 6:4.iscajled a .statidn model.
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An official U.S. WeatTir Bureau map has *

-. . . many other numbers. and symbols squeezed
Figure 6-4 onto t beside the readings of pressure, wind

-. direction und velocity, and temperature
shown here.

Fhe code symbols in Figure 6-4 are used to squeeze the

niazmum amount of uilozniauon into th mzniinuui amount

- CHRTER 6 of space. ....

.. . . .
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Figure 6-5 shows the meaning of these symbols.

4pWind speed

mph

Less than
1

1 to 3

4 to 7

8 to 12

Symbol

/53

13 to 18

19 to 24

25 to 31.

, Wind speed (8-12 mph)

Wind direction (Is down the
stem toward the circle.)

,

29 1 I 29.52

Temperature (°C) Barometric pressure

Notice It at thd 'border of Figure 674 is labeled like the
border of a 6ty map. This makes it possible to locate areas
on the drawing easily..For ex,ample, the location of the.sym-
bol at the very top oCthe.fig.urc mjght be described as M7.

Usino the border symbols-and a straightedge, describe
thefollowing locaiiii 1 Jotter -and number.

Highest barometric prcssur-
Highest wind velocity
Imwest barometri-C pressure
Highest temperature
Lowest temperature.

Examine the clusters of measurements in Figure 6-4care:
fully. Try to find a relationship between the numbers in these
and the pattern of cloud formation. Look particularly for
large differences in temperature and pressure within a sinall
area -and the effect of these differences in terni of cloud
-formation..:

It should be reasonable to expect students to
be able to identify and read these four factors
of weather from a map at this point.

6-1. Highest pressure--Al2, A14 (30.20)
Highest windF5. 13, J5 (13-1 B mph)
Lowest pmssure-115, 116. J5 (29.40)
Higliest temperatureA7 (26°C)
Lowest temperatureHI (3"C)

A
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It will be Interesting to see if students discover
.any relationships in question 6-2. The more
discerning may note the pattern formed by the
staffs (wind-direction arrows) as they shift
from generally northei:y on the lett side of the
map to generally southerly onfitai right side.
Temperature and pressure differences me
harder to see.

U6-2. Desk:vibe any- telationshipS yOU find be .

tween the pattern of cloud formation .shown in Figure 6-4

and the measurements of temperature,pressure, wind speed,

and wind direction.

Now let's find out if you've discovered any important

relationships between the cloud patterns and the symbols.

Run your finger along the "leg" of clouds extending down

from.the central core of the spiral. Notice the temperature
readings on the two sides of the leg.

-DONT-FORGET YOUR .--E16-3.
On which side of the leg (east or west) are the tem-

peratures lower? Compare any differences 'in temperature

along the lower leg with those in other parts of the drawing.
WEATHER WATCH!

Note that attention is focused only on the
differences in temperature of the air on either
side of the cloud line at this point, and not
on fronts. The groundwork for the study of
fronts is being laid (-Moist air is apparently
lifted 4n some way . . .'') but they are not
studied until the ing chapter.

At'

4

6-6. Pressure haferendes (a low-pressure
area)

70 CHAPTER 6

Examine the temperature differences on the two sides of

the other legthe one extending toward the cast (right) from

the central core of the spiral.

E16-4. On which side (north or south) of this leg are the

temperatures lower?

[1.6-5. How do the temperature differences on the two sides'

of the legs compare with temperature differences found else-

where in the figure?

The two legs of the cloud spiral lie in areas in which coke'

air is in contact with warmer air. In one case, the warm/ir
lies to the east of the cold air; in the otheryrties to the
south. These temperature differences arc important. Moist

air is apparently lifted in some Way to form clouds along

these two lines of rather sharp temperature- difference.,
Now examine the central core of the .cloud spiral for a

moment. The presence of heavy clouds suggests that air is
being lifted in this area, too But the temperature differences

at this point are not so sharp as those along the legs of the

spiral. Some other cloud-forming factor must be at Wolk in

the core.

06-6. 'Besides temperatme differences, what other factor

produces cloud formation?

4t
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If you .have-been keeping'your daily weather watch, you've
learned by now that air pressure varies. It is slightly different
from day to day even at the same spot on the earth. In
keeping track of pressure changes, weather scientists (mete-
orologists) often plot thr pressure measurements oir special
-1-n1)s. Then they draw lines through all equal barometer
readings plotted on the map (Figure 6-6).

Two other closid -forming factors Wore intro-
duced rather abruptly on tho preceding page.
The mechanism tor uphft on linos of tempera-
ture difference (fronts) arid around areas of
low pressure (conv(rgence) Is not explained
here. From examination of photoS and maps,
students must accept the fact that clouds do
form in these areas, and wait for a more com-
plete explanation of the reasons lator..
Figure 6-6

..

t,
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Encourage students to take their time in
drawing the isobars. If they draw light lines
with a sharp pencil, it will be easy to erase
and correct them.

The rising of air and formation of cloudF
around a "low" is quite understandable. If
students accept the fact that air blows into a
tow-pressure area, like water ffowing into a
low depression on the earth, then air is com-
ing in frOm all directions.'There is no place
this air can go but up. After flowing over the
griaund (or over water surfaces) it has picked
ufk moisture, and when it rises, clouds are
fdrmed because of a decrease in temperature
and pressure.

72 CHAPTR 6
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ACTIVITY 6-1. On Figure 6-4 in your Record .Book, connect

all equal barometric readings with lightly penciled lines. The
Hhes should pass directly through the station circles that have

the same barometric readings. These 1ines should be
smoothly curved, and no line should cross another.

Lines connecting areas of equal barometric pressure are
known as isobad. ilso- is a common prefix meaning "equal.")

n 6-7. Describe the pattern of barometric pressure revealed
by the isobars.you drew on Figure 6-4.

F16-8. Is the barometric pressure fairly high, or fairly low,
where the core of the cloud spiral has formed? (Label this
center on. your Figure 6-4 as "iligh or "Low.")

Well, you probably agree now that the areas of greatest.
.cloud formation in Figure 6-4 lie along a line of sharp tern-
perature differences or over an area of low barometric pres-
sure. This suggests that sharp differences in temperature and
pressure are acting as cloud-forming agents. Therefore, these
variables have an important influence upon the wvather.

Clouds aren.'t the only thing of interest in Figuye 6-4. lake
a look at the wind directions indicated there. Notice partici,-
qarly the ielationship between wind direction a-nd the isttimrs'
you drew on the figure.

S.
0



06-9. Describe the pattern of wind direction in the area of
low pressure on Figure 6-4 (clockwise or counkerelockWise?).
[16-10. What relationship, if any, do you notice between the

'pattern of wind direction and the spiral-shape of the cloud
mass?

Earlier, you used *a model for the -cause of wind that
depended upon unequal heating of the carth's surface. (If
you need to review 'this idea, see the last part of Chapter
5.) According to (hat model, wind is simply cooler air Moving
into an area of greater heating.

;,4
i

0 ,

,,

The situation in Figure 6-4 is more complicated than that.
The low-pressure area obviously has a great effe.et on- the
movement of air. The air seeMs. to move around the area
in a counterclockwise direction. This- will become more Mir
portant in the next chapter.

You can see that many problems complicate the task of
making predictions' about weather: *Sometimes 'more than
.one wedther-influencing agent is operating at the same time.*
Then it is had to decide which of the assembled data is

-most important.
At this .point, you may be ready to consider what you've

inferred about the effects of low-presSure areas, and lines of
temperature differences .as part of your weather model. Be-

. .

Clockwise

Counterclockwise

Better studepts may question why the winds
around a low-pressure area frave a counter-
clockwise circulation. Atter all why don't the
winds just go straight in to till up the "low"?
Without going into the scientific reacons for
this deflection from a straight-line motion, the
students will have to accept the behavior On
the basis of their Observations. That's simply
the way' moving air behaves. But actually, the
reason for the behavior is the force called
Coriolis. On a nonrotating earth, air (and
other moving particles) weuld travel in a
straight line. But because of the earth's roth-
tion,ta body in motion In the Northern Hemi-
sphere is deflected to the right. (In the South-
ern Hemisphere, it is deflected to the left.) So
arr that starts to brow into the center of the
"low" is "bent to the right of Its direction of
clotiog*Try it with a diagram on a piece of
paper, and you will see that It results in a
counterclockwise circulation.
Incidentally, for you Rurists in science. Corio-
lis force is a fictitious quantity. We have so
firmly believed a body In motion renlains in
motion ln a Straight line unless acted upon by
an outSide force (New(on's Law)that when we
see a body deviate from a straight line we feel
that a force must be acting on it, and we give
the force a name. The catch'is, that Newton's
Law only holds true in an inertial frame qf

'reference. A rotating body Is not an inertial
framo, but a rotating frace of reference, and
the body only Seems, to ct tve, because of .the
earth's rglation,

. CHAPTER 6: 73



These are actual satellite photos, with the
latitude and longitude lines, isobars, and sta-

tion models added.

Flgure 6-7

fore you do, however, -you should -find out whether the ex-

ample in Figure 6-4 was an isolated situation. no the rcla-

tio'nsbips you observed hold true in other situations, too?
Figures 6-7 and 6-8 each contain a satellite photo and.a

set of weather data collected at the time the photo was taken.

Examine each figure carefully. Try to find out whether the

relationships you found in Figure 6-4 hold fOr these areas

as well.

Ilk



H6-11. Describe the ti..ow ()Lair near the low-pressure areas
in Figures 6-7 and 6-8 (clockwise or counterclockwise?).

r16-12. Describe how the distribution of clouds in the two
figures relates to the pressure and temperature data given.

116-13. Are your ahswers to questions 6-11 and 6-12 what
you i:xpeeted?

Note that thrre are Other arcas 01 clotailnesS
besidos tho:.e centered around lows and
along linw; of sharp trunpuratunr dillyrences
You mrght have to point out to !..tudontS that
clouds .ur found In tho :,hy even on pleasant
days.

Figure 6-8

0 ti
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1Students will have some difficulty with thi
problem break. One problem will be in draw-
ing the isobars. The pressurtm given are not

all In nice numbers ending in zero, so stu-
dents have to estimate where the 29.50 and
29.70 lines go. As you undoubtedly realize.
the dotted line Indicating a sharp difference
in temperature is really a front (which stu-
dents do not yet recognize), and It should run
roughly from Jacksonville through Tampa.
Actually it is a cold front, traveling toward the

east. 1 he isobars should "kink," 1..ir have a

bend at the dotted temperature (mid. but

students don't know this yet. either. Cloudi.: ,-

ness should be shown along the dotted lin

Figyre 6-9

76 CHAPTER 6

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

Figure 6-9 shows the Florida peninsula once more.

Weather data have been included ou the map. Your probledA

is to sketch on the map the 'pattern of clouds you would

predict on the basis of the data shown. In making your

prediction, you may assume that lines of tetnperature dider-

ence and low-pressure areas are cloud-forming agents, This

time, however, you may neglect the fact that the difference

in temperature over land and water can cause cloud forma-

tion, too. (It is still part of our welillter model, but we'll put

it aSitic: (or the moment.)
Complete your sketch now. -Start by. 'drawing in isobars

of 29.50 and 29.70. The 29.60 isobar has already been drawn

in. Note that there is only one reading of both 29.50 and

29.70.'Therefore, you will have to use your judgment and.,

experience in drawing the isobars. You should also draw a ,

dotted line where you think there is a sharp difference in

temperature. Shade nt the clouds as your last. step.

29.60
,

Jacksonville
.111

23(

16\3 29.57

230 292

t%

V

, 96. 10,
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Then see how your conclusions cowpare with those of oille.L.
stAdents.. Your teacher can otkr you -ome advice if you arc
having difficulty with this activity.

In the next chapter, you will make the final test of your
model far weather. You can judge your model by seeing if
it helps you make predictions about weather._ First, though,
you need tp look at ones.9ther air7lifting (eloud-formini)
factor.

)
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Because the earth's surface is very irregular, air must often
flow up over mountains and down- into valleys. As air is
pushed up the side of a Mountain, it t cooled, and there
is less ffessure from the atmosphere above.

E6-14. What result 'would you expea as moist air moves
up and oyer a mountain?. ,.6714. Clouds should torm.

.

' ,....1---1W421 ,

-4.

_Altai y7

Figure 6-10
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The explanation of uplift of air by geoccraphic
features is relatively short, how vvelof this WV
of lining to form clouds (called (poip abanc.

uplift) is Ono of the easiest to visualize. This
factor dpos have a profound ottect on climate
All tho major doserfs and dry areas ot tho
world are found on the too side of the pre-
vailing wind of mountains. The Sierras and the
Rockies are we..t on thet western slopes and

dry on the eastern. with a prevailing west
wind Tho Hawaiian Hands, with an elevated

trentral backbone. h e an extremely wet side

facing the steady n theast trade winds, and
an opposite, vet y dry side.

Desert

hc tlimard now or moist air ha. c.Il

mountainous regions. There may be abundail 'precipitation

On one side of a mountain but little on the other side. For

example, notice in Figure 0.-11 that the vegetation is not the

same On the two sides of the mountain.

Clouds

11.

't 1*

t tPI t
P

Moist air

Ocean

Figure 6-11

This problem break gives students the oppor-
tunihj to test their understanding bf this fourth
part of their model for the uplifting of air.

.

ft

[16-15. Explain why there is more vegetation on,one side

of the mountain than on the other in Figure 6-4.

You have been introduced to several factors that can pro-

duce cloud formations. Landforms may produce air lifting.

Sharp changes in barometric pressureand'abrupt tempera-

ture changes can produce clouds. And, as you saw earlier;

surface heating of land areas can produce cl9ud formations,

especially along coastal regions.

t,;

k

).

7..dHAPTER 3

.
PROBLEM. BREAK 64

Here's your chance to use sonic of your experience too

make predietiOns. In solving this proWent, consider two ways

that airis fOrced upwarLL .

(a) by the -differential heating.of tht earth's surface and

(b) by mountains, .

An aerial view of Iggy's Island is shown below. There are

three. communities on the island. The directiUn of ale pre-

vailing (usual) wind i§ shown*by the aryow.: .



' t
&.:Zi-?

^

revailiny
Wind

,

#yytown

.

..

,./..;P

In the Space proyided in four Record Book, diAcuss the
weather you predict Tor each of the three cornInunities. An-
swer such questions as the fdllowing:Wlfich community has
the 'cloudiest, and whicli has the clearest, "Weather? Which
community gets the most; and which gets the least,. rainfall?

Before obIng on, do Self-Evaluation 6 It r)ur Record Book.

-*

"<,,` 1.,,t- ,

.

Iggyville: pleasant weather, moderate rainfall,'
periods of cloudy and clear skies.
Iggyburg: Pobrest weather, hefety rainfall (or
Snowfall). heavy cloudiness.
Iggytown: Dry 'weather. very Haiti if .any rairt.
fall, cloudless Skies. . .

I.
No equipnlera need be prepared tor Chap-
ter.W.

CHAPTER 6 79
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CHAPTER EMPHASIS

Air mastitis meet to form fronts, and move
tormin *a pattern ofacross the ,country,

weather.

Moving
EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Weather

Excursions 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3 are keyed 1S this
chapter.

_

1

MAJOR POINT'S

1 Predicting vin...dher by the developed model
depends on knowing wjarrarie-or more of the
four agents for lilting air will be operating in
your area. These agents are:
A) differentially heated earth surfaces
6) contact_ between cold and warm air

masses.

Chapter 7
C) low barometric pressure.
0) certain geographic features such as

mountains.

t

Aecordhig to the. mod:17ylu've (1eveloped, the uplifting 41
air has important effects upon the weather. This, process
appears'to be linked to cloud formation..Thus, it is respon-
sible for all kinds of precipitation (Fain, snow, sleet, and hail),.
This lifting process also seems linfee to Wind charaCteristicS.'

Wherrlyou began this unit, your obj tive was to lea.rn to
predict ale weather. The t it-uplift modelgests some waysto do this. Suppose you could somehow know in advance

.when uplifting air would occur in your area. This would let
yOu make some :good guesses as to what to expect in terms
oreloudiness and wind. But how c;an you Orediet when air
is going.to be .uplifted?

According to your mottel, air is uplifted in ,at 'least four
Major arsas;

l...Civer a 'surface where .air is heated.
2. Along lines, where there is sharp. ditre nee in air tem-..

*No

perature.
.3.. i.0 areas of relatively low. barometricrpressure.
4. Where there are geographie features such as mountains..

e

2. Lines of temperature differences between
two air masses are called fronts. .

3. Fronts and low-pressure areas are associ-
ated with each other. They move together.
4. Air masses, low-pressure areas, and fronts
move generally from west to east.
5. The approach .of low-pi essure areas and
fronts can be predicted by clouds, wind di-.
rection. change in barometric pressure, .and .

temperature change.
6: A warm front is caused by a relatively warm
mass of air advancing over a mass of rela-.
tively cold air.
7.. A cold front .is caused by a mass of rela-
tively cold air displacing relatively warm air.
8. Advancing cold fronts lift warM air. Ad-
vancing warm fronts result in the warm air
being lifted.
9. Fronts do not all move at the same speed
or in the same direction.
10. The amount of moisture in thq lir controls
the kind of weather along the front.
11. PreciplOtion can be in the form of rain,
snow, sleekor hail.

This Is the model at this point. Students
.should be expected to know the four major
areas.

4

.
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Predicting when air will be lifted really boils down to

knowing when one or more of these agns exist in an area.

.ince mountains And seacoasts don't move, it is fairly easy

to predict their effects. But what about lines of temperature

difference and low-pressure areas? Do these things move

about? if so, is there enough order to their moving to allow

predictions to be made? Figures 7-1 through 7-4 will help

you find out. ,
Figures 7-1 through 7-4 show temperature and pressure

data for most of the United States on four days in April.

---------Twofmaps..appear for .each.day; one gives tempaature, while
. _ .

zives pressure information. Areas a low "pressure

and high pressure are labeled witTi a

pressure maps. Lines of temperature differences (fronts) and

cloud cover are 4idicated by the symbols identified below.
Here the fronts (lines of temperature differ-

ences) have been named and the symbols
given for thorn. Students will not yet know the
characteristics of a warm front, cold front, or

stationary tront..,That comes later. *"

:Pt

In the next four pages of weather maps, data

porn the stations and the lines drawn have
been broken into two Parts, an "a" and a "b"
for each map. This was done so that the maps

would not be- too cluttered with numbers and .
symbols, and also so that students would see

the pressine pattern and the frontal (temper

ture differenoe). pattern separately, and th

. learn td Connect them, Map "a" of each ir

. shows wind directions, wind .speeds, high-
and.low-pressure areas, and isobars labeled

in Inches of mercury at 611- or 0.12-inch

InterVals. Map "b" Of each pair shows wind
directions, wind speeds, temperatures, and

the lines of temperature differences at the
three.kinds of fronts..

.
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Figure 74a
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For those who are interested. the "hooked" mass of cold air surrounding the warm air has

frontal line ip the upper right-hand corner is come together and occluded (completely
really an ocoluded front. This means that the lifted) the warm air.above the earth's surface.

e .1

Figure 7-4b
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n7A. Did the low-pressure areas, shown first in Figure 7-
move during the four-day period? If so, in what general

---direction?

07-2. Did the lines of temperature difference, shown firstin Figure 7-1b, move during the four-day period? If so, in
what general direction?

Both pressure areas and lines of temperature differencedo move. Those on your maps wandered farther to the castduring thp,*four-day period.
The fa0 that cloud-forming agents move makes the job

. of weather prediction more diffi.cultyou must find some
----f-Lio-guessii-f:iiiNanee- when -one of these -systems will eome 18'your way. tees see if this can be done. First, we'll consider

the ,problem of predicting the approach of a low-pressuresystem.
SUppose you were living in Syracuse, New York. On Day1 of the data. period (see Figures 7-la and 7-1b), a low-

pressure area would be lying to the west of you. Examinethe data for Days 2, 3, and 4 and notice what happens inSyracuse as the low-pressure area approaches and thenpasses by.

,14_;;:_,64A`.

07-3. What happened to the barometric reading in Syracuseas the system moved through (rose, fell, or remained thesame)?
r.-

D7-4. List the changes in the wind direciei11Syracuse asthe system moved through.

C17-5. List changes in, the cloud cover as the system moved
through Syracuse..

07-6. What observations could have been used two days inadvance to predict that .the low-pressure area was movinginto Syracuse? '1

Now let's look for Signs that could be twat to predict the
approach and passing of lines of temperature difference. Forthis, you _should study Figures 7-1b, 7-2h, 7,-3b, and 7-4b.

Suppose -you were living iii Fargo, North Dakota, whenthe data on Figure 7-lb were collected. At that point, a line.of temperature difference.would be lying to the west of you....

14, e.-

107

29.80

The movement of low-pressure areas and oflines of temperature difference becomes apart of the model, and is therefore important.
Students may have to be reminded that *agOod scientific model (1) explains observa-tions or phenomena and (2) allows predic-
tions to be made about further behavior. It is
this recognitioft of movement that will be thekey to prediction of weather.

/-6. Observations f barometric pressure(falling) and wind direction (shifting from SEto S)

4` CHAPTER 7 87
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7-11 Falling barometer reading and the ob-
ser.ation of a shift in wind direction from SW
to S. or possibly the observation of an in-
crease in cloudiness. (Note, however, that the
air temperature is not a reliable indicator of
the approach of the temperature difference
line, but it does tell when the line passes the
station Naps 3b and 4b1. It was a warm front,

and the temperature jumped up from 3°C to

18°C.)

7-12 The line approaching Selma is a cold
front, the line approaching Fargo is a warm

front

G.

sp CHAPTER 7

v

07-7. Is the air behind the line (to the west) cool&-, or

warmer, than that in front of it?

.Examine the temperature closely for Days 2, 3, and 4 and

notice What happened to the Weather ill [-T4rgo as the line

of temperature difference moved through.

07-8. What happened to the air temperature as the line

approached and moved through Fargo (rose, fell, stayed the

same)?

07-9. List .the changes in the wind direction as the line

approached and moved through Fargo.

proached and moved through Fargo.

07-11. What observation could have told you on Days

and 2 that a line of temperature difference was approaching

Fargo?
,

Now -consiZr the weather in Selina, Alabama. On. Day
1, an approaching line of temperature difference lies to the

west of that city, too. But it's different from the one you just

examined. Look carefully to sec how.

07-12. How does the line, of temperature hang!: approach-

ina Selma differ from- that approaching Fargo on Igy-1 in

Figure 7-1?
A

Lóok at the weather data fbr Selma over the four-day

period..

0743. List changes in the cloud cover in Sebna as the line

of temperature difference passed through.
,

07-14. List changes in th,p wind directjn as the line passed

:through Selina.

07-16. What happened to .the -air temperature as the line,

pvsed through Selma?

07-16. What happened to the barometric readings Lig the

line passed through Selma? .

. 3

,1

I 1

.

.-7

Gt.



CI7-17. What Observations could have told You in advance
,that this line of temperature diffeience was ioroaching
Selma?

7-17. Increasing cloudiness, wind fidm the
SW and S. falling barometer Ni

Perhaps you now see what "lines of temperature differ-
.- ence" really are. They are the edges .of moving masses of

warm or cold air. ;They are called fronts.
A warm front is6 mass of relatively wapri air that advancesinto a region that is relatively cold. As the warm air ad-...

vances the lighter, warm air is forced upward over the
heavier, cold air. This process typically takes place over a
large area. ln a warm front, both the air masses are moving
in the same direction. The.advahcirig...

37,-'--.7------ing-fars-ter than the retreating cold air macss.
To visualize this motion, imagine that you are looking at%v.

the froht from the side as it passes by. This side view .(or
cross section) would be what you would see if you sliced
dowii through the front from top to bottom and laid it open.
Figure 7-5 diagrams what a warm front would look like. ..

400 km

A cold front is a mass of relatively cold air that is dis-
placing relatively warm, moist air. The warm air may be
moved upward niore quickly than it is in tlie usual warm
front. Therefore,. the slope of thd cold front is steeper thanthat of the warm front., Figure 7-6 diagrams, another side
.view of the'frontal system: Study- Figures 7-5'an4 .7-6 care-.
fully so that you understand thoroughly the-difference be-.

.tween warm fronts.and cold fronts.
Figure 7-7 shows a different view. of -warm and cold

fiont&as if you were looking down upon them from out
in space. T is is the view you get when looking at a weather.
map. SymBOls.. used by meteorologists *are shown in the.
.figure.

. 1. a

A front is named by the air that is doing the
displacing. If warm is displacing cold, it's a
warm front. If neither air is advancing and
displacing the Qthpr, It's a stationary front.

Cold Front

l2Q km --A

Figurer 7\6

. .
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Figure 7-7

A front could be detined as a line ot dicoii
tinuity between two dissimilar air 'masses By
dissimilar air massos Is meant temperature

and amount of moisture content (humidity)
The air masses are dissimilar because of (1)
where they came from and,(2) wherk.Iney
have been (That s like the differencet in 'peo-
ple being due to heredity and environment )
'For Instance. if the air came bah) northern
Canada. it would be cold and dry In Its tile
south. ft would be warmed and moistened
some. But it still might be colder and ,drier

thpn air that came from the gulf ot Mekleo,
even though that air would be cooled and
4.9ArhaP, dried some in traveling north .

Notice also that the Isobars are kinked?'

(make a sharp bend) as they crosS the tront

This is Ors, means of locating u bent on a
weather map.

, )

'
- -

; I r4°

Figure 7-0

vie

'ar

Clouds

(11)
Clouds

Warm air mass

.7

Warm front

Cold.front

U.s.

N
Notice the relationship of the fronts shown in Figure 7-7

to egieh other and to the lOw-piessure area.- The general shape

should 'rbe familial- to you. You've seen it on th7. w(wther

maps you've been studing Sand in the photograph shown

-earlier and reproduced again in Figure, 7-8.
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in both Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-- the two fronts and the
low-pressure area actually tbrm one large system. Look care-
fully once more at Figures 7-1 through 7-4. As you do, ti
to answer t hese. questions:

E17-18. Are the fronts on the temporature maps located in
ihe same general areas as the low-ptessure areas on the
pressilite,maps?

07.-19. Do the low-pressure areas move' at roughly the same
rate.and in thelsame .direction as any fronts near them?

Well, the pattern on the maps is not completely clear, but
two things are apparent.

Fronts--aki,1 always associated- with low-pressure areas.
2. Fronts and pressure systems move across 1111 country

'together.

At this point, you have the chance to stop and gather your
wits. you are ton look back over all the photographs, maps,
and illnstrations' in the last chapter and this one. Build a
picture in your mind (a model) as to what happens to the
weather in an area as a large pressure system 'approaches
and'passes through. "fake plenty of time for thought. lt will
be important to what you will do neNt: Use the questions

.. below to uncle you in Your thinking. You .should discuss
.tliese questions .with otheo who are at about this point.

I Approximately how wide is the band.or cloudines-S as-
. .sociated with .a warm front?..with a cold front?-with

a low-pressure arca?
2. flow far.ahead of each type of front or Pressure area

does it extend? (See Figure. 7-7.) . .

3. What is the pattern of winds around: a low-pressure
frontal system? (See Figures 6-4, 6-7, 7-1 and 7-2.)

4. How far do cold-fronts, warm..fronts, and low-pressure
are4s travel in a day? DAhey all move at the same
rate? (See Figures 7-1. and 7-2.)

5. How can .you tell in advance when a low-pressure
frontal system Is approaching an area? iRefer to ques-
tions 7-2 through 7-17.).
What is the relationship of 4 hit;11-pressure area to the
movement and effects of a low-pressure frontal system?
(See Figures 7-4 and 7-2.)

llip; is one of tho tpw.t difficult thing.; to get
!.tudent.. to do I ni.o-ui.rgo sm.111 union clis .
cussions on those questions Of course. stu-
dents are weilung from a limited number qt
Observations of figures . phOtogi aphs, and

_maps, and most of these have been general-
izations Ali 'he things they have examined
will be subleet to excepanns 1 hoy are getting
ready to predict the weather. Actual predic-
tion is at bost.a complex 'and complicated
task, even with data trom many sources not
currently available to the students.

CHAPTER 7 91
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When you feel that you understand how passing t with ind
lovy-pressure areas' affect weather, you are almost ready to

apply tbis knowledge to your loeal ltrea. Before you try to.
do thiCtbough, you need to consider two more subjects. The

first is precipitation (rain, snow, sleet, and hail). The s5,ft:ond

ikscload type.

Precipitation

Wily does rein or snow 11.1.l fronLane cud and not from

anothgr? Why is this precipitation soiiietimes a downpour
and sometimes only a sprinkle? Why does precipitation Occur
in so many' different forms? These arc not easy questions

to answer. In general, it has been 'Tore difficult to explain

how precipitation gets out of (buds than it has. been to
explain how clouds form in the f\rst place.

If you are interested in learning how to make raindrops,

see Excursion 'TA,. "And the Rains Came Down."
In Chapter 4, you-learned that water begins collecting on

dust and salt particles when the temperature falls below the

dew point. According to your model, this iS 'What causes
cloud formation. If the droplets combine inw larger and
Itrger ones, they become too heavy to stay aloft. Then they

.fall. Falling watt;r (rain, snow, sleet, or hail) is called precipi-

tation. -
1 Along fronts, warm air slides up over cooler, air. As it

li14ed, the warm air cools below the dew points. If the warm
. .s qu wist (humiditris high) and/or the cooling is

quit . 'se. ,re, precipitation is the likely result (Figure 7-9).

cursion 7-1"Is a good summation on clouds
nd precipitation. It presents the electrostatic
eory of raindrop formation.

In thse ftglit0 that ,tellow. note thadvarying
weather along a .front, depending on the
moisture content ot the warm air. The mois-
ture In air is the storehouse of energy for filet
air..The latent heat of water is such that when
water vapor condenses to droplets. a huge
amount of heat Is given off. This heats the air,
which -rises, cools, and causes further con-
deosation. Violent weather may result.

Figure 7-9

4.

Cold Front

WariA Air
with High
Humidity

;-,
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If the walin air is fairly dry (humidity is low) or if the
cooling is, not great, only a few clouds may form (Figure
7-10).

Cold air

4

c;)
Cold Front

Back up to the clouds

Warm Alr
-with Low
Humidity

Q.Q4L,

ILLA.

It-has houn said that a fairly respectable Job
ot weather prediction can be done just by
walccong clouds and wind daralion rho so-
nuerv of ciiiiat km(11,111°11,, call 1)0 t (uido
to the type of an approaching front. As for

lgure 7-10

The second subject we wdl discuss is cloud type. Over the
years, meteorologists have studied the changes in cloud type
as weather systems move through an area. They have found'

. that the changes fall into the fairly consistent pattern shown
in Figure 7-11.

N

;--tri

F

4)

wind, an old "law," called Buys Ballot's Law.
can be stated as follows. "lii the Northerr\t
Hemisphere, .taCo tho wind, anti the area of.
lowest pressure is on your right."

The pbwer of Buys Ballot's Law cipn be readily
seen. Knowing tha( winds rotate counter-
clockwise in a low, and also that lows and

Figure 7-11

arm Front Movement

Cirrus type

s.

0

. .

.4"

;''
.

'5",t':ti."

,4

-

III 1,11.. 11;01 I
°alit' Oki! liv
1111:111titilli 11

Clouds are often spken of as "billboards of the sky." A .
skillful observer can tell a great deal about Torthcoling

:weather by studying the clouds.

.07-20. List in order the cloud types you would expect to
observe as.a. 'cold front appriached your area.

44

.4. 1;

. .

11 3

so

fronts move generally from west to east, then
facing a south wind will mean that the low is
approaching you. Face a north wind and the
low iS tci the east and past you. Try it with
some of the maps. -

CHAPTER 93
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Tables 7-1 and 7-2 are good su irnations. and
should be considered as key stions and
checked in the students' Record øooka.

Table 7-1

L17-21. List in order the cloud types you would expect to
observe tis a warm front approached your area.

.Now let's try to sumrnanz.e what you've !carnal about
predicting the effects-of frontal systems. Describe in Tables
7-1 and 7-2 the changes you would expect to occur with the
warm and cold frontal systems.
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94 CHAPTER 7 .

' .You may have had trouble deciding how wind direction
is affected by frontal. systems.. Predicting changes in wind
direction requires'that you know the, direction before the
front arrives. You would" also' need to know the direction of
motion of the front. NOther of these bits of information is'

'provided in-Tables 7-1 and 7-2.
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PROBLEM BREAK 7-1

Yo ve been keeping a weather watch for quite a while
rlow. JYou should have 'quite a. collection of data for your
area n variables such as barometric pressure, wind speed
an direction, cloud covdr, etc. Here's y6'ur chance to study
.0 at data and find out if the patterns in weather change for
your area`can be explained by the model you've been study-
ing..

You should look for relationships between weather variaz-
Wes. For example, you may want to see if your data indicate
that wins direction is related to barometric pressure, or to
cloud type, -or to dew point. Or you may want to find out
if -temperature change is related to humidity or to wind

...._'speed. Let's suggest one approach to getting answers to such
questions. '

Suppose you want to find out how pressure change affects
temper4ure change. You could make a .t.a.Dle like Table.7-3...

Table 7-3 -

e`

5.

t
.
t-
4 --"..,

,

,
Pressure Change,
frorg One Day .ft,;vto the Next

. .

Prevailing Wind Direction for the 2nd Day of the 24-11r Period
/

.
Northerly

_.......

Southerly
t

Westerly
,

Easterly
..

Rising
- N

.
- . C,.::,- , .

.

** Steady '' ''' .

. P.

)
1'1 '

t. . -.

,:t
.: ..,.. Falling

. .

,

, ., - t,.. V.41,i...4..,....
5;

fe
14

' =:,.: ,
A ,

....

0

-

Tally the data from your weather watch in a table fike
-.3-3. Each tally (niark) will represent -one 24-hr period. After
all tallies are made, you can judge the effect of pressure
change on wind direction. You can even make some calcula-
tions. Fct,r example, you can calculate the li,kelihood that one
kind of preoure change will proauce a given wind direction.
Suppose you want to know, how often you can expect to see..

svutherly wind when the. pressure, is falling. tiere's how
youl.find 'out by using your data.

Sum up all the tallies in the entire table to get a grand ,
total. Then divide this number into the number of tallies in
the appropriate data box. Multiply your 'answer by 1QO to

.

. .
- . .,
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loreend morevof the work of the National
Weather Seencei is concerned with Statistics
and computers Here is an opportunity for
students to do a little simple statistical analy-

1

is, using their own, observations.
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get a percentage.

No. of tallies in data box X 100 %
Grand total of tallies

This percentage (sometimes called probability) is it meas-
ure of the likelihood that falling pressure will produce south-
erly winds in your arca. Of course, this percentage is based
on limited data taken at one particular time of year. More
extensive data mightgive you a different percentage for your
answer. Even with such limited data, a percentage,or-this
Sort gives you more predicting power than you had befOrc.

You should now select the variables you want to investi-

_gate. I.c.oid.y.oiii tintlings 'and coaclusions ip .your Record
Book.

07-22. What do you think the.weatherman means when he
says "The chance of rain today is 30%"? Discuss why you
think he would make such a statement.

This. unit of work was not designed to make yo,u. into a
meteorologist. Its purpose was t introduce you to certain
factors that affect weather and to help you put together
simple model for explaining those effects. You'/e seen, that-
therewould he no change in weather witbout movement of
air. That's why this unit is titled Winds and Weather.

You've investigated many yariables and seen how they
affect the motion of air. You've learned something about the
processes that form clouds. Perhaps you are still interested
in learning more about old "cumulonimbus" mentioned .in
Chapter 1. If so, take a look at Excursion 7-2.

Low- and high-pressure areas and frontal systems have
also been studied .a bit. You are on thc verge of being able
to predict simple weather changes in your own region. Yyu
can try your wings if you wish, by taking a look at Excursion

, 7-3, "Predicting Weather."
Don't be disappointed if you aren't confident about,your

-predictions. Weather is very eomplicated-aritl often unpre-
dictable. If you don't .believe it, ask.any weatherman.

Before Ong on, doikelf-Evaluation 7 In your Record Book.

Excursion 7-2 is an opportunity to look at one
of the awesome phenomena of naturethe
thunderhead.

I *.:0i J ;14

*:(011,

Encourage better students to do Excursion
7-3 It is the "pay-off" on the use of the model
tor predicting weather:

.
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.Excursions

_you like .to_take_ to_try something_dilferent. _to _sce
new things? Excursions can give you the chance. In many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters carry the main
story line. Excursions are side trips. They manhelp you to
go further, they may help you gc differept material, or
they may just be of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to help ru understand difficult ideas:

Whatever way you get there, after you finish an excursiopn,
you should return to your place in the text material and cdn-
tinue with your work. \these short trips can be interesting
and &afferent. 0 .
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EQUIPMENT LIST PURPOSE. To show the buoyancy of hot air,
1 large plastic dry-cleaning bag
Plastic straws
Cellophane tape

. 1 alcohol burner

This is an &Ivan % general-interest excur-
sion.

MAJOR POINT .

A balloon Inflated with heated Ir will rlso
through the cooler air:giving furthe evidence
that warm atr-riseS.

The basic equipment needel for a hot air balloon, is an
inflatable /bag and a source )f heal. Almost any size 'and
shape ofib\ag will work.

You can make your own balloon from a plastic dry-
cleaning bag. The long dress-size-"bag-will give the best re-
sults. Here is what you and a partner Al need: -v...
1 plastic dry-cleaning bag (dress-size)
Plastic straws

..-Plastic or cellophane tape
burner

''

ACTIVITY 1. You want to trap hot air in the bag, so check
. Its-sealed end for leaks. Do this by trapping some air in the
end of the bag.

Before any group begins this activity, be sure
you are alerted to their activities. IdVM that
the group cheaks with you before using the
alcohol burner tor inflation. This excursion IS
a lot of fun, but there is potential danger.

-
.

-)
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If you have an electric flatiron. It can be used
tor an alternative (and neater) method of
sealing leaks in the bag. Smooth out the edge
of the bag on a flat surface. The edge with
the leak may bo folded over a small amount
it desired. Run the hot iron over just the edge
to be sealed.

.

-100 EXcURSION 1-1

ACTIVITY 2. If the bag leaks, you should seal it with tape.
Twist the closed and and tie A knot In it. Trim off the excess
platitic with scissors.

Saled eflt
4011:6

WhirA Airtight

Dry-cleaning bag

Plastic tape

4..

In order to collect hot air in the bag, you'll need to be
able to hold the other end of the Wag wide open. You can
make a hodp Orcircle out of straws to do this. To find out
how many straws to tte, do the following activity.

4P
ACTIVITY 3. Flatten the bag out at Its open end. Measure the
distance across this open end. Multiply this distance (width)
by 2. This will give you an approximate measure of the length

ot the bag's opening:

Q$.
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'ACTIVITY 4. Place plastic straws together by pinching and
folding one end of one straw and inserting it into another
straw. (Overlap of the straws should b about 3 cm.) The total

ilsngth of the straw chain should be equal to the approximate
opening of the bag (as determined in Activity 3).

ACTIVITY 5. By putting the two end straws together, you can

form a hoop.

-

'ACTIVITY IS. Use a few short pieces of tape to hold the straw
hoop inside the bag. Overlap the bag about 3 cm.

101
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Note the need Tor your approval It the infla-
tion and ascent Is to be done outside, It must
be a day with littielor no wind. It would proba-
bly be wise u have fire-extinguishing mate-
rials handy

Some students will probably come up with the
idea of a wad of cotton soaked in alcohol and
'suspended at the opening with-fine wire. This
will work well (too well, in fact). Once the
balloon has left US moorings, the flaming cot-
ton can ignite anything that the balloon lands
(In. You are going to have. to use your good
Judgment on the innovations, and also provide
some cautions about working on their own
outside of school.

102 . EXCURSION 1-1

-
You are now ready to collect hot air in your hag.

Caution The next part of this excursion should be done in
an area designated hi, your teacher. Be sure _to get his approval
bePre beginning. Use caution in working with the (Alcohol
burner. ne plastic bag doesn't burn rapidly, but it will burn.
Keep it clear of the flame.

ACTIVITY 7. Hold the bag oyer the lighted alcohol burner.
Continue to support the bag as the air inside is warmed.

Caution Be sure to keep the sides of the bag away from the
open flame.

01. Describe your observation ag.as the air inside
is helited,

02. What would you have to do_to keep the bag"going up.,
onCe it left the gsouncl?.

- You may want to improve-your balloon. That's okay..But
don't try' other experiments using- flames without your
teacher's permission.

C.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

1 weather instrunarem

Blowin' in the Wind

This is a general-interest excursion.

Wind direction

In mounting the all-purpose weather instrument, the cir-cular wind direction indicator should be positioned so thatthe north (N) symbol points toward true south. Then any
. pointer reading against this indicator disk will give the direc-

tion from which the wind is. blowing.
The important pointjoaremember is that wind direction

is named .according to The direction from, which it .blows.
Rain
gauge

Temperature
Total rain
Indicator

PURPOSI: 10 provuie further help in moas-wing wind thteciton and wind spetid, -includ-
ing the use of visual, noninstrumental clues.

Excursion 2-1

MAJOR POINTS

1. Measurement of wind direction is given asothe direction from which the wind is blowing.
2. In reading wind direction, the vane gener-ally shins back and forth, and an average_

_reading 45 used.-
3. An instrument may be calibrated by using
a standard instrument.
4. Wind speeds can be judged visually by the
ettect the wind has on common objects.

Instruments are uset9I tools in making scien-
tific measurements, but we sometimes forget
that many things can be "measured- without
them. For instance, wind direction and wind
speed can be measured with the weather
instruments, but fairly reliable measureMents
can be made without them, as described on
the next several pages..

Figure 1

WIND FROM HERE

TO HERE

Wind direction
indicator

Pointer .

(Wind is
noithwesterly,)

SO

-Wind speed
indicLitor

;.0.

eot ,t <

,
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To measure wind direction without instru-
ments. there are two common practices. In
either one, the person must orient himself with
true north by using a known direction of a
road, facing of a building. landrdarks, or at
night, by sighting on the North Star. Then (1)
pick up some loose material, like dry grass or
fine dust Toss It In *the air and watch the
direction from which It Is blown. (2) Moisten
the forefinger and hold it aloft. The side of the
finger that feels cooler indicates the direction
the wind is coming from.

th

Although it is possit?le to use up to 32 points of tile com-
pass to name the,wind. directiop, you will use only 8. Yoli
van rclid.arei wind direction directly from the position of the
movable pointer against the scale. A sketch of the 8 (lute-
tions you may use appears in Figure 2.

South

Figure 2 North

Usually, the pointer isn't stationary. It moves as the wind
Shifts back and forth. But you can still get an average read-
ing. For example, if the pointer moves about'as shown in
Figure 3; .the general direction of the wind is estimated to
be west.

Figure 3

104 EXCURSION 2-1 .
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Wind speed

The weather-station instrument also allows you to measure
the wind speed. The principle behind the viind speed in-
dicator should be obvious. In fact, you can easily buikLyour
own wind speed indicator if you are interested. See Figure
4 for hints on doing this. (You will have to furnish the com-
mon materials required.) .

Nall
support

I

Board

dvmarmreaose dearie&io, mou

91.111111=1111

Metal strip
-

cut from an ,

aluminum or .?

tin can)

Nail

Figure 4

Your instrument will have to be calibrated in order to be
useful in making youc observations. To make the wind speed
scale, wait for a calm day, then take your indicatoNor a
ear ride, .

ACTIVITY 1. Hold the inbicator out the window of the car that
is moving. The moving air will move the speed indicator just
as wind moving at the, same speed does. Mark the scale at.
Intervals of 5 mph.

41

This activity rnight even be done with the extra
weather instrument supplied frithe kit. It could
give a check on the calibration fot the instru-

.

ment. lt must be done on a calm day,

EXCURSION 2-1 105
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I'gthle 1 contains the first seven 01 the read-
ings from the so-called Beaufort Scale of wind
velocities This scale was devised iby Admiral
Sir Francis Beaufort of the. Britsh Navy tri
1805 as a method of estimating Ands in sea
for sailing captains It was later adapted for
land use by adding objects that cire commonly
Wen in everyday life. It is remarkably accurate

.0

for the ranges of wind speeds given. espe-
'cially when used by an experienced observer.
Note that the first two rows. up to 3 mph, and
even.passibly the third row. 4-7 mph, are not
readable with the weather instrument, so the
viSual Beaufort Scale takes on added signifi-
cance. it might be a good idea for students
to copy the table so thafthey would have it
for weekend observations.

106 EXCURSION 2-1

In keeping your weather watA.'there may be times (espe-
cially on weekends) when the weather-station instrument is
not available. If this is the case and you don't have your
own instrument, you can estimate wind speed fairly accu-
rately. Table I will help you do this:The table lists common

Aients with the approximate wind speed associated with

Tablo 1

Wind Speed
,

Description of Behavior
of Common Objectsmph km/hr

Less than
1

Less than
2

Smoke rises vertically.

.. 0..!

1 to; 3 2 to 5 ffitake drifts, but flags hang limp. Ordi-
`4.ary wind vanes useless. ,

4 to 7
1

6 to I I Wind felt on face. Leaves rustle. Ordi- 1

nary wind vanes move.
. .

8 to lq 12 to 19 Leaves and twigs in motion. Light flags
arc extended.

4,

13 to 18 20 to 29
^ .

Dust and loose paper raised. Small
branches arc moved.

19 to 24

,

30 to 39.
.

Small trees begin to sway. Whitecap')
form on lakes.

.."--

25 to 31 40 to 50 Large branches in motion. Wires whistle.
Umbrellas hard to use.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

Billboards of the Sky

This Is a general-Interest excursion. However,
there are important applications of it in ttwi

- frontal study and weather predicting later on.

Since ancient times, men have watched the skies and triefl
to predict tlie coming weather by what they observed. Long
before the clouds were given scientific nathes To identify
,them, they were described 01 terms of things that they resem-
bled. Thus, statements like the following were commonly
used:

"Mackerel scales and mare's tails
Make lolly, ships carry low sails."

I

Figure 1 "Mackerel scales"

**S"wsie"
4

PURPOSE: To extend the students knowl-
edge of clouds

Excursion 2-2

MAJOR POINTS

1. The appörtrance of clouds In the sky can
be described in terms of common things they
resemble.
2. The scientific names for cloud types mean
things like "curl of hair" (cirrus), "spreafl out"
(stratus). and "plle" (cumulus) and denote
families of clouds.
3. Families of clouds,can be found together
in different combinations.
4 . Cloud families are found at particular alti-
tudes in the sky.

.5. Sometimes one type of aloud can change
to another type.

"Mare's tails"
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The appearance of clouds as neat rows of small patches
resembling the scales of.a fish (Figure 1) or wispy filaments
like the curling hair in a horse's tail (Figure 2) foretold a

/ storm. Upon seeing these signs, sailors would lower their
/ ship's caw/is.

Students will later learn that cirroform types
of clouds may precede a front byinany miles
and be a first indicetOr of approaching bacr
weather. i
For your Information, one Useful way of cate-
gorizing cloud types ia by the following four
farnilies:
1. CirrO-type, consisting of cirrus. cirrostratus
and cirrocumulus
2. Alto-type. consisting ot altostratus 'and

:altocumulus
3. Strato-type, consiating et stratus. strato-
cumUlus and nimbostratus
4. Cumulo-typ& consisting df cumulus and,

. :cumuionimbus
The famIlles in general bccupy a particular

.
altitude-rang (excePt the cumulo-type. which
are -found etY.all Vights). These heights, are

.givan In -the mateftl that tólIow .
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EXCURSION 2-2

Of all the diffeinot elements of the weather that You will
be studyini, clouds and the forms 'of moisture that come
from them are the only things that are generally visible. We
can describe and name clouds by .their appearance. You
don't have to rely oil An instrument- for their descriptioii. If
,you learn the vocabulary of the cloud types, you can read
them like a billboard. And you will also have some idea of
cothing events in the weather.

MuCh like People, clouds tend to be found in .families.
The three cloud names that you have used in Chapter
(cirrus, stratuS, and cumulus) are really family names given
to them 'by a nineteenth-:century chemist named Luke
Hdivard. cirrus means "Curl of haii-," stratus.means "spreid
out;":lind cumulus indicates. a "pile." Also like people, there

. is Atli a combination of families, This means that there can
be cirrus and cutnulus coMbined, or cumulus and stratus,
Or str4us" and cirrus.`Thus, the mackerel scales. (Figure 1)
,mentioried in the weather adage are really cirrocumulus, or
"wispy
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All cirrus-type clouds are found at high altitudes, from
6,100 meters (20,000 feett) on up. At these heights, the tem-
perature is so cold that c clouds are composed entirely ofice crystals. These cryst s are very fine .and delicate. This
accounts for the hazy, f my, and wispy appearance of\theclouds. A cirrostratus clo just a high sheet of ice crystalsspread out at one level ab c the eAth. *These clouds givethe sky a filmy appearance and cause l\ring, or halo, aroundthe moon or sun. (Sec Figure 3.)

Cirrostratus Clouds (Wispy and 'spread out in a layer)

;5):

- .1,
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The three main CategOries 9f clouds often have other_
names added to them to further describe some of the varia--
tions. The prefix alto (meaning "high") can be added to the.
terms stratus and eum*uluS. To indiCate a high, spread-out

:layer of clouds, the word altostratus is used. Clouds at high
altitude and piled up are called Altocumulus. They are found

. frotd2,440 meters to 6,700 meters (8,000 feet to 297000
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The avorago rate of cooling with altitude is
3.2°F per 1.000 fvet (0.6°C per 100 m).

Figure 3.
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0 1. Why do you think there is not a cloud designated asfigure 4 Altostraius
.altocirrus? 1 Cirrus are high clouds and alto means

high, so It would be like saying a high high cloud.-
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- Figure 5 Altocurrullus
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The Latin word nimbus, meaning "rain cloud," is often
used to indicate a cloud from which precipitation is falling.

us, heavy stratus clouds from which rain or snow is falling
ar called' nimbostratus. Stratus, stratocumulus, and nimbo-
stratus arc found below 2,440 meters (8,000 feet).
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Stratocumulus
(Spread-out.layer of piled-up clouds)
Figure 7
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Nimbostratus
(Spread-ow, rain clouds)
Agure 8
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Cumulus (Piled-up clouds) Figure 9
T 9 ,
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Cumulus and cumulonimbus (thunderhead) _clouds arc
found at all altitudes, from 2,440 meters (8,000 feet) to 18,300
meters (60,0(X) feet). The cumulus is the typical cloud of fair
weather, resembling a fluffy white pile. A cow inuous growth
of the cumulus cloud pioduces the fierce cumulonimbus of
the thunderstorm. -Chis cloud is the one associated with our
most vicious weather, including tornadoes arrd hailstorms.
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02. Now see if you ean identify some of the ten varieties
Cumulonimbus (Piled-up rain clouds), of clouds that have been mentioned. 6on't look back to the

Figure 10 descriptions unless you have to.
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A. A high sheet (2,400--6,1(X) meters) that makes the sun..
appear as if you were seeing it through tissue 'paper. Flijure 11
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B: A low cloud (below 2,440 metersi that looks like a layer
: of rolls or twists. Flgure 12
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Figure 13 C. "Thunder sky, Not too long dry."
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Figure 14 0. The cloud that gives the all-day drizzle.
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E. What cloud type
on the ground?

F. "Feathery sky."

is called a log when it is right down

;e.
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G. Thesrir-Z7ea -d s ep clouds. They are Woolly packs,
2,440 to 6,100 meters high.
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Figure 17
Figure 18

"ln,hthe morning, mountains, In the evening, fountains."
-I. "Curdled sky, Not 24. hours dry."

'47,Z

, 116 EXCURSION

Cheek the answers below to the ten cloud types. Then,
as you go through the rest of the unit, see if you can deter-
mine why -the weather adages give a clue td %the coming
'weather.'in terms of thc model that you develop.
A. Altostratus B. Stratoeumulus .,C. Cumulonimbus
D. Nimbostratus E. 'Stratus 'F. :Cirrus
G. AltocumuluS it. Cunwlus 1. Cirrocumulus
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

The Conversion
Excursion
This excursion is both remedial and genera) .

interest.

Temperature

PURPOSE: To assist students In cOnyortIng
from the English to the metric system for tem-
perature, speed. and precipitation.

Excursion 2-3
'41/1

MAJOR POINTS

1. Temperatures on weather reports and from
the weather instrument are given in Fahren-
fleit degrees and need to be converted to
Celsius degrees.
2. Wind speed can be convened from the
English system in miles per hour to the metric
system in.kilorneters per hour.
3. Precipitation in inches can be converted to
centimeters.

So far in the ISCS course, you liave measured. temperature :...
in Celsius .i.rnits. On the..Celsius scale, the freezing point of
.Water is 0°C, and the boiling pOint of water 119 100°C. The
temperature on a. warm.spring day might be something like
24*-C. Hotever, when temperatures ate given in.a newspar
per,: radio: or TV weather :report, these terriperatur are
.lisually given. in Fahrenheit degrees. When ,rc,cordin out

. . own weather information ,in 'pis unit, 'you; May also. Ilse
- :.:::Fatrenheit... degrees. How are. the 'Fahrenheit and. Celsius .

-k;"--;
,-VP1.1'-'1)':',.1 - -

:

;

In actual practiCe, this excursion will be used
, more to go from the Celsius readihgs given

on the weather maps in Chapter 6 and 7 than
the other way around. We just aren't yet used
to .the metric system.

.117-
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No attempt is made to use:the mathem4cal
formulas for conversion of temperatures. The
table does the Job. eut for your information:

QC (°F 32°) x 8

A quick question for students: At what tom-
perature reading are °F and °C numerically
the same? Answer: 40°C an-ci F

t

118. XCURSION
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Figure I shows hoW f he sante thermometer woidd 1ook
if marked in degrees Celsius (a) and in degrees Fahrenheit
(b).

Celsius Fahrenheit

Boiling point
100 ----- ---- 212

of water
210

200

90 190

180
80

170

70
1j 160

150

60
140

50 120

110

40 r- 100

90
30

80

70
20

60

10 50

40
Freezing point

32
. . of water .

30

Figure 1 . (a) (b)

E)1. HoW many degrees separate the freezing point and the
boiling point of water on the .Celsius temperaturescale?

02. Row many degrees separate the freezing point and the
.boiling point-of water on the Fahrenheit temperatnre. scale?

03. Which is the higher ternperature, .50°C or 50°F?

04. Which is the bigger temperature change, 10 degrees on
the,celsius scale pr 10 degrees on the.Fahrenheit kale?

a

_ ,
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Table I can be used when you need to make a yule!:conversion from one scale to the other. You may want toround oft the Yahrenheit temperatures.

Table 1

.1

1

ctc OF °C °F.

49 1202. 31 87.8.

48 118.4 30 86.0

47 116.6 29 84.2.

44\ 114.8 28 42.4

45 113.0 27 80.6

\.44 26 N78.8

43
1-

109.4 25 77,0

42 107.6 75.2

41 105.8 23 73.4

40 104.0 22 71.6

39 102.2 21 69.8

38 100.4 20 68.0

37 98.6 19 t66.2

36 -96.8 18 64.4

35 95.0 17 62,6

34 93.2 16 60.8

33 91.4 15 59.0

32 89.6 14 57.2

, .
t,Rny t.

..

°C

13 55.4

12 53.6

51.3

10 50.0

9 48.2

8 46.4

7

6

44.6

.42.8

5 41.0

39.2

37.4

2 3.5.6

33.8

0 32.0

1 30.2

-2 2§.4

26.6

-4 24.8

°C °F

23.0

-6

-7

21:2..

19.4

-8 17.6

-9 15.8.

-10 14,0 .

- 11 12.2

-12

- 13

10.4

8:6

- 14 6.8

- 15 5.0

-16 3.2

17 1.4

-18 -0.4

- 19 -2:2

720 4.0

-.21

22 -7.6

139.

%
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°C °F

-23 -9 4

-25 -13.0

-26 -14.8

-27 -16.6

-28. -18.4

-29 -20.2

-30 -22.0
J

- 31 -23.8

-32 -25,6

-33 -27.4 .

-34 -29.2

-35 -31.0

--, 36 -32.8

-37 -34.6

-38 - 36.4

-39 -38.2

-40 -40.0

t '

°C °F

-41 - 41.8

--42-- 01-43.6-

-43 -45.4

-44 - 47.2

-45 -49.0

-46 -50.8

-.47 -52.6

-48 54.4

-49 -56.2

.,
-504 - 58,0

-51 -59.8

-52 -61.6

,-- 53

,

-63.4

-54 -65.2

755 -67.0

-56 *- 68.8

-.57
..,...

-70.6

-58 -72.4



Conversely. the number of km multiplied by
0 6 mirkm will give the answer in miles
(approx ).

Speed

The wind speed indicator on the weather-statwn insu

ment is calibrated in the English system (miles per hour).

You may want to convert English miles to.the metric system
(kilometers per hour.)

In a mile, there, are about 1,600 meters, or 1.6 kilometers

(abbreviated kin). Thus, if the number of miles is multiplied

by .1.6, the answer will be in kilometers.

GGY SETS EW
CS SPEED MARK

,34o 16XM

5. What is the wind speed in km/hr if it is .blowing at'
a rate of 10 Mph? 20 mph? 25 mph?

06. Wind is considered to be of'hurricane tbrce if it's speed

is 75 mph or-above. How fast in km/hr would this be?

07. A breeze Of 64 km/hr has what peed in "mph?

Precipitation

The precipitation gauge on the weather-station instrument
is calibrated in inches. Precipitation figures given in the news

media (newspapers, 'radio, TV) are also usually in inches.
It is an easy task to convert, inches to centimeters.

There arc 2.54 centimeters in each inch. Theretbre, if the
number of inches is multiplied by 2.54, the answer will be

in centimeters.

08. Suppose the rain gauge slums that 2 inches fell last

.120 EXCURSION 2-3 night.. How many centimeAers of rain fell?.
6
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EQUIPMENT LISTT,

None

The Pressure's On

,

PURIN)SE: To operationally define pressureas force per unit area.

ff'xcursion 3-1
MAJOR POINTS

This excursion is for remedial and general-
.1. When force (weight) is spread' over ainterest usage.
greater area, it is less concentrated..
2. Pressure is a measure ot how concen-

._ a.torce is;-andis Stated in-units-Of-Rime
divided by unit of area.

. 3. Air has weight and exerts pressure.

The .term pressure will .hittised Many times in this &tit. Do
you understa-nd what it means? Test yourself with the fol-
lowing .checkup,When you have finished, check your an-\ swers at the end Of this .excursion. If you get both answers
100% correct and are satisfied that you fully understand pres-lure, skip the rest Of thiS

If yott are less successful,,or have any doubts, stay withit.

CHECKUP
1. In your Record Book plaeeka check by any of the following

that could be a measure of pressure.
a. 7 pounds d. 4 square inches

, b. 9 newtons ' 6. 8 newtons per square
meter

-c: 6 pounds per square
inch (___)

2. A ,00-pound metal bar is lying on a bench. The area ofthe bottom of the bar iS 50 square inches. What is the'
piegsure of the bar on the bench? ( ).

Note the. use of a checkup in the excursion
as a means Cif tinding out if the student needs
help on pressure.

500-pound bar

1

. '
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A 200-pound man walks acioss soft snow. !le sinks into
the snow tip to his knees. Aftei putting on a pair Of snow-
shoes, he leaves only a shallow footprint as he walks across
the same snowtield. Certainly the man doesn't weigh any less
.after he puts on snowshoes. (In fact, the weight of the snow-
shoes would increase his total weight.)

Why don't the man and his snowshoes sink as deeply
into the snow?

In answering question 1, you probably used the, ide,a that
snowshoes spread the Man's 'weight over a biggeitt. This'
idea is the key to understanding pressure. Whether thi3lnan
is wearing snows es or not, hisTeet push on the snow with
a forcv of 20Qounds (his weight). When he wears snow-

.
shoes, this force is spread out- over a bigger area. The term
pressure is used to describe how concentrated a force is (how

much force there is on each -unit of area) One of the com-
mon ways that pressure is measured is in pounds per square
inch. Suppose .the man takes a walk with one shoe and one\
snowshoe. To make the calculations simple, let's suppose the
tOtal area of the man's shoe is 50 square inches, while the
total area of a snowshoe is.400 square inches.

200 lb

.4

122 . EXCURSION 3-1

50 square inches

200 lb Snowshoe

t.,

BO,

400 square inches

Thus, .the force exerted by each square inch of the shoe
.

200 lb/50 sq 4 lb/sq in.

1.42-

t.?
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This force per .square inch is the pressure exerted by the.
man on the snow under his foot. All the man's 200 pounds
is spread over 50 square inches of snow.

The force exerted on th snow under the snowshoe can
be calculated in the same way. Each snowshoe has an area
of 400 square inches. It is pushed into the snow with a force
of 200 pounds if the man is putting all his .weight on one
foot.

02. Calculate the force exerted on each square inch of the
snowshoe.

We can use this idea of pressure to explain why the man
does not sink into the snow when wearing snowshoes:

When wearing shoes, the pressure of the shoe on the snot*
is four pounds per square inch. When wearing snowshoes,
the pressure of the snowshoe on the snow is less, only 0,5
pound per square inch.

Pressure, then, measures the concentration of a force...k.
can be operationally delned by this formula:

fPressure (lb/sq in) =. Force (lb)

or

Area (sq in.)

64

4.

Prosure (new to Force (newtons)
Area (sq ni)

T.
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course, what Inn-1 mentioned icrre but is

ne heIess true is that air pressure is ex-

erted Irian directions. Unlike the shOes or the

snowshoes, which exerted only a downward
pressure on the snow, air pressure Is Ad
oxednksideways and upward on the building,

and frffle the inSide out as well as from the

outside in. Thus. eyen,though therb is'an /kir

pressure on the house of about 14 pounds per
squard inch from the _outside (doWnward. in-
ward); there is an equal pressure of about 14

pounds par square Inch from the inside (up-

ward. outward). Therefore, unless the house
la sealed tight and leakproof. and all the air
pumped out of IL there Is no den9er of col-
lapse from these tremendoui forCes and

, pressures. The forces and preasures hro bal-
instile-and-outside,..agaibsitekc h other._

.-,..

.

.124 EXCURSION 3-1

But what about air pressure? Like the man, air-has weight.

In tact, the air -above your house or apartment (assume the

roof of the house to have an area- of 1,500 s._quare feet) is

about 1,550. tons (3,1.00,000 lb)! Air is not light! Rut what

about the,pressure? Since the 1,550 tons exerted by this great

weight is spread over the total area of your how.e, you can

'deternince the air pressure on it.

3.100,000 lp

1,600 square feet = 216.000 svare Igches

lf we apply-the operational definition t1vat pressure

force (lb) then the air pressure on -the 'house 'Would be. .

area (sq in)'
3,100,000 lb

air pressure`== 216,000 sq in.

= about 14 lb/sq

--fvery square inch of roof has 14 lb of air 'weight on it.

For answers to the checkup, invert the page.

uj bs/cii ol. z- pug (a)

LZI. 060d uo ampoup O JoAnsIN
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Aneroid barometer

Measuring ,Air
Pressure .

in Inches?

This Is a general-Interest excursion.

PURPOSE. To present a historical treatmei
of TorricolIrs morcury barometer. and appi .It to the aneroid barometer,.

Excursion 3-
MAJOR POINTS

1. The mercury barorretet was invented by an
Italian scientist named TorrIcelli.
2. An anerrAd barometer.. uses a-sollapsibte-

-box In-sioaa of a column ot merdury.
3. Pressure can be measured in millibars. .-4. When the Oressure, Is given in inches of
mercury. it Is telling kttow tall a column of .

mercury the pressure of the ai:1could support.'

What -does it mean, tO say that the atmoSphearic' pressure is.30 inches of mercury? What has the length of'mercury gotto do with pressure?
The first person. to Use the length, ofa column of mercury

'to measure air pressure was Evangelista Torricelli, an Italianwho died ..at age 39 in 1647. Rather than describe Torricelli's
experiments .to you, we will give you the chance to read some'of his own words. The letter that appears on the follOwing
pages is part of a longer letter Written by Torricelli in 1644.We found this old document of great interest and hope youMay, too. A few marginal notes have been added .to. hlpime
you understand it... 1

145

,

125
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Torriculli tells Ricci that
he has constructed an
Instrument to measure
Changva in air wafture.

1.

Ali pressure Is due to the
Weight of a
0 high

column of air
6 naive The
Mot

air Is
I is dense near the earth's

ail-face and much testi dense
at higher altitudes.

, ..

.

var.

THP BAROMETER*

(To Michelangelo
Ricci in Rome)

.
Florence,

June 71, 7644

MOS,T ILLUSTRIOUS
SIR AND

------ ----

MOST LEARNED
PATRON

"!?

IP"

4

'I have alteady called attention to the fete that. dare are in

progress certain philosophical
experiments,

relating to liacuum,

.designed
norsimply to make a vacuum but to:make an in- .

Strurnent which will show the changes in the 'atmosphere,
as

.
it is now heavier and more gross and now lighter and more

subtle.

VVe liVe. immersed
at the bottom

of a sea of el4uei.M4
air,

which by experiment
undoubtedly

has weight, -and sO much

weight that the densest
air in the neighborhovd

of the surface

..of the earth .weighs
about one four-hundredth

part 4 the ,

weight of water. Certain authors have observed after twilight.'

that the 'vaporous
Ond visible afr rises aboi)e us to 'a height

nf fifty'or fifty-fout miles. But I -do not think :it is so much,

because-
can.shouj'that the vacuum

ought to off er a much

li,ehter resistanie
than it does, unlesswe use .the argument

that the weight,which
Galileo assigned applies to the lowest

atmosphere,
where men and aninialS live,,hut

that on the

peaks of high oto.untains
the, air begins to he More pure and

to 'Weigh Much less than the four4iundredth
part gfjhe

weight-9f
water.

a

9

r'
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.1/1.1e have made many vessels of glass like thoXe shown as

A and B (Fig. 1) and auk tubes two cubits icing. These were

filled, with
quicksilver, the open end was closed with the

finger, and they were then
inverted in a vessel where there

was
cmicksilver C; then w'e saw thut an empty space was

.formed and that nothing happened in the vessel where this

space was formed. The tube between A and D remained al-

ways lull, to the height of .a cubit and a quarter and an inch

over.

I..1

-41

----Kcjta5s-lube-aboUt 'threeteet long was tilled with
mercury (quickaver)
and inverted in a bowl
ot, mercury.

The level -ot mercury in
the tub) tell uriW it was
about 30 inches above

'the level ot the mercury
in the bowl. The spate
above the mercury
column was essentially

. a va"cuurn.

VaCt10111

rcutY
celuthtl

^

*A.

147
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Trre crslumn of-mercury
is supported by air
pressure

Air prqssure will
support a column of
water about 34 feet high.4.

Torricelii dld not chooSe
to use the instrument to
measurq aic pressure
because he considered
the hei ht of the column
to depend also upon
temperature. This effect is
actually very small and is
usually ignored,

128

s.

I asserted that the force whichlpreventS
the quicksilver fall-

. ing down is external and that the force comes from without.

On the surface of the liquid which is in the bowl there rests

the weight of a height of fifty miles of air; then what wonder

is it if into the vessel CE, in which the quicksilver has no

and rid repugnance, .not evcn the slightest, to being

there: it. -:Slibuld-enter- and:Should rise in a column high

enough to make equilibrium with the weight eils-the-exter-nal

air which forces it up? Water also in a similar tube, though

a much longer one, will rise to about 18 cubits, that is, as

much more than quicksilver does as quicksilver is heavier

than water, so as to be in equilibrium
with the same cause

whith acts on the. One and the other.

I have endeavored to explain by this principle all sorts-of

repugnances which are felt in the various eflects attributed fo

vacuum, and I have not yet found any wiUr which I cannot

deal successfully. I know that your highness will perceive.

many objections, but I hope if you ,think them over they will

be resolved. My principal
intention I was not able to carry-

out, that is, to recognize when the atmosphere is grosser and.-

heavier and when it is more sUbtle and lighter, because the

level AB in the instrument EC changes for some other reason

(which .1 would not have believed) especially as it is sensible

to cold or heat, exactly as if the vessel AE Were full of air..

Your devoted and obligated Servant,

E.TOKRICELLI.

,48
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Instead of using 'a mercury barometer to measure air
pressure, you will be using an aneroid barometer. It is called
aneroid, meaning "Without fluid," because it uses, instead
of fluid, a.smal1 .disk-shaped box from which most of the
air has been rtmoved. The disk can be seen in most aneroid
barometers by looking through the hole in the dial. The disk
will look something like the onc:pdrawn in Figure I.

Air pressure
increases

Disk
with most of
the air removed

.11 you hirve. or can procure. a mercury ba-
rometer tor comparinon. it will help with the
whole au p:r.s,lure concept

Air Pressure
decreases

As the air pressure on the disk changes, the top and bottom
are squeezed together or expand, eausingleves and springs
to move the pointer.

You will notice that there are two -circular scales on the
barometer face (Figure 2).

Figure 1

Actually. the commercial barometer is oot :oo
dissimilar Vuiwthe student-constructed ono in
principle ot operation.

;.;4',r.
,



Barometric pressures on tandard weather
maps ate &Jun in millibars. Fundamentally,
the reason that millibars are used Instead of
inches of Mercury ls that the latter are not
pressure units, while the former are. To be
perfectly precise. a mlltibar Is one thousandth
of a bar.-Kbar is one million dynes per squarel
centimeter. A dyne is a metric unit of force
approxiMately equal tor the weigtlt of a

I *1 Oil ; ;

warn, and is equal to one ()Ile-hundred-
thousandth (0.00001) of a newton. So a milli-
bar is 1,000 dynes per square cm, or 100
newtons per square meter.

,

130 EXCURSION 3-2

L.

Ilic too scale telk \-ou the heyht niche\ to which a
r

column of mercury can be supported by the pressure of the
air. Remember that Torricelli iOund this. to be about 30
niches.-

Thebottom scale records the air pressure in millibars
(nib). A millibar is a measure of pressure. Remember that
pressure can he expressed as the amount of force per area
(see Excursion 3-1, "The Pressure's On"). One millibar of
pressure is the same as 0.0145 pound per square inch. The
air pressure needed to support a column of mercury 30
inches high is 1,016 millWars.

Di. -What air pressure in pounds-per square inch iSrequiral
to support this mercury column 9f 30 inches?

02. How many poUnds per square inch of pressure are
required to suwort a 29-inch mercury column?

For your weather watch, you should `record the barothetric
pressure-in inches; thus, you can ignore the millibar scale.

Now let's.find out how to opera-re the aneroid barometer.
Notice that halfway between 29 and 30 on the barometer
scale is the numC'ral 5. If the black -nevile were directly on
that line, the reading would be 29.50 inches (Figure 3).1(

. it were on the dark line just to the,right of the S, the reading
would be 29.60 inches.

Figure 3

2950
/29.60..

'.

A.

.4

%.

;
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r_). Go to where the aneroid barometer is located in your
"room (or in the weather station) and record the air pressure
in inches.

:

Before continuing, check your reading with your teacher.
You will notice that there is a silver needle on the barome-

ter. This needle can be used as a marker to. help you keep
track of how air pressure changes from one reading to the
next. By setting the silvei needle directly over the, black
needle, you can see how much, if any, the. black .needle .has
moved when a later reading is made. You can move the silver
needle by 'turning the knob, on the face of the barometer.
This will be very useful because you can immediately tell
if therewas a rise or fall in the pressure since the last reading.

n4..,Figure 4 shows the position' of the black nadle about
-tWelve hours after its position was marked with tht silver
nealle.-Flow much has the barometer reading changed in
the twelve hours?

Figure 4

n5. Does the change in pressure represent a rise, or a tall,
in air pressure?

llere is a good technique to use when reading.an aneroid
barometer. .Gently tap the glass of the barometer before
taking the reading. This will force the needle bearing if it
is sticking slightlya comfuou occurrence in many aneroid-

.- barometers. Try it and see.
jt. you are not sure of your ability to "read" the aneroid

barometer, test yourself With the 'three problems. in the fol-
lowing checkup. You can che& your answers at the end of the
'checkup. a

`.4

Note tho in;,tructton tor the tudent to check
the reading with you.

A
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34.7

Askt

,

Figure 5

e

Note that you are being called on for aid. You
will have to use your judgment on what reme-
diation thould be recommended. Possibly

'going back through the excursion :wd-uld:.
Suffice. . .

CHECKUP

1. Move the silver .dle on the aneroid barometer (by
turning the knob) s that it points to 29.20.

2. Move the silver needle so that it points to 29,85.
3. What is the barometric pressure, in inches, shown in

Figure 5?

_

Answers to checkup
1.

2.

3.130.'12 or 3013 or 30 14 .
If you missed any of these, and don't understand why. the

132 EXCOSION 3-2 'answers.ogiven are correct, talk it over with your teacher.

9
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EolriPMENT LIST
l'ORPO:It. I aoar.1 the :Midi-fit I f 1 applying
the particle model of matter to evaporation

1 thermometer

and condensation.1 4-rm piece of wick
1 baby hood tar
Alcohol (burner fuel)

The Shivering Excursion 4-1
'Thermometer

1. Evaporation of a liquid causes cooling of
the surface it was on.
2. The taster a liquid evaporates, the greater
the cooling ot the surface.

The.par ticie.mode-1-is-appliedto.explain-the_ . _ . .

phenomenon of evaporative cooling.This is a general-intereMsexcurSion.
A) It predicts that energy is absorbed by a

liquid when it change/ to a gas.
B) It also preOcts that a flow of air Over a liquid

causes more rapid evaporation..
C) The particle. model predicts that as a gas

cools. its particles lose energy, move more
slowly, and are attracted together (con-
dense) to a liquid.

4. The model suggests that when air is satu-

MAJOR POINTS

rated, as many water particles return to liquid
as Would leave the liquid..Try to remember you'r last vatcination. Was alcohol used to

clean your arm? Ifso, you probably noticed that the cleansed
spot on your arm felt cold. Why?

ACTIVITY 1. Lick the back of your hand. Wait a few seconds;
then blow across the we9pot.

Wet
spot

Fit Describe bow the wet spot felt before you blew across
it, and then while you blew across it.

Let's find out more about this cOoling. You will need the
folloWing materials:

1 thermonleter
1 4-cm piae of wick
Baby-food jar half-filled with alcohol

153
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.134 EXCURSI6N 4-1

ACTIVITY 2. Place a dry wick over the end of a thermometer.

In doing thls, your fingers will probably touch the bulb and
cause the temperature to rise. When the temperature returns
to normal, record it as Temperature A in Table 1. This is the
temperature of the air.

Thermometer

. ACTIVITY 3. Place the thermometer in the jar of alcohol..
Record the temperature of the alcohol as Temperature B in

Table 1.

Alcohol

ACTIVITY 4. Remove the thermometer from the alcohol ancl

wave it around for about 15 seconds. Record the temperature

as Temperature C In Table 1.

qo



Tabl4 1

Temperature A

Temperature B

Temperatur4C

Temperature (°C)

02. What is the difference between Temperattde A and
Temperature B? u

9:13. What is the difference between Temperature B and
Temperature C?

04. How do you 'explain these differences in temperature?

You probably found that the air temperature (A) and the
alcohol temperature (B) were very similar. However, Tem-
perattire C was much lower.

05. What happened to the alcohol as the temperature
dropped?

Alcohol was used in this activity because it evaporates
rapidly. This evaporation is related to the temperature drop
that you observed. Blowing across the wet spot on your hand
speeds up the evaporation of the liquid. You can compare
the cooling effect of evaporation of the two liquids.

1.

ACTIVITY 5. Put a small amount of alcohol on the back of
one hand. Then lick the back of the other. Now blow across
both halils at the same time. Continue blowing until one of
the liquitrs disappears.

xt ,

15 5
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Usi lig a meditmie dr opper tAudonts might nut Us. yviliciiihaod tel coolci as )44,1)10v acioss IC.'
a single drop of water and a single drop Of .,.

alcohol on a r H.absorbing .1brface and find ..,

1117. Which liquid evaporated the taster? (I:ou iiy want
out which drop disappears first. 4 ..

to devise another way to compare the evaporatiop rate of
the 4iquiiis.)

.
-You Inay recall from VolumeN 1 and 2 o1 l. tat energy

is.absorbed by aiiquid when it changes to a gas. tis energy
(usually heat) is absorbed from the surrqunding.

8. The energy required for evaporation 08. Explain the fact that the backs of your hands felt cool
comes (partly) Lon) the skin. while the liquids well; evaporating.

<09. Why did the aleohol make-- the- hand feel. coOler tIkQ
the other liquid did?

o-

Wet- and,dry-bulb thermometers

Recall bow you determined the relative humidity and dew
point- by using the sling psychrometer. You found that the
temperature of the wet-bulb thermometer was lower than
that of the dry-bulb thermometer. What you know about
cooling and evaporation should help explain this difference.
The energy needed to evaporate the water from the wick
was taken &on) the wet-bulb thermometer. As g result, the-

; thermometer cooled down.
13ut why did you have to. twirl the sling psychrometer

arefund? Why waSn't the difference between the and
thermreters always the same? Let's try an experi-

Ment to help tind the answers to'ticiese twc) questions. You
and a. partner, need these materials:

--

1 thermometer
1 wick
1 baby-food jar haltAlled with alcohol.

as.

**IV

ACTIVITY 6. Place the wick over the end of the thermometer.
Dip the thermometer Into the alcohol and.remove it. Place
it on the table and read the temperature at 15-second inter-

.
vais. Record the readings in. row 1 of Table 2.

1
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Table 2

ft

Condition

Temperature ("C)

After
15 sec.

After
30 seo,

After
45 sec.

After
60 sec.*

1.. Thermometer
(on table).

2. Thermometer
(waved around)

rr.

ACTIVITY 7. Again place the thermometer and wick into the
alcohol. Remove it,
15-second intervals
ings in Table 2.

41

and wave it around steafilly, shyping at
to Lead the temperature. Record the read-

0^.

rTIO. Using your particle mode )lain whNhc moving
thermometer cooled off more rapidly. m may Want to use

'the, ISCS -Volumes. 1 and 2.paitic1e model in your expla-
nation.)

'at

4

4-

The particle model for matter says that this energy speeds
up moving particles. Thc fast-moving particles may leave the
liquid to become part of the gaseous air. However-, collisions
between gaseous water particles directly above the ROW z.

May knoci some particles back into the liquid again. It is
also possiblq Thr-partides to return to the liquid just because

'They are moving in that direction.
. .Excuns.ION 4-1 137:
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The evaporation,of water into water vapor is
sontewhat 814 to the dissol g of a sub-

, stance In a solvent. When.the lution is sati:
(dTatiWWthe tie Sol Utb 'go-Into

solqtion as coma out of solution, and there is
a balance.

--

Figure 1

SATURATED AIR
(100% humidity)

When will the number of panicles of evaporated liquid
returning to the liquid be the gi eatest9 It will he when the
air above the liquid is saturated with particles from the liq-
uid. Saturated means the air has all the evaporated liquid
it can hold. A sponge is saturated with water when it is
holding all the water it can.

Suppose, for example, the evaporating liquid is water..The
greatest return of water particles to the liquid would occur
when the air is saturated with water vapor; in other words,
when the humidity is 100%. The number of particles leaving
the liquid would 4ixbalanced by the number of evaporated

---liquid-parlicles- returning: -This-idea of partiele-balanee0s
illustrated in Figure 1.

UNSATURATED AIR
(Less than

100% humidity)

0
I *

P 1?

t I t,

, .!* ; ° 0

43% v 0 fi A: 0
A0

0 0o
Liquid

,s

Number of particles
Jeaving 'the, liquid

Number of particles
reentering the liquid

138 . EXCURSION 4-1.

Num r of particles > Number of particles
le ving the liquid reentering the liquid(is great-

er. than)

E)11. Suppose the partieles leaving the liquid were removed
?from above tict liquid Olown away, for example)...1low
would this affect .the evaporation of the

1 58



Perhaps you can see why you "N1in!" the Imychronicter.(The same reason explains why wet clothes dry faster on a
windy day than on a day when the air is calm.) The air
immediately next to the wet-bulb thermometer may be satu-
rated_ with -water. However, by swinging the thermometer
around, you constantly bring the wet surface into regions
where the air is not saturated.

[1 1 2. Suppose the humidity in your classroom is 100% (satu-
rated air). How would the temperature of the wet-- and
dry-bulb thermometers compare?

When the air is not saturparticles_wilLevaporatefrom
the wet-bulb thermometer. The drier the air, the faster tbe
.evaporation. Thus, the better the cooling and the greater the
difference between the wet- and dry-bulb.readings.

In summary, in humid (moist) air, the difference in tem-
perature between the two thermometers is slight, if any. In
very dry air, the wet-bulb thermometer gives a much lower
reading than does the dry-bulb thermometer. This should
help explain the figures in Table 4-2 of Chapter 4.

11P

halt
ti]

12. Ihoy \ ho the same (Note that In this
case, whit imo the thertno(fletots maket no
ditference The bulbs aro continually in satu-
rated aim )

7
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The effects of evaporation in cooling the sur-
roundings are noticeable, but not as dramatic
as the effects ot condensation in nature.
When water vapor condenses to visible water
In a cloud, huge amounts of energy are re-
leased The surreundings In this case Is the
air itself. This heated air rises very rapidly,
contributing to the violence of some of the
wildest storms.

,

I.

140 . E.XCURS1ON 4-1

,

7

4

Condensed condensation
V.

The particle, model is also useful in explaining conden-,
sation, It is the Opposite of evaporation::in condensation, 4
gas becomes. liquid. Condensatim occurs with cooling. As
the gas cools..its'particles lose energy and move more slowly.
The forces of attraction between the particles are sufficient
to bring these slower movillg particles together.

You have seen moisture gather on the outside of a con-
Aainer of cold liquid. (This is similar to the way y u (ieter-
mined dew point.). The air close ,to the cold co
cooled a(the container lbsorbs heat from it. The particles
in the Air JP§P_.wr.i.le of thcir
gaseous water particles join. together 'to form the visible liq-
uid droplets.

1
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EQUIPMENT LIST

14.00e

,

How High Are
the Clouds?

Th Is is an advanced general-interest excur-
sion.

Many warm sunimer days begin with a cloudless sky. By
noon, however, puffballs of cumulus clouds may have ap-
peared. Heat from the earth's surface has lifted moist air up,
.forming clouds. Usually these clouds have flat bottoms.

01. How do you account for the flat 'bottoms when the
cloud tops aren't fiat at all?

That isn't an easy question, byt you may be.closer to .the
answer than you think. As moist, warm air rises, it gradualty
cools. 'Eventually it gets high enough and cool enough so
that the water vapor condenses. This condensing (cloud for-
mation) happens just when the temperature of the air is the
same as thedew point. This occurs at a specific.height abov
the earth.. (Of course, this height varies from day to daY.)

[D2. What .part of the cloud is the first to form, the top or
the. bottom? :

.03. Can you now explain the flat-bottomed clouds?

.

t
,"! *,

Pt111P();;f To i tomp..i.dmo and div
.poInt r1 ysOy_nd luvul to (Jett:lu)Ifp:I lire height
Of Clouds.

Excursion 5-1

MAJOR POINTS

1. As air rises, a) it cools at a rate of 1°C pc:
100 m. and b) its dew point decreases at a rate
of 1"C pCr 550 m.
2. At ttie altitude that the temperature equals
the dew potnt, clouds form. (This accounts for
the flat bottom of 'many clouds.)
3. The height of a cloud bottom can be esti-
mated If you know the dew poinf and air
tempdtature at the earth's surface.

Figur.e 1

141
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As air ri asc, tt cools at an velage rate of ab t I"C pc,

100 m.

114. How much cooler would the air be at 400 in than at

ground level? (Figure 2)

Figure 2
? coolerA

3° coolerA

This rate of cooling of air as it rises in called
the adiabatic rate, as discussed in the toucher

_notes in Chapter 3, This rate remains constant 2° cooler

at,,l 0C per 100 m as long as
saturated (as long as the temperature is less

than the dew point), and it is thorefoi o called cooler

the dry adiabatic rate. Once the saturation

point is reached, the air no longer cools at
that rate4 because the heat of condensation onemsfn 1001_01_ AQI_O__m

,.; L-av msamlum,...L:nru:v. 1.r aa

is beim passed back to ,jt. Itzight be inter-
Earth

esbng to note that if the air descends for any

reason (such as flowing down the other side

of a mountain), it warmll at this same rale of

1°C por 100 m.
The dew point of air decreases at an average rate of 1°C

per-550 rn.

05. How much less would t e kieW point :of air be at

2,200 in than at ground level?

Figure 3
Dew point

?° loss

Dew point
3° less

tv.....tino

Earth

06. Which decreases faster with altitude, the air tempera-

ture or dew point?

- 142 fXCURSiON 5-1 Figure 4 may help you with our answer to question:O. .
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°C of Dew Point Decreases

°C of Air Temperature Decrease,.

As altitude increases, the air temperature falls faster than
the dew point. Therefbre, at some specific altitude, the:air

.temperature will be.equal to the dew point. At that altitude,
clouds will begin to form. Since cloud bottoms form first,
all of them will be flat at that height. (The rest pf the cloud
forms as thq. warm air con-tinues upward. What do you think
causes some clouds to stop getting larger?) .

Your problem- is to find the height of the base of clouds.
..-Assume that the temperature atrithe baSe 6f tpe crOild is at

the dew. point.
Calculating tlfe height a the cloud base involves two steps.

1: 'Find the air temperature anerdew point at groun (irk/ svel.
2. Find the 'height at which the .air temperaturC (go ng

lower by 1°C each 100 m) and the deW point (getting
lower by 1°C each 550 in) are e9ual.

'Figure .5 shows a sample problem on a day when the
temperature at ground leyel is 26°C and the dew point is

I
Thu ratekbt decr-e:fise of air tempolature is 1"C
per 1.00 m: the rate of decrease ot dew p94ni
is. 1"C.per .550 m. lo get both intes in--ro a-
mon terms of decrease per rn, divide th4 1°C
by 100 and by 550 rdspectively. This 'gives
rates.of decrease of 0.01°C per rn fOr air, and

, 9018C per m for ,dew point. On the next
pagi4. students are challenged wan an 01:)::
tional activity(guestion 9) of deriving.the for-
mula given. Frtifil the start above, this is rela-
tively simple. Accepting the fact that clouds
form at an a Wilde (111 where air ttimperature
and dew poin are equal, then the air temper-
ature at :11t oint will be the air temperature
on the ground minus the deerease due to
height, or T., -- 0 01 h. Likewise, the dew-
point at that height will be the dewpoint tern-
perature on the ground minus the decreas;:
due to height, or Td 0.0018 h But at that
height these two terms are equal, so Tair
0.01 h'=. Ts1.1, 7 9.0018 h.

Collecting the :'h" tetra on one side:

0.04 h 0.0018 h , or
0.0082 h = 'Taw Td.,, or

ih 4111. TII.p,)/
"
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Air temperitture
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per 100 m)
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(drops 1° C
each 560 m)

An easier solution than the one shownin.Figure 5 involves .

using a simple formula. Here it is:

.
Height. or cloud bottom in meters = l22(Tah.

-

,

= ground level temperature of air

Td.p, = ground level dew point
. ,

07. Using the form

Note ttrat alt.Aougt1 no equipment w listed

tor this excursion, in order to answer question
Br students wilt need up-to-da:e readings tor
temperattire and dew point, and may have to

. Use the sling psychrometer and tele tables In

the text

.144 EXCURION. 5-1

. ure

08. Calculate the height at Which clouds could form today.

(Record your method,. data,.and conclusions in your Record

Book.)

, cheek probleni of Fig-.

09.. (Optional) Can you. clerive the formula. given for thisk

type of problem?

*.
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This is an advanced excursion

Building a Nephoscope "

EL)ltIPMNIT LIST

1 21 ram. x 21 cm ploco ot glass
.1 *lee1 rt bltrck paper

.; 4 ruler-or meterstlok-
r 1 tuner With second hand

.Masking tape
Ki:4 .

Marking pen, Itith fIno point
1 drawing coMpos

4ir

A nephoscope .isb dbevice u can build and use to measure
-the forward motion of.a c oud. You will need the fallowing
material:

1- pane of window glass,
approximately 21..cm
X 21 cm

. J 1 sheet of black pdper, cut
to the same size as the

'glasSpiine
4 1 centimeter ruqr (or -meterstick)

S.

wateh,`Witll sweep'
second hand

,1 strip 91' masking
tape (about 20 cm)

1 marking.pen (tine
point) .

1 drawing compass

Compass

Black
paper

I

OS1 I, ) timid an iiStj
it tiJI Illtidbi.1111%t) 001.1%1 ..13011

Excursion 5-2

4.
MAJOR POINT

An instrument can he consUncted to obtain
thAt.

measured.

Note. This excursion requires zareful con-
struction, somewhat difficult mOasuiements,
well-delineatt-,! clouds in the sky, an,d sni.ie

*mathematical skills. It should Mobably 'be It;
tempted ordst by more capabke students.

Note thitt two pencils and a piece of string
-c.onld be usod to draw the circle it no drawing

compass is avaifoble.

Another way to
draw a circle

\ACTIVITI 1. Clearly mark a point near the center of the black
paper. With this point as center, use a compass to draw a
circle of 5-cm radius.

444
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1

vithitair4

ACTIVITY 2. Tape.11ie black paper with the pencil markings
next to the glass. They -should be visible through the glass.

,

..L..CTIVITY-- 3. With the -marking pen, trace over the pentil.
markings so that the glass sheet is marked like the black

The inctrument Must sit on soMething solid
and irtimovable. 1hi; observer must also be
able to hpld a fairly fixed pbsttion longt,enough
to mako the complete measurements.

I.

C

1461110EXCURSIQN

paper.

ACTIVITY 4. Place the nephoscope as near a window as pos-
sible, or In the open where you have a clear view of the sky.

4.

(
S 5

5, 4

1



. .

Choose some clouds as nearly overhead as possible Stand
beside the nephoseope Hi a potil lion from whieh you can sec
the reflection of thecloilds. You may need to prop one edge
of the .nephoscope 'on a book. Once you have this set up
(Figure 1), y(Yu are ready to make measurements. You will
need the help of a partner.

Figure 1 Position 1 Position 2

. .

If students have had the hecessary geometry,
they can visualize the similar triangles. Other-
wise, they have to accept the mathematical
relationship On faith.

0

S

,
*

tr. .

.

t

41.:

Nephoscope

167
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You can see that this will not work on an
overcast day without cTouds that haVe well-
defined edges. Also, it should be done on a

day that the cloud height can be estimated by

using Excursion 5-1. This means _that the

clouds .shotrle-be-of-the _cumulus type, Even

then it will mean that the observer will have

to remain motionless tor 5 minutes or More.

ACTIVITY 5: First, select a clearly identifiable point on the

edge of a cloud. FlosItion yourself so that the reflection of

thls point Is at the center of the nephoscope.
r

Position 1

ACTIVITY 6. Then, without changing yOurposition, have your

.16 partner time the movement of the reflection. Record how,

many seconds it takes your chosen:point to move, from° the

center to the rim of the circle. Don't change the position of

yotir body.until your partner measures the height of your eye

above the nephoscope. (See Figure 1.) Record your data in

Table 1.

148 EXCURION 5-2
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Table 1

Distance moved by reflection (4) .0.005 meter

Time to move 5 cm (t) seconds

Height of eye above nephgseope (h) meters

Estimated height of clouds (H)
(See Excurslon 5-1.)

--4

meters

Do not forget to change your measurements of h and d
from centimetersto meters.

With a formula from geometry', you can use the measure-.
ments yoii have just made to calculate. the distance traveled
by the clouds.

H x'd

_

D ;7- Actual distance traveled by cloud .
11 = Estiniate0 height. of.cloud
d =- Radius of nephoscope circle
h = Height. of eye above nephoseope

11%

191.

Note the heed tor cloud height.

Just to have some liallpark" figures, with a
clou.1 at 2,000 m, a radius of the circle at
0.05 hi ',thd the height of the eye 25- cm
(0.'025 m) above th.e glass, the distance trave-
led by the cloktd mil be about 4,000 rn. .

169.

ok%
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If the cloud moved an actual distance of
4,000 m. and a reasonable wind speed at that
attituJts 38 .mites per. hour_ (48 _km/hr.. 12 .

rn/sec), then the time would be aboUt 300
seconds, or 5 minutes.

01. What is the distance moved by the cloud?

1. 12. Suppose the estimated height (11) is 2,000 meters. What

distance would the cloud have moved if all your other naeas-

urements were the same as before?

03. How fast did the cloud move in meters/sec?

(Speed ft.

4. The height of the aircraft and the time It 1,14. Suppose you wanted to use this method to measure the
took tor the reflection to cover the radius of
the circle. (With this instrument it -would be speed of a jet aircraft. What would you need to know?

well-nigh impossible. With the aircraft low
enough tor the reflection to be seen, the " [15. How could you improve this method of determinin4;
image would move very rapidly across the

circle.)
cloud speed?

5. Student answers 'may prove interesting
Probably a radarscope woulc.: do a better job.

150 LXCURSION 5-2
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EQUIPMENT LIST

1 plastic straw
[lubber tubing. 2-foot length
1 pail
1 comb
Scotch; tape or clay
1 flat pan

And the Rains
Came Down

This is a general-interest excursion.

Figtfre 1

You have been studying a number of events that take 'placein the atmosphere. All these events can lead to one othe'r
occurrence that we aswciate weatherprecipitation.
This precipitation can' be in the form of drizzle, showers,
snow, sleet, or hail:It all depends on the temperature and
other con(jitiOns.

Precipitation might be considered the top rung of a ladder
of *events that occur in the air (Figure 1).

CiSaturation

?

r
4 la7,',A

Precipitation

I
Growth of
Crystal or
Water Droplet

PtlflPi);;I, I o lost a possible theory for pi
cipitation.

Excursion 72

Condensation

Cooling

Contaminated,
Moist Air

171

MAJOR POINTS

1.,Preclpitation is tho end result of a number
of events in the atmosphere.
2. To go from condensatiOn to precipitation.
cloud droplettt mutt be brought together to
form a raindrop.
3. One model of.raindrop formation uses
electrostatic attraction as a basis.
4. Ice crystals in clouds may be another tac-
tor in precipitation.

151
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Figure 2

%ea

1.ces climb t16 rang Condensanon. Vou havc tnind that

air must contain water vapor and some solid particles. for
condensation to take place.-When the temperature of the air
reaches the dew point, the water vapor will condense -on the
particle surfaces (dust, smoke, salt particles). Figure 2 illus
trates the formation of a cumulus cloud. Moist air is lifted
and then cooled. The cloud forms when the dew point is
reached and water begins to condense on small particles
(condensation nuclei).

/N

. . .

Cloud droplets

Dow Point Level

Rising moist air

The clouci ebnsists of very tiny droplets, which .we'll call

"cloud droplets."
Figure 3 compares the vizes of a condensation nucleus

(dust or salt),*a cloud droplet, and an average-size raindrop.
An average raindrop is so large compared to the droplct and
condensation nuclei that we, can- only.show part of it.

%. Figure 3

I.

C.
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Now glance back at the ladder in Figure 1. In order to
go up from'rung 5, Condensation, to ning .7. Precipitation,
Growth (rung 6) of the "cloud droplets" must take place.
About 1Sne million cloud droplets are needed for a small
raindro to form! How does this happen? To find out, you
and a pa ner will need the following:

1 plastic st w
Rubber tub, , 2-foot length
1 pail
1 comb
Scotch tape or clay.
Flat aluminum pie pan

ACTIVITY 1. Carefully punch a pinhole on one side only of
the plastic straw. Block up one end of the straw with claw,
or tape. (The end must be watertight.) Fasten the open end
of the straw to the rubber tubing.

Push clay In

(cut pin hole;
do not cut through bottom)

Tho by which the tiny cloud droplets
come to9ether to form raindrop:, is called
coalescence. it s riot lust .3 simple natf,;,r Of
their roll/din9 IMO 10( t ; .;
\Wen tite iroplets Come
ttrd to z).)tince off each other hhti ruom
bads, poslibly because ot surtace tension
Some force is necessary to got them to stay
together to form drops

Perhaps it would be wise to add a mop and
paper towels to the equipment list This activ-
ity could get messy it it is not carefully con-

_

trolled

Plastic straw

ACTIVITY 2. Set up the apparatus as shown. The top supply

bucket should be about full.

Rubber
tubing Water

Books

111111.11°Plastic straw
with pin holeTray

73

" r , 9 $t
.9

11.): ..-: 3 9

Rubber tublng
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4.

)

A cellulose 'acetate strip rubbed with tissue
paper, or a vinyl strip rubbed with wool cloth.
will work even better than the comb. These
are the two strips used In Levet li.ISCS.. and
they may be readily available.

154

4

ATIVITY 3. Hold the straw lowqr than the water level in the
bucket. Suck on the pinhole until water starts to flow. Hold
the straw in the pan so that the fountain is vertical.

Plastic
straw
with
pinhole Flubber

tubing
Watei4-,

Pail

Straw Is held
betieath the level
Ot water in the bucket.'

Pie pan

ACTIVITY 4. Observe the spray of water carefully. Pay partic-

ular attention to the size of the droplets. Now, while you hold
the straw, have your partner 'lima comb several times through
his hair, and then move the comb close to the spray. Move
the comb in and out several times.

Comb
w

<111111

174.
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V

01. What did you observe happening when the comb was
brotIght close to the spray?

02. What happened to the size of the droplets when the
comb moVed toward and away from the spray?

03.., Give your explanation Of why the comb affects the
water spray?

.

04. Does this investigation st-iggest what might cause tiny 7/
cloud droplets to combine to form raindrops? Explain your
answer.

The friction that results when a comb is run through dry
hair produces an electric charge on the comb and the.hair.
Th arge has been described ig detail.in Volume 2 of
IS S. 'Electric charge can produce' a force of attraction be-
tween objects. As you brought the charged comb near the
water spray, the droplets probably increased in size. It is
reasonable to assume that this charge was caused by the
charge on the comb. Tiny droplets were attracted to each
other and combined into larger ones. Electric charge also
exists in clouds. Therefore, it is reasonable to think that this
charge may cause the formation of raindrops.

There is another factor in raindrop formation that sonic
meteorologists think is even more important than the pres-
ence of electric charge. This factor is the presence of ice
crystals in. clouds. Figure 4 shows how the temperature in
a cloud may vary. In large tlouds extending to high altitudes,

30° C.

20° C

10° C.

a * 0.

O '00 00 *4,*

*-

o o
41-o 0 *** *

Freezing 0° C
point

+10° C

1
Freezing line

W. Ice crystals

0 Supercooled
dro lets

: 17.5

z

An electrostatic field does indeed cause co-
:ilesConco of the drops. Gilt ;:111(10111;i tihotild

-4.,-7.ai4Z-0-414a1-111f8-15- oerly m odet 1 or
the. possible explanation of raindrop forma-
tion. No one htw actually observed This hap-
pening inside a cloud, and there could be
other factorsother modelsthat could ex-
plain the phenrmena just as well.
For your information, water molecules are
petiorThat is. the 2 hydrogens with a plus
charge are or aArted toward ode !zide of the
molecule and Mu oxygen with a double minus
ehargh is oriented to Ihe other side. The
Charge On the 'comb. either hum or minui:.
ath acts the oppositely charged particle;.
which are true to orient themselves toward 11.

The water spray is thus attracted, because
pa, t of each molecule is closer to the comb
than the Other part.

Here's another modeland one that enjoys
more favor, especially for clouds that extend
high enough (swelling cumulus, cumulonim-
bus) to re..ch the freezing level,

Figure .4
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__NOW the keying et ErtCuLat.Q117_.-2JIPI.e
as in the chapter.

I *:(04ii
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the temperature may be well below the freezing point of
water. The water droplets at altitudes above the. freezing line
will be colde, than the freezing point of water, and still be
liquid. These droplets are called "supercoolcd- droplets.
Some ice crystals will also exist in the cloud. If a dwplet
collides with an 'ice crystal, tfie supercooled droplet will
immediately freeze on the surface of the ice crystal. If this
process'contillues, the ice crystal may become heavy enough
to fall through the cloud. If the crystal falls through warm
air, it may melt and reach the ground as a raindrop. If the
_crystal falls through.. air that is below:freezing, the precipi-
tation may be in the form of snow Of Sleet

If you are interested in finding out how hail forms, take
a look at Excursion 7-2, "Cumulonimbus."

76
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EQUIPMENT LIST

None

This is a general-interest excuision. PURPOSE 10 study the development, char-
acturistics. :in(l properties ol thunderhead
clouds

Cumulonimbus Excursion 7-2

This excursion should be done on a day when there are
cumulus clouds. Figure 1 shows a typical display of cumulus
clouds..

.

:.1

571.

-11.4".4
ra?

,4 t.t

MAJOR POINTS

1. Cumulus clouds constantly changing
shape and-size and y build to cumulonim-

.bus. .. .. ._ .. .. . ... .. _ . ... .._. ._........ ....._
2. Violent air movements within the cloud can'
produce violent weather. .

3. SUccessive up-and-down trips through the c,
Cumulonimbus cloud van build an ice crystal
into a large liail:Jone.

Figure 1
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Whether or nOt a cumulus grows to a cumulo-
nimbus, or remains the same size, or dissi-
pate% Is controlled by the stability of the air.
This In turn IS affectad by the moisture con-
tent of \the air.% Alr.that is conditionally stable
and ha
fitted by
the mod

a high moisture content may he up-
one of the four agents that make up
I. When the condensation level- is

reached and clouds form, so n.uch heat en-
ergy is given to the air by condensation that
it becomes uns/ablv, rises rapidly, and builds
into huge clouds,

ACTIVITY 1. Go outside, lie on the ground, pick out a single
cumulus cloud, and observe it for at least three minutes. Then

select another cloud, and agak , observe It for three minutes.

.

-(11,- List the changes you obseror for the two cumulus
clouds.

02. Compare and contrast the behavior of both clouds.

You learned earlier in this unit that if warm, moist air
riseS, it will cool. The water vapor will condense on tiny solid
surfaces, forming a cloud. Cumulus clouds, with their puffy,
heaping appearance, are formed vvhere updrafts of Moist,
warm air occur. You might have noticed that the clouds you
observed changed quite dramatically. Perhaps the cloud
moved horizontally, broke apart,"faded away, or grew larger.
.Cienerally these ciciuds don't last too long because the air
surrounding them is usually suite dry. This dry air causes
the cloud droplets to evaporate and' become itivisiblo water
vapor.

Some cumulus clouds, however, are huge and may last
long enough to produce violent weather. Examples of these
clouds are shown in I:I-glues 2 and 3.

-;
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The misture content and therefore the en-
ergy content of a th'undothe4d s terrific It_
hä becr,-) calculated that a single thunder-
storm about 3 miles in diameter can contalft
as much as a half million torts of condensed
water This is tound in the form ot water drep-
lets and ice crr.tals In coltderising this much
moisture out of the water vapor thA elir rgy
released by the laVint heat of condens,ttion
is equnialent to t urning about 60 000 tons Cif
Goal

-

Figure 3



^' /Note That the excursion supposes stildents
* are-able to observe cumulus and curnulonirn-

bus Wh He they do the activities.

9

Figure 4

'This violent Up- d-down motion (If air is ex-
tremely hazardous to aircraft flying in prox-
imity to the cloud. Besides extreme passen.-
der discomfort, large stresses are placed.on
the structure of the.plane. 'There are many
doCumented cases of 'extrsive damage to
the craft.

160 EXCURSION 7-2

You probably know that the clouds shown in Figures 2,

and 3 are eunneinnimbus clouds. Perhaps you have seen
one recently. You may remember that wind, thunder, light-
ning, rain, anti perhaps even hail may have been .associated
with, it. How does a cloud get so big?--Wlhat happens inside
these clouds to produce a violent thunderstorm?

ACTIVITY 2. Figure 4 shows drawings of the same thunder-
cloud at different times. Using'the vertical scale shown in the
photographs; determine the height, in feet, of the-cloud at
each time.

B 2:00 P.M.

r

,111.

C 3:00 P.M.

r*.

4.

r13. 'How tall (from botto* to top) was the cloudat each
,

time interVal?

4. What:was i,the rate -4of growth oc the Thundercloud?
(Hint: How.many feet did it "grow per hour?) .

Rising air in some thunderclouds may have upward speeds
of 60,000 to 100,000 feet per hour. At such speeds.the' air
may climb above the condensation le'vel very rapidly. If the
surrounding air is relatively bigh in hinnidity, the cloud may
grow to 40,000 feet or more! ' r

Inside 'the ,cloud, air ikoves Violently up and/or -down.
'Figure -sliows the nature of ,the air motion tin a ,:umulo-
nimbus cloud..

1,4
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Notice that at flist the air motion is predominately an'
updraft During maximum development of the cloud, the air
Moves both in violent updrfts'and in downdraN. Finally,
the tipward motion, which supplies the moisture, ceases, and
the Cloud, consists -only of downdrag.s. .

Let's examine-one important effect of the ups and, downs
of' air in a cumulonimbus cloud. This effect is called hail,
Although.most hailis about pea size (4. inch), some hailstones
May, be As large as tepni's balls (21 to 3 inches in diameter).
A close inspeion of hailstones reveals that they consist of
a series of layers'of ice in concentric shells. See"' Fivre 6.
rs

7t.,
.Ile formation of these ice layrs requires die presence

05. Why. do you .think strodg updrafts are 'necessary in
forming hail? ,

.

,

.of-strong updrafts.
.

< .

.

.

4*

In a tull-grown cumulonimbus, the greatest
updraft comes in the front third uf the cloud.
This has the etlect of pioducing a ielabsiely
calm-area at ground level alter to,: hest gusti-
ness and large raindrops have stopped. Then
the major precipitation oCcurs under-the back
two thircis o the cloud.

Figure.6
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If an ice crystal falling through the cloud is caught in an

. updraft, it can collect more droplets on its surface. "I he crys-

tal then enlarges. Near the top of the cloud, the force of
:the updraft decreases. The now larger crystal C:dfs again,

collecting more ice on its surface. III it is hurled upward again

by the updrafts, still more ice collects.

1: 6. What would cause the hailstone to finally fall to the
earth?

Imagine how str-ong the updrafts must be to produce hail-

stones. the size of tennis halls!

9
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EOUI.'MENT t IST

wo,inier instrument
barometer
Sling psychrometer
Weather map

Ptilll'()::a 14) afford plac.tii. iii 11,11,111fj
NA/04-1111W for ve:v,t;

Weather Prediction Excursioo 7-3
and Forecasting

This is an advanced general-inleres excur-
Sion.

. 1

Have you been wondering how meteorologists can predict
1 the weather from data like that shown in Table 1? How can

they't ombine several kinds of information to interPret and
i foreeast the weather?
1

Toble 1 -
4

MAJOR POINT

By using the weather elpments of tempera-6
lure, hun;idity, cloud, wind duoct;on and
F,peed, and b..!ometic an.d the de-
veloped model tor weatti- I. a short-range
forecast can be. mik:e.

Day Time Temp.
. wind

Dir.
Wind
Speed

Cloud
-,Type

'Cloud
Cover

Pre-
ci.p.

134
Pp 3s,

Rel.
Hum.-

Dew
Point -

-20

21

22
.

23
. -24

1:30
2:05
1:50- .

1:45 .

4--.

179C
20°C
10°C

5°C

S

S

. N

N

8,12
8-12

25-31
,

/8-121

-
Stratus
Stratus
Cumu lo-
nimllus
Clear

-

80
0

',1%

--
1.5 cm

-

.. .
--

../

29.90
29.8sS ;
29.81

,

29.92

.
55c7C

83% ..
100%.

24
- ----

k
13°C'

°18S2
. 164:

-91C

v

How well can you interpret the data in Table 1? Can you
predict what tkie next day's-weather will be? Notiee'that the
data is for a fottr-day period:. bata ibr a Oh day trhe 24th)
is- not ideludcd. You will -try to predict this data. Study the

:epatterns inteh column before trtying to answer the following
'questions.

4'
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VP

Some ,,teachers start .bringing in the daily
weather maps at- are beginning. at the unit
These can tic posted or mounted t;equentially
on a bulletin boai'd, chalk-board, or wall

,Probabh nothing can make the procession..of
.daity, weather across the country as 'real as
this, becavse the istucipiIts can tid it ifito their
daily peather obs ions.

.

virratilift
04Th

0,

4

ds.

ro. What.kind of front is moving acioss this area?

[ }2. If you knew that the center of high pressure was due

to arrive on thc 24th, predict what would happen lo each

of the following quantities just after it arrives. (Complete that

part of Table I in your Record Book.)
TEMPERATURE (Drop greatly; drop s)ttly; no change;

rise slightly; rise greatly?)
HUMIDITY (Drop; stay the same;" rise?)

CLOUDS (Stay clear; get cloudy; if so, what types?)
WIND (None; strong; light?)
PRECIPITATION (None; some?)

Fortunately, the weather pattern stown by the tlata.''in

Table I is a fairly clear-cut case of frontal movement. The

air pressure dro'pped slightly and then rose rapidly just be-

fore the first part of the high-pressUre area arrived. The drop

in temperature shows that the high-pressure area was the

reult of an advancim cold air mass. As the cold mass mkre'ed

into the area, the relative humidity rose, water vapor con-

densed into clouds, and rain fell. After the cold air mas
replaced the warm air, the air was clea r! cold, and fairly still.

Most weather predictions, or forecasts, are for less than

48 hours. They are ealleCiishort-range forecasts. Careful anal-

ysis of the daily weatl .r map (which you can obtain from

a daily newspaper) c ipled with the observations you make

of temperature, pres, ure, humidity, and cloud type, will ena-

ble you to make 48:hour forecasts.
Table 2 describes signs to look for when making short-

range (48-hour) forecasts.

ACTIVITY 1. For the next three days, continue to gathbr

weather-watch data. Each day, study -your observations and

make a forecast. of the next day's weather. In addition 10

making your own observations, consult the daily weather map

posted in your 'room, .or look in, your newspaper. 04.

3tr
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Table 2

I...

Weather
Element

.

,.,:...,

'.
Sip' .

1

'
-Probable Change in Weather

, ,,,... ,,,
. ..?

,; ....t

. ,.

Air Pressure
.

%el;

Rapid drop :...
.. ... -...

. .

rront approachingrain or
snow .

RaPid rise,
,,

iFront movingoutclearing
and fair - _---,

Steady Weather remains sante.

.

.

Clouds
_

.

.,

.

.Putry, scattered-. '
cumulus. ... ....

.

Fair weather

Afternoon eurnu-Y
lonimbus clouds

Thunderstorms
:.% - '

J.

. Altostratus
1

V'arm froptno rain unless
cloud type changes

I.
.

.

Miscellaneous

il. . :
;

,
Cog", clear d1t'y ..

with little-wind

-

.

High presure over region
weather will probably remain
'fair. '

.

Sudden change
-in wind dicection

. .
; Advancing a receding front

4'.1..

litur forecast should be recorded in your Record Book andyou mayolso want to post it on the chalkboard or bulletinboard. Try to include predictions of the following in yourforecast:

1. Cloudiness (increase, decrease, remain the same)2. Probable wind direction
3. Probable wind 'speed
4. Barometer reading (fall, rise, remain the same)5. Probable cloud types
6. Probable temperature rung

'7: Precipitation expected (amount and ttw)t)

Seine of these predle4ions will b .;
cult for the student. fo instanc.

rthe unit has the concept be,;n
wind speed is a function of the sup.i; alien ofthe isobars When isobars are closer together-(steep preSsuro gradient), the winds will bestrongei than when the isobars are widelyseparated.
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As each day passes, also make a note of your success. ['Nen
With com puters. a bit ridan t -data, and immerous observers,
piot'essional weather ptedictors often ha%e a -batting avei-
age" of only 60% 70`,.i. If your prediccions ;,tre correct even
half the time, you are doii% pretty well.

You can do your forecast work at the sante time that you
are beginning thc next unit. Try noi to let newspaper or
television weather forecasts affect your own predictions! The
object of this activity is to test how well ymir model works
lOr predicting, -not to mak-e perfectly accurate forecasts.

Encourage stUdents to play this "game" of
daily forecasting It is an excrtilent continuing
activity ACTIVITY 2 (Optional). If you are interested, try making an

extended forecast. An extensied forecast is usually a weather
prediction up to about a week in advance. Extended forecasts
'are general forecasts. Therefor6, you should not be con-
corned with details as you were for the short-range forecast.
For the next week, predict what you believe the outlook will
be for your area in terms of the following.

Temperature (Warmer, or colder than normal for that time
of year)

Precipitation (More rainy or less rainy than normal for that
time of year)

Movement of fronts through yo area

0

166 EXCURSION,773

In order to give a general forecast, you may want to find
out what the normal temperatures and precipitation amounts
are for your local area. You may also want to look at
weather-satellite photographs of the clouds over the ear
surface. We'll leave that up to you!

ii
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